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Abstrat
Blak arbon (BC) and mineral dust partiles are among the most important atmospheri
aerosol types forming ie rystals by heterogeneous nuleation, the so alled potential ie
nulei (PIN). When emitted, most BC and dust partiles are externally mixed with other
aerosol ompounds. Through oagulation with other partiles and ondensation of gases,
externally mixed partiles gain a liquid oating and are, therefore, transferred to an internal
mixture. This ageing proess is essential for the diret and indiret effet of BC and dust
partiles on the limate, sine the oating hanges their radiative and hygrosopi properties
and onsequently their loud ativation ability and lifetime. Moreover, laboratory studies
have shown that a liquid oating influenes the freezing properties of the partiles and hene
their behavior as ie nulei. Due to large omputational resoures required, global limate
models mostly parameterize the partile ageing by using estimated turnover times rather
than simulating the ageing proesses expliitly.
In the present study the population of PIN in the global upper troposphere and low-
ermost stratosphere (UTLS) is haraterized. To reah this goal the new aerosol model
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot is developed. The aerosol module MADEsoot is able to
simulate separately BC and dust partiles in their different states of mixing (internally
or externally mixed) and BC and dust free aerosols, as well as the relevant ageing pro-
esses of externally mixed partiles. MADEsoot is implemented in the global limate model
ECHAM5/MESSY. The resulting system is evaluated with airraft and surfae measure-
ments and performs well both in the boundary layer and in the UTLS. ECHAM5/MESSy-
MADEsoot (E5/M-MADEsoot) is the only existing model able to resolve the mixing state
of BC and dust partiles while giving a reliable representation of the UTLS.
E5/M-MADEsoot is applied to haraterize the PIN through their number and mass
onentration, omposition and mixing state. The results of this study show that PIN
ontribute only up to 0.7% to the total aerosol number onentration in the UTLS. At surfae
level PIN ontribute between 10% and 50% to the total aerosol number onentration, where
the highest values are reahed over the major emission areas. Nearly all PIN in the UTLS
are internally mixed with soluble material, while only up to the 3% of PIN is externally
mixed. E5/M-MADEsoot allows also for the investigation of the ageing proess of BC and
dust partiles and for the determination of its timesale, showing that the ageing proess is
mainly driven by the ondensation of vapor. The timesale of the ageing proess is alulated
with E5/M-MADEsoot to be around some hours at surfae level and some days in the UTLS,
but shows a high geographial variability, espeially in the boundary layer and in the lower
troposphere. The timesale of the ageing proess shows also a less pronouned seasonality,
with higher values in winter and lower in summer.
Kurzfassung
Globale Modellstudien zur Verteilung und Zusammensetzung
potentieller atmosphärisher Eiskerne
Ruÿ- und Mineralstaubpartikel gehören zu den wihtigsten atmosphärishen Aerosolspe-
zien, die Eiskristalle durh heterogene Nukleation bilden können, die so genannten potenti-
ellen Eiskerne. Ruÿ- und Mineralstaubpartikel werden meist in einer externen Mishung mit
anderen Aerosolspezies emittiert. Nah ihrer Emission können die extern gemishten Parti-
kel durh Koagulation mit anderen Partikeln oder durh Kondensation von Gasen mit einer
flüssigen Hülle beshihtet werden und folglih intern gemisht sein. Dieser Alterungsprozess
ist sehr wihtig für den direkten und indirekten Effekt von Ruÿ- und Mineralstaubparti-
keln auf das Klima, da die flüssige Hülle die optishen und hygroskopishen Eigenshaften
der Partikel ändert und daher auh ihre Lebenszeit und ihre Fähigkeit als Wolkenkonden-
sationskern zu dienen. Auÿerdem zeigen Laborstudien, dass sih eine flüssige Hülle auf die
Gefriereigenshaften der Partikel und daher auf ihr Verhalten als Eiskern auswirken kann.
Wegen des groÿen Rehnenzeitbedarfes globaler Klimamodelle wird die Alterung der Parti-
kel nur selten explizit simuliert, stattdessen wird sie oft durh eine feste Transformationszeit
parametrisiert.
In dieser Arbeit werden die potentiellen Eiskerne der globalen oberen Troposphäre und
unteren Stratosphäre (UTLS, aus dem Englishen upper troposphere - lowermost stratosphe-
re) harakterisiert. Um dieses Ziel zu erreihen, wurde das Aerosolmodell ECHAM5/MESSy-
MADEsoot (E5/M-MADEsoot) entwikelt. Das Aerosolmodul MADEsoot kann Ruÿ- und
Mineralstaubpartikel in ihren vershiedenen Mishungszusänden (intern oder extern gemisht)
sowie die Partikel, die weder Ruÿ noh Mineralstaub enthalten, getrennt simulieren. Dies
erlaubt dann die relevanten Alterungsprozesse von extern gemishten Ruÿ- und Mineral-
staubpartikeln mit MADEsoot explizit zu simulieren. Das neu entwikelte Modell wurde mit
Flugzeug- und Bodenmessungen evaluiert. Es zeigt sih eine gute Übereinstimmung mit Be-
obahtungen sowohl in der Grenzshiht als auh in der UTLS. E5/M-MADEsoot ist derzeit
das einzige globale Modell, das den Mishungszustand von Ruÿ- und Mineralstaubpartikeln
auflösen kann und eine gute Beshreibung der UTLS erlaubt.
E5/M-MADEsoot wurde hier angewendet, um sowohl die Anzahl- und Masskonzentrati-
on, als auh die Zusammensetzung und den Mishungszustand der potentiellen Eiskerne zu
beshreiben. Es zeigt sih, dass die potentiellen Eiskerne in der UTLS nur bis zu 0.7% zur
gesamten Aerosolsanzahlkonzentration beitragen. Bodennah liegt ihr Beitrag bei 10%-50%,
wobei die maximalen Werte über den Hauptemissionregionen erreiht werden. In der UTLS
sind nur bis zu 3% der potentiellen Eiskerne extern gemisht. E5/M-MADEsoot ermögliht
auh die Untersuhung der Alterungsprozesse von Ruÿ- und Mineralstaubpartikeln und die
Bestimmung ihrer Zeitskala. Die Simulationen zeigen, dass die Alterung hauptsählih durh
Kondensation von Gasen verursaht wird. Die mit E5/M-MADEsoot berehnete Zeitskala
des Alterungsprozesses beträgt einige Stunden am Boden und einige Tage in der UTLS,
aber zeigt eine hohe räumlihe Abhängigkeit, besonders in der Grenzshiht und der unteren
Troposphäre. Die Zeitskala zeigt eine geringere saisonale Abhängigkeit, mit höheren Werten
im Winter und niedrigeren im Sommer.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 The sientifi problem
With the beginning of the industrialized era the omposition of the atmosphere has hanged
substantially due to anthropogeni emissions. Industry, road, air and sea traffi, house heat-
ing, land management: these are only a few examples of all the human ativities that ause
emissions of large amounts of hemials in the atmosphere (Olivier et al., 2002). Extensive
researh has been fousing for long time on the hemistry of the atmospheri gas omponents,
developing omprehensive models able to quantify the inuene of man-made gas emissions
on the limate (Harvey et al., 1997). The level of onfidene in the knowledge of the green-
house gases limate effet is suh to onvine poliy makers to undertake measures for their
limitation, as in the Montreal (UNEP , 2006) and Kyoto (UNFCC , 2008) protools in 1987
and 1997, respetively. The anthropogeni ontribution, however, does not modify only the
gas omponents of the atmosphere, but also the atmospheri aerosol, i.e. the suspension
of partiulate matter in the atmosphere: Land management ativities suh as deforestation
or intensive farming destabilize the surfae to wind erosion and inrease the amount of soil
dust risen into the atmosphere. Fuel ombustion proesses produe massive amounts of sul-
fate, partiulate organi matter and blak arbon partiles that hange the proportion of the
aerosol ompounds in the atmosphere (Dentener et al., 2006; Kloster et al., 2008).
Effet of atmospheri aerosol on limate. Fig. 1.1 provides the estimation of the ra-
diative foring
1
(RF) of the different foring agents for 2005 (Forster et al., 2007) published
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the international ommittee of
sientists that periodially reviews the state of the art of limate researh. The radiative
foring is a measure of the inuene that a hange in a omponent of the atmosphere indues
on the radiation budget, and therefore on the temperature, of the Earth-atmosphere system:
a positive radiative foring orresponds to a warming, a negative one to a ooling. On the
global sale, hanges in aerosol onentrations ause a large negative ontribution to the
total radiative foring, omparable to the effet of the hanges in long-lived greenhouse gas
onentrations, but the unertainty on this estimation is the largest among all the foring
agents. There are still many open questions onerning the effet of hanges in aerosol load-
ing, and any ontribution to the subjet may lead to important steps forward to understand
the human-indued hanges of limate.
The effet of aerosol on the Earth-atmosphere system is a rather omplex issue. Besides
1
From Forster et al. (2007): Radiative foring is a measure of how the energy balane of the Earth-
atmosphere system is inuened when fators that affet limate are altered. Radiative foring is usually
quantified as the rate of energy hange per unit area of the globe as measured at the top of the atmosphere,
and is expressed in units of Watts per m
2
. 
2 Introdution
Figure 1.1: Global average radiative foring estimates and unertainties in 2005, relative to
year 1750. No CO2 time sale is given in olumn 4, as its removal from the atmosphere
involves a range of proesses that an span long time sales, and thus annot be expressed
aurately with a narrow range of lifetime values. Figure from Forster et al. (2007).
the diret absorption and sattering of solar radiation, atmospheri aerosol indiretly affet
the limate by hanging the properties of louds (Lohmann and Feihter , 2005). Aerosol
partiles, or, more simply, aerosols, foster the ondensation of loud droplets, making the
existene of louds possible at all. Their ability to initiate louds and hanging the properties
of the resulting loud, as well as their interation with radiation, depend not only on the mass
of aerosols, but also on their size and their number onentration. A limate model aiming
to investigate the aerosol limate effet annot avoid keeping trak of these parameters.
This poses new hallenges ompared to the study of the gaseous speies, whose effet is
mainly determined by their mass onentration in the air. Furthermore the variability of
the onentration of aerosols, on the geographial and temporal sales, is very high, making
the alulation of a global aerosol radiative foring an exessive simplifiation: Even if the
aerosol radiative foring is negative on the global sale, there may be regions or seasons
where its sign is positive.
Anthropogeni ontribution to the atmospheri aerosol. Dentener et al. (2006)
have developed inventories of the emissions of aerosol speies (blak arbon, dust, partiulate
organi matter and sulfate) for the pre-industrial era, identified with the year 1750, and for
the year 2000. The data for the pre-industrial era result from an extrapolation done on the
basis of hanges in population, rop prodution and wood onsumption. While the emissions
of dust are supposed to stay roughly the same, the inrease of the emitted amount of other
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speies due to the anthropogeni ontribution is dramati. The emissions of partiulate or-
gani matter have inreased from 33.5 to 66.1 Tg per year, the emissions of sulfur dioxide
(SO2), of whih roughly 25% is onverted to liquid sulfate (SO
2−
4 ), have inreased from 30.2
to 142 Tg per year and those of blak arbon from 1.41 Tg per year to 7.7 Tg per year, a
fivefold inrease.
Blak arbon, also alled soot, is a strongly light-absorbing arbon ompound that is the
result of any kind of ombustion proesses: while its natural emissions are bound only to
wildfires, every human ativity where ombustion proesses are involved implies the emission
of soot. The anthropogeni emission of soot differs from the natural ones not only in the
amount, but also in the kind of partiles emitted: while blak arbon partiles from wildfires
are quite large, with a diameter of around 100 nanometers and more, those from fuel om-
bustion are smaller, with a diameter of some 10 nm. Suh small partiles an aumulate
more easily in the lungs and are more harmful for human health (WHO , 2003). Addition-
ally, the massive man-made injetion of small soot partiles hanges the size distribution of
atmospheri soot aerosols, modifying their inuene on louds and their effet on limate in
a way that is still to be investigated.
Potential atmospheri ie nulei. Blak arbon and other insoluble partiles (mainly
mineral dust) an foster the formation of ie rystals at lower supersaturation than those
needed for a liquid partile to freeze (DeMott et al., 1999, 2003; Sassen et al., 2003;Möhler et al.,
2006;Kanji et al., 2008). The solid, insoluble partiles initiating the nuleation of an ie rys-
tal are alled ie nulei. However, only a small fration of the insoluble partiles atually
at as ie nulei, therefore all insoluble partiles that an potentially initiate ie nuleation
are alled potential ie nulei. The number onentration of the potential ie nulei is a
ruial fator: If ie rystals nuleate rather around insoluble partiles than around the sol-
uble ones, whih are muh more abundant in the atmosphere, the available water vapor will
more likely form fewer and larger ie rystals around the insoluble partiles than more and
smaller ones out of the liquid phase, as shematially depited in Fig. 1.2. As for warm
louds, formed by liquid water droplets, the number and size of the ie rystals inuenes
the optial properties of irrus louds. A relevant region for the formation of irrus is the
upper troposphere and lowermost stratosphere (UTLS), at around 10 km altitude, where the
onditions are favorable to the ie nuleation. Blak arbon and dust partiles emitted at
surfae are transported to the UTLS by the asending air masses. Additionally, air traffi
injets blak arbon partiles diretly at this altitude. Hendriks et al. (2004) have shown
that aviation an ause a regional inrease in the blak arbon partile number onentration
of more than 30% at this altitude in areas with high ight density. The air traffi setor
has experiened suh a dramati growth in the last deades, and there are urrently no
indiations of a slowdown, that its inuene on the limate deserves intensive investigation.
Lohmann (2002b) disussed the hypothesis that anthropogeni soot partiles an modu-
late the indiret aerosol effet in mixed-phase louds, i.e. louds ontaining both liquid and
ie partiles. She laims that an inrease in the number onentration of hydrophili blak
arbon partiles, assuming that they effiiently at as ie nulei, an lead to an inrease of
preipitation via the ie phase. As a onsequene, the loud fration would derease thus
allowing more short-wave radiation to be absorbed in the surfae-atmosphere system. The
number onentration of potential ie nulei is the ritial parameter to determine whether
this effet may ounterat the other indiret aerosol effets.
Mixing state of potential ie nulei. There is another issue that makes the desription
of aerosols even more omplex: Besides the geographial distribution, the seasonal variation,
the mass and the number onentrations and the size distribution, also the mixing state
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Figure 1.2: Shemati representation of homogeneous (above) and heterogeneous (below)
freezing. The presene of insoluble partiles (ie nulei) fosters the formation of ie rystals
limiting their number onentration. Figure by Johannes Hendriks.
of blak arbon and dust partiles inuenes their interation with the Earth-atmosphere
system. Blak arbon and dust partiles may be externally mixed, i.e. appear as homoge-
neous partiles omposed only by one speies, or internally mixed, i.e. eah partile ontains
blak arbon and/or dust together with other speies. This is the ase, for instane, for a
partile omposed of an insoluble ore of blak arbon or dust surrounded by a oating of
soluble material. Freshly emitted partiles are mainly in an external mixture, but, during
their life, ondensation of vapor and oagulation with soluble partiles may transfer them to
an internal mixture (Kotzik and Niessner , 1999; Weingartner et al., 1997, 2000). Initially
insoluble aerosols an be ativated to form loud droplets one they are transformed in an
internal mixture with soluble material (Khalizov et al., 2009), therefore internally mixed in-
soluble partiles will be more effiiently removed by rain than the externally mixed ones
(Hitzenberger et al., 2001; Zuberi et al., 2005).
Different studies, both experimental and theoretial, have shown that the presene of a
soluble oating hanges the ability of blak arbon of absorbing solar radiation (Jaobson,
2001; Shnaiter et al., 2005; Bond et al., 2006; Shiraiwa et al., 2008;Naoe et al., 2009). Other
studies have foused on the potential of blak arbon and dust partiles to at as ie nulei,
and reahed ontraditory results: some studies onduted on blak arbon partiles under
irrus onditions have onluded that a soluble oating may enhane the ability of blak
arbon to at as ie nulei (DeMott et al., 1999), others that it may make the heterogeneous
nuleation of ie rystals less effiient (Möhler et al., 2005, 2008). Hoose et al. (2008) have
investigated the effet of a soluble oating on dust partiles, onluding that oating with
soluble material an lead to quasi-deativation of dust ie nulei in mixed-phase louds.
Sientifi objetives. Fig. 1.3 shows the radiative foring from aviation for 1992 and 2000
(Sausen et al., 2005). The present knowledge of the inuene of airraft emissions on the
onentration of ie nulei and of their ability of nuleating ie partiles is too poor to provide
a reliable estimate of irrus loud overage indued by soot from aviation (Sausen et al.,
2005). Potentially, however, the RF from aviation-indued irrus ould be as large as the
RF from all other foring agents. More experimental and theoretial studies are required
to haraterize the ie nulei population and the relation between aerosols and ie louds,
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Figure 1.3: Radiative foring from aviation for 1992 and 2000, based on Penner et al. (1999)
and on the results of the TRADEOFF projet (Sausen et al., 2005). The whiskers denote
the 2/3 onfidene intervals introdued by Penner et al. (1999). The lines with the irles
at the end display different estimates for the possible range of RF from aviation indued
irrus louds. The value alulate by Minnis et al. (2004) is also reported. In addition the
dashed line with the rosses at the end denote an estimate of the range for RF from aviation
indued irrus. The total does not inlude the ontribution from irrus louds. The figure
is taken from Sausen et al. (2005).
in order to provide an estimation of the limate effet of aviation and of irrus louds in
general. It is important to quantify whih fration of the atmospheri aerosol is ontributed
by potential ie nulei. Furthermore, the mixing state and the size distribution of the
potential ie nulei has to be determined as one of the first steps in the investigation of the
effets of ie nulei on louds and limate.
1.2 State of the art of global aerosol-limate modeling
The simplest way of treating aerosols in global models is to presribe a standard limatology
for the aerosol distribution, as it was done in the standard version of the global limate model
ECHAM4 (Roekner et al., 1996) and in the original ECHAM5 (Roekner et al., 2003). A
fixed limatology does not allow for feedbaks from any atmospheri proess to the aerosol
distribution, so that hanges in weather or limate annot indue modifiations of the aerosol
population. A better simulation of the interation between aerosol and atmosphere is ob-
tained with the introdution of an online representation of aerosols, i.e. the oupling between
aerosol and atmospheri proesses as dynamis, hemistry, radiation and loud formation.
Feihter et al. (1996), for instane, introdued the oupling between aerosols and sulfate
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hemistry in ECHAM in order to simulate the formation of sulfate aerosols. The full life
yle of sulfate aerosols was represented in the model, whih was later on extended with
dust, organi arbon, blak arbon and sea salt (Lohmann et al., 1999). Adams et al. (1999)
extended the Goddard Institute for Spae Studies General Cirulation Model (GISS GCM
II-prime) with sulfate, nitrate, ammonium and water, and Koh et al. (1999) with blak
arbon. Chin et al. (2000) developed the Georgia Teh/Goddard Global Ozone Chemistry
Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART) model whih is driven by the meteorologial
data from the Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation System (GEOS DAS)
for the simulation of the global sulfuri yle. Other examples of aerosol models oupled to
global limate models an be found in Textor et al. (2006).
However, most of these models were apable only of simulating the aerosol mass, but
neither the number onentration nor the size distribution. Methods to simulate these vari-
ables were developed and applied first within regional models, as for instane the Regional
Partiulate Model RPM (Binkowski and Shankar , 1995) and the European Air pollution
Dispersion model EURAD oupled with the two moment (mass and number) Modal Aerosol
Dynamis model for Europe MADE (Akermann et al., 1998). Nevertheless these methods
were too expensive for appliations in global limate models. With the inrease in omputer
apaities, attempts have been made also on the global sale. Adams and Seinfeld (2002)
inorporated the TwO-Moment Aerosol Setional (TOMAS) model in the GISS GCM II-
prime to simulate also the number onentration and the mirophysis of aerosols, though
limited to sulfate aerosols. Lauer et al. (2005, 2007) oupled the mirophysial aerosol
model MADE to ECHAM4 and to ECHAM5 in the MESSy framework (Jökel et al., 2005).
Vignati and Wilson (2004) and Stier et al. (2005) developed the two-moment (mass and
number) mirophysial aerosol module HAM and implemented it in ECHAM5. Reently
Ayash et al. (2008) implemented the setional Canadian Aerosol Module (CAM) into the
Third Generation Canadian Climate Center General Cirulation Model (CCC GCM III).
Although these models represent the aerosol mass and number onentrations, they rep-
resent the mixing state of the aerosol omponents in a very simplified manner. Some models
treat aerosols as ompletely internally mixed (Adams et al., 1999), others as externally mixed
(Chin et al., 2000), and some trak separately hydrophobi, i.e. externally mixed, and hy-
drophili, i.e. internally mixed, blak arbon, while assuming a fixed turnover rate from
the external into the internal mixture. Lauer et al. (2005), Lohmann et al. (1999) and Koh
(2001) assume for this transfer an exponential deay with an e-folding time of 24, 40 and 43
hours respetively.
Only a few models resolve the mixing state of blak arbon partiles by simulating the
ageing proesses expliitly: Jaobson (2001) developed a model that differentiates between
the two states of mixing, and even among partiles with different ore to shell thikness ratio.
However, this model is omputationally too expensive to be used for long term global limate
simulations. The aerosol model MADRID-BC (Oshima et al., 2009) an simulate hanges in
the blak arbon mixing state resulting from ondensation and evaporation proesses, but
up to now it has not been implemented in any regional nor global model. KAMM/DRAIS-
MADEsoot (Riemer et al., 2004) is a regional model that an simulate mass and number
onentration of soluble aerosol, of internally mixed and of externally mixed blak arbon
partiles.
Among the global aerosol limate models the only ones able to resolve the mixing-
state of BC partiles are ECHAM5/HAM (Stier et al., 2005) and GISS-ModelE/MATRIX
(Bauer et al., 2008). HAM makes a distintion between internally and externally mixed
blak arbon and dust, but annot predit whih fration of the total aerosol is free from
any insoluble omponent. MATRIX an simulate an aerosol population omposed by soluble
partiles, externally and internally mixed blak arbon and externally and internally mixed
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dust. Additionally the internally mixed partiles are divided depending on the different
insoluble to soluble mass ratio. However, the model does not perform well when ompared
to measurements, espeially above the boundary layer. The mass onentration of blak
arbon, for instane, whih is partiularly relevant in the investigation of ie nulei, is sys-
tematially too large when ompared to the vertial profiles by Shwarz et al. (2006) and
Shwarz et al. (2008b).
A global aerosol limate model that ould be the appropriate tool to investigate the
population of potential ie nulei is still missing. Suh a model needs to be able to simulate
the omposition, mass onentration, number onentration and size distribution of aerosol,
and, additionally, to determine the mixing state of the potential ie nulei and the fration
of the total aerosol population that they represent. Suh a model must perform well not only
in the boundary layer, but also in the UTLS. Furthermore, this must be aomplished while
keeping the omputational demand low enough to allow for long-term limate simulations.
1.3 Aim of the thesis
To redue the unertainty of the limate effet of irrus louds, a more detailed knowledge
of the ie nuleation potential of atmospheri aerosol is needed. This work aims to provide
a detailed haraterization of atmospheri aerosol, with partiular fous on the population
of potential ie nulei in the upper troposphere and lowermost stratosphere on the global
sale. The behavior of aerosol in the atmosphere is dependent on its mass and number
onentration, hemial omposition, size distribution and mixing state. The aim is to
quantify the global harateristis of all these parameters.
To reah this goal a new aerosol model is developed. This aerosol model is able to desribe
the life yle of aerosols resolving all the above mentioned parameters, while keeping the
needed omputational resoures to a level low enough to allow for global limate simulations.
In this model, the mass onentration, number onentration and hemial omposition are
simulated separately for soluble partiles, externally mixed blak arbon and dust as well as
blak arbon and dust partiles in an internal mixture with soluble material.
This aerosol model is implemented in the global limate model ECHAM5/MESSy. The
new model system is applied to the haraterization of the global aerosol and of the atmo-
spheri ie nulei. The model system performs well ompared to measurements both in the
boundary layer and in the UTLS, whih is the region of interest for the desription of the
ie nulei population.
With the model developed in this work the number onentration of the potential ie
nulei is expliitely alulated. For the first time it an be determined whih fration of the
total aerosol number onentration is omposed by potential ie nulei. Furthermore the
mixing state of the potential ie nulei is investigated, determining the mass and number
onentrations of the potential ie nulei in eah state of mixing and the amount of soluble
material that onstitutes the oating of the internally mixed blak arbon and dust partiles.
With this unique model it is possible to provide a robust representation of the aerosol
population at all altitudes and to study the interation between aerosols and warm, mixed
and ie louds.
1.4 Struture of the thesis
The seond hapter of this work presents a short overview of the atmospheri aerosol, its
main harateristis and its life yle. It provides the neessary theoretial knowledge and
the definitions of the fundamental onepts needed in this work.
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The model developed in this thesis is desribed in the third and fourth hapters: Chap-
ter 3 desribes the mixing-state resolving aerosol mirophysial model, MADEsoot, and
Chapter 4 the global limate model ECHAM5-MESSy, and the implementation of MADEsoot
within it. Chapter 4 also presents the modifiation introdued in ECHAM5/MESSy during
this work to reah a better representation of the UTLS.
The evaluation of ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot with experimental data is reported in
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the studies done with the newly developed model system to
haraterize aerosols and potential ie nulei and to investigate the transfer of blak arbon
and dust partiles from the external into the internal mixture.
The onlusions of this study and an outlook to possible future investigations are provided
in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Atmospheri aerosol
Aerosol is defined as a suspension of partiles, liquid and/or solid, in gases. People refer to
aerosol with many different terms, as dust, smoke, mist, haze, soot or smog, refleting the
huge variety of origin and omposition that aerosol partiles, simply referred to as aerosols,
have and the impression they have made on humans from early times (Friedlander, 2000).
Dust usually refers to solid partiles produed by disintegration proesses, smoke is omposed
of smaller partiles from ondensing vapor, mist and haze denote a suspension of liquid
droplets in humid or dry air respetively, soot refers to small arbon partiles generated in
fuel ombustions, smog is used for aerosols with anthropogeni origin.
2.1 Charaterization of atmospheri aerosol
The most important properties determining the behavior of aerosol partiles are size, number
onentration and hemial omposition. These are the main parameters that allow for a
desription of the life yle of aerosols and for the determination of their properties, e.g.
their optial or hygrosopi properties.
2.1.1 Partile size and onentration
The diameters of aerosol partiles span orders of magnitude from 1 nm to 100 µm, orre-
sponding to a variation in mass of 15 orders of magnitude. Partiles of the size of some
nanometers are, for instane, freshly nuleated sulfate partiles, while the largest partiles
are usually windblown dust, pollen, plant fragments and sea salt. Partiles smaller than
2.5 µm, partiularly important in health studies, are usually referred to as fine, and partiles
larger than 2.5 µm as oarse. The lives of fine and oarse partiles are in general quite
independent from eah other (Whitby , 1978).
The aerosol population an be roughly divided into modes: the nuleation mode, that
omprises partiles with diameter up to 10 nm, the Aitken mode, for partiles with diameter
between 10 nm and 0.1 µm, the aumulation mode, for partiles between 0.1 µm and
2.5 µm, and the oarse mode, for partiles larger than 2.5 µm. The definition of diameter,
however, is straightforward only for spherial partiles, may be liquid droplets or nulei
surrounded by a thik liquid oating, but it is not for solid rystal fragment or agglomerate.
To haraterize the size of suh partiles the equivalent diameter is often used, whih is
the diameter of a spherial partile that would have the same behavior with respet to the
property of interest. The most ommon equivalent diameters are the aerodynami diameter
and the mobility diameter: The aerodynami diameter is defined as the diameter of a unit
density sphere with the same terminal settling veloity of the measured partile, while the
mobility diameter is the diameter of a spherial partile having the same mobility of the
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Perentage Composition
Region Mass [µg/m3℄ BC OC NH+4 NO
−
3 SO
2−
4
Remote 4.8 0.3 11 7 3 22
Non-urban ontinental 15 5 24 11 4 37
Urban 32 9 31 8 6 28
Table 2.1: Typial mass onentration and omposition of fine tropospheri aerosol as re-
sulting from measurements (Heintzenberg, 1989; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
partile under onsideration, where the mobility is defined as the ratio between the veloity
of the partile and the fore to whih the partile is subjeted. The model used in this work
assumes that all partiles are spherial, using the mass equivalent diameter, i.e. the diameter
of a spherial partile with the same mass of the observed one.
The transfer of energy and mass between the partile and the arrier gas depends on
the relation between the size of the partile and the mean free path of the surrounding
gas moleules. The dimensionless number used to desribe the regime of the partile with
respet to the fluid is the Knudsen number Kn, defined as 2λ/Dp, where λ is the mean free
path of the gas moleules and Dp the diameter of the partile. λ depends on the moleular
density of the gas. It is about 0.065 µm in air for normal temperature T = 293 K and
pressure P = 1013 hPa and moleular density 2.5× 1019 moleules/m3, alulated through
the ideal gas relationship (Friedlander, 2000). The two asymptoti ases for Kn = 0 and
Kn→∞ are alled near-ontinuum and free moleular regime respetively. The treatment
of the transition between the two regimes is a very omplex topi.
While the nuleation and the Aitken modes aount for the largest part of the total
aerosol number, the aumulation and the oarse modes provide the major ontributions to
the total aerosol mass. Partiles smaller than 1 µm usually have number onentrations in
the range from 10 to thousands partiles/m
3
, while partiles larger than 1 µm are generally
found at onentrations of less than 1 partile/m
3
(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
2.1.2 Chemial omposition
Stratospheri and tropospheri aerosol are signifiantly different. Sine the main soures
of aerosol partiles are not uniformly loated at surfae, and sine the aerosol residene
time in the troposphere is generally low, the onentration and omposition of tropospheri
aerosol is very inhomogeneous. Tropospheri aerosol is mainly omposed by sulfate (SO
2−
4 ),
ammonium (NH
+
4 ), nitrate (NO
−
3 ), sodium (Na), hloride (Cl
−
), trae metals, arbonaeous
material both as blak (BC, see Se. 2.1.3) and organi arbon (OC), rustal elements and
water. While rustal element and sea salt make up the major part of the oarse fration,
the dry mass of the fine fration of tropospheri aerosol is mainly omposed by sulfate,
ammonium, nitrate, BC and OC. Tab. 2.1 reports the mass onentration and omposition
of fine tropospheri aerosol.
Stratospheri aerosol is more homogeneous than tropospheri aerosol and mainly om-
posed of sulfuri aid. Stratospheri aerosol is frequently perturbed by volani eruptions,
whih injet large amount of sulfur dioxide (SO2) in the lower stratosphere. The eruption
of Mt. Pinatubo in June 1991, the largest in the 20
th
entury, injeted 30 Tg of aerosol
mass in the stratosphere and led to enhaned stratospheri aerosol levels for over two year
(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Due to the ineffiieny of stratospheri sinks, stratospheri
aerosols have a very long residene time, allowing for a long range transport that results in
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an effiient mixing of the stratospheri layer.
2.1.3 What is it meant by blak arbon and dust?
As pointed out by Bond et al. (2006), the nomenlature used for arbonaeous partiles
is quite onfusing. Usually, the term blak arbon refers to the strongly light absorbing
omponent of arbonaeous aerosol. The less absorbing part is generally alled organi
arbon, subsuming with this term a very broad spetrum of ompounds.
Strongly-absorbing arbon is often alled elemental arbon or soot: Elemental arbon
identifies in atmospheri hemistry the arbonaeous material that does not volatilize below a
ertain temperature, usually about 550◦C, even though a more orret name for the material
defined through this operative definition would be refratory arbon. Soot generally refers
to any light-absorbing, ombustion-generated arbonaeous material, and in this meaning
is used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). In this work the term
blak arbon will be employed, as the most widely used among limate modelers.
The term dust is used in this work as a athall term for all different speies that may
be found in soil dust, i.e. mainly quartz, lays, alite, gypsum and iron oxides.
2.1.4 Morphology
As already mentioned, aerosol partiles are not always spherial. Dust partiles originated by
wind erosion, for instane, often have a highly irregular shape. Freshly emitted soot appears
usually as hains of small partiles. Through ondensation of vapor or oagulation with
other partiles a oating of soluble material an form at the soot surfae, and the hain-like
partiles ontrat assuming a shape more similar to a sphere, that they maintain also when
the oating evaporates (Zhang et al., 2008; Saatho et al., 2003), as shown in Fig. 2.1.
The distribution of strongly-absorbing and less-absorbing material inside a single partile
is important for the optial properties of aerosols. The idealized ase in whih the aerosol
population is omposed by a heterogeneous ensemble of homogeneous partiles is alled ex-
ternal mixture, while the expression internal mixture is used to desribe any ourrene of
multiple speies in the same partiles. The term internal mixture, however, does not define
ompletely the state of mixing of the aerosol population: it may desribe a homogeneous
population of homogeneous partiles, where all speies are perfetly mixed with the others
inside eah partile at a moleular level, or it may refer to a partile that is internally hetero-
geneous, having for instane a ore of blak arbon surrounded by a shell of less absorbing
material. These idealized ases are illustrated Fig. 2.2. The review by Bond and Bergstrom
(2006) gives a very omplete overview on the influene of the state of mixing of blak arbon
on the aerosol optial properties. This work fouses on the haraterization of the hygrosopi
behavior of blak arbon and dust partiles: in this respet an internally mixed blak arbon
or dust partile is meant as a partile with an insoluble ore and a shell of soluble material
(Fig. 2.2). Externally mixed blak arbon and dust partiles are onsidered hydrophobi,
internally mixed ones hydrophili. However, the optial properties of aerosol are here alu-
lated assuming that aerosol partiles are an homogeneous internal mixture (Fig. 2.2b). This
assumption simplify the oupling with radiation and redues the omputational demand of
the model.
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Figure 2.1: Images of soot partiles taken with a transmission eletron mirosope (TEM).
(a) Fresh soot partile. (b) Soot partile after exposure to H2SO4 vapor. The loud of small
droplets surrounding the soot partile orresponds to the H2SO4 that was shaken off the
oated soot partile beause of the impation against the TEM grid. The piture was taken
from Zhang et al. (2008).
2.2 Soures of aerosol: emissions, oagulation and nule-
ation
Aerosols are emitted diretly (primary aerosol) or form via the oxidation of preursor gases
(seondary aerosol). Primary aerosols arise in the atmosphere from natural soures, suh
as desert wind-born dust, sea spray, volanoes and natural fires, or from anthropogeni
ativities, suh as ombustion of fossil fuels, e.g. by industry or traffi. Seondary aerosols
are produed by the gas-to-partile onversion of low volatile speies, whih results from the
oxidation of preursor gases. These low volatile speies may then ondense on preexisting
partiles, modifying the optial, physial and hemial properties of their surfae. If not
enough surfae is available, they may nuleate to new fine partiles with diameter between
3 and 4 nm (Weber et al., 1997). Condensation is a soure mainly of aerosol mass, while
nuleation to new partiles inreases the number onentration of the aerosol population
and only slightly the mass onentration. Espeially in the upper troposphere lowermost
stratosphere (UTLS) the ontribution of nuleation to the number onentration of aerosol
an be of substantial magnitude. On the other hand, the freshly nuleated partiles are so
small that the ontribution of single nuleation events to the total aerosol mass is almost
negligible.
Important preursor gases are SO2, dimethyl sulfide (DMS = (CH3)2S) and H2S, that,
after reating with OH radials, give sulfuri aid (H2SO4), whih may ondense or nuleate
into sulfate (SO
2−
4 ). Other preursor gases are nitrogen oxide (NOX , orresponding to the
sum of NO and NO2), whih an be oxidized into nitri aid (HNO3), ammonia (NH3) and
several organi ompounds. A signifiant fration of HNO3 and NH3 an be present in the
aerosol phase in the form of nitrate (NO
−
3 ) and ammonium (NH
+
4 ), respetively. In the same
way volatile organi ompounds (VOC), a term that broadly refers to any organi ompound
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)
Figure 2.2: Idealized relationships between absorbing and non-absorbing material. (a) Exter-
nal mixture, i.e. a heterogeneous population of internally homogeneous partiles ontaining
only one ompound; (b) Internal mixture as homogeneous population of internally homoge-
neous partiles ontaining more than one ompound; () Internal mixture as heterogeneous
population of internally heterogeneous partiles. Figure by Bond and Bergstrom (2006).
that evaporate readily under normal onditions, an be transformed to ondensable speies
by photodissoiation.
About 10% of global atmospheri aerosol mass is generated by human ativity. This
aerosol fration is onentrated in the immediate viinity or downwind of soures (Chin et al.,
2009). The major anthropogeni soures of aerosols and preursor gases are urban and in-
dustrial emissions, domesti fire and other ombustion produts, smoke form agriultural
burning and soil dust reated by any land management ativity (e.g. overgrazing, defor-
estation, draining of inland water bodies and farming) that destabilizes the surfae to wind
erosion. Most of the natural soures of aerosol mass are wind-driven, like the erosion of the
rust, the raising of dust from the desert and the raising of sea salt from the sea surfae
into the atmosphere. Next to the wind-driven ones, important natural soures of aerosols
are wildfire and volani ativities. DMS is produed by marine phytoplankton on the sea
surfae, and organi ompounds are emitted by plants.
2.3 Sinks of aerosols: dry and wet deposition, oagula-
tion and ageing
Aerosol partiles are eventually removed from the atmosphere due to diret settling to the
Earth's surfae by dry or wet deposition. The expression dry deposition refers to the removal
proesses that do not involve any preipitation event. Besides sedimentation, whih is the
aumulation of partiles at surfae beause of gravity, an important sink is also the impat
of aerosols against a surfae following the Brownian motion of a partile. This is what
is properly alled deposition. Sedimentation is partiularly effetive on oarse partiles,
deposition on partiles with diameter smaller than 1 µm (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
Wet deposition, or savenging, indiates removal proesses involving preipitation (snow
or rain). Aerosol partiles an be inorporated in a preipitating partile in different ways: A
loud droplet may inorporate an aerosol partile after the ollision due to the aerosol Brow-
nian motion or to the sedimentation of the loud partile (impat savenging), or the loud
partile may form around an aerosol partile (nuleation savenging), whih is then defined
as ativated (see Se. 2.4). The mehanisms of wet deposition are often alled in-loud
and below-loud savenging, referring to where the proess takes plae rather than to the
proess itself. In-loud savenging omprises both nuleation and impat savenging, while
below-loud savenging an take plae only through impat savenging. These definitions
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are not employed in this work, sine the adopted savenging parameterization depends on
the proess itself and not on where it takes plae.
Stritly speaking, the term sink is applied to the proesses that remove aerosol mass
from the atmosphere. In a more general sense, it may be used also for those proesses,
as oagulation, that onserve the aerosol mass in the atmosphere but lower its number
onentration. Coagulation is the proess for whih two aerosol partiles stik together after
olliding, forming a single partile. It is partiularly effetive when the partiles involved
have very different size, while its effiieny is minimum between partiles of the same size.
The term sink may also be used for those proesses that ause a loss of partiles in a speifi
aerosol state, as e.g. the transformation of partiles from externally to internally mixed. In
this ase the transformation, alled ageing, is a sink for externally mixed partiles.
2.4 The role of aerosols in loud formation
Aerosol are essential for the formation of louds, sine loud droplets form in the atmosphere
through ondensation of supersaturated water vapor on aerosol partiles (heterogeneous
nuleation). The formation of loud droplets is highly favored by the presene of soluble
aerosols. As extensively explained by Andreae and Rosenfeld (2008), the homogeneous nu-
leation of supersaturated water vapor, i.e. the ondensation of water moleules without a
foreign ondensation nuleus, would require the initial formation of very small droplets. Due
to the Kelvin effet, over suh small droplets the equilibrium vapor pressure is extremely
high (Pruppaher and Klett , 2000): This makes homogeneous nuleation possible only at
very high supersaturation values. However, the equilibrium vapor pressure over a solution
is muh lower than that over pure water (the Raoult effet), making the formation of loud
droplets over soluble partiles easier. Depending on supersaturation, the Köhler theory of
loud droplet formation predits for eah dry soluble partile size and omposition a ritial
wet partile size. Partile larger than this ritial size are said ativated and grows spon-
taneously into droplets. The aerosols that an potentially indue the formation of loud
droplets are alled loud ondensation nulei (CCN).
Ie partiles an form in the atmosphere via homogeneous or heterogeneous freezing.
For homogeneous freezing to take plae, i.e. for ie partiles to nuleate diretly out of
the liquid phase, temperature lower than -36
◦
C are required (Rosenfeld and Woodley, 2000).
Heterogeneous freezing, i.e. freezing in the presene of an insoluble partile, an our at
temperatures well above those typial for homogeneous freezing. The insoluble partiles ini-
tiating the freezing are alled ie nulei (IN). Suh IN partiles may be dust, soot, organi
or metalli partiles, mixed or not with soluble material, and are generally present in the
atmosphere at onentrations of 0.01 partiles/m3, whih is orders of magnitudes lower
than the typial aerosol number onentrations (Andreae and Rosenfeld , 2008). The hetero-
geneous freezing of an ie partiles an take plae through different proesses. When the
freezing proess is initiated by an ie nuleus immersed in a superooled loud droplet, we
speak about immersion freezing. Impat freezing refers to the freezing proess initiated from
outside, when the superooled loud droplet ollides with an ie nulei. The ase of a liquid
layer ondensing on the ie nuleus and subsequently freezing is alled ondensation freezing,
and the ase of ie growth diretly on the dry ie nuleus is alled deposition freezing. The
relative importane of the different nuleation modes is still unlear (Hoose et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.3: Aerosol effet on limate. Figure from Forster et al. (2007)
2.5 The limate effets of aerosol
Besides the possible effets that aerosol an have on human health when onentrated near
the surfae (e.g. WHO (2003)), aerosol also affets the radiation balane of the atmo-
sphere, as shematially illustrated in Fig. 2.3. First, aerosols satter and absorb the short-
wave solar radiation (diret effet), ausing a brightening of the planet when viewed from
spae. Seond, ating as CCN, they modify the mirophysial properties of louds and
their amount and lifetime (indiret effet). Finally, absorbing aerosol warms the atmosphere
hanging the atmospheri stability, and this is thought to suppress loudiness (semi-diret
effet, Akerman et al. (2000)). A detailed review of the aerosol indiret effet is given by
Lohmann and Feihter (2005). The loud albedo effet is related to the number of loud
droplets inside the loud: A higher number of aerosols, i.e. of CCN, with respet to the un-
perturbed ase leads, keeping onstant the loud liquid water ontent, to more and smaller
loud droplets, and therefore to an inrease in the refleted solar radiation (loud albedo
effet or first indiret effet, Twomey (1977)). An inrease of aerosols is also supposed to de-
rease the preipitation effiieny thereby prolonging the loud lifetime (loud lifetime effet
or seond indiret effet, Pinus and Baker (1994); Albreht (1989)). Lohmann (2002b) has
hypothized also another kind of indiret effet aused by hydrophili blak arbon partiles
in mixed louds. She laims that, if no potential ie nulei are present, more aerosols lead
to less preipitation, a prolongation of the lifetime of louds and an inrease of the loud
fration. On the other hand, if the aerosol is omposed by a suffiient number of potential
ie nulei, more ie partiles an be formed at the expenses of the droplets, sine in favor-
able onditions ie rystals grow more rapidly than droplets. This leads to a situation with
some large ie rystals and less small liquid droplets, implying a higher preipitation rate via
the ie phase and a derease of the loud fration (glaiation indiret aerosol effet), hene
more solar radiation an be absorbed by the Earth-atmosphere system and the temperature
inreases.
The overall impat of aerosol is an inrease in Earth's refletane, leading to a redution
of sunlight reahing the Earth's surfae and onsequently produing a net limate ooling.
The estimates of the magnitudes of these effets given by the different limate models,
however, are very different and there is a very large unertainty on the net radiative foring
of aerosol (Forster et al., 2007). Furthermore, the aerosol spatial and temporal distribution
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is highly heterogeneous, so that the magnitude and even the sign of their limate effets vary
immensely with loation and season (Chin et al., 2009).
Chapter 3
The aerosol model: MADEsoot
A global limate model simulates the atmosphere using a three dimensional grid. The phys-
ial and hemial proesses take plae in eah box of the grid, and quantities like mass and
number onentration are transported between neighboring boxes due to advetive, diffusive
and onvetive transport.
The first stage of the development of the new model happens at the level of the box model:
thanks to the muh smaller omputational resoures needed, many tests an be performed
to hek if the model is robust in the whole range of possible values of the model variables
and parameters. One tested, the box model is implemented in the three dimensional one,
previously modified to give a good desription of the region of interest.
This hapter presents the box version of the aerosol model MADEsoot and its repre-
sentation of the aerosol dynamis and hemistry. Chapter 4 introdues the three dimen-
sional model ECHAM5/MESSy, the modifiations done to simulate the upper troposphere-
lowermost stratosphere, and the implementation of MADEsoot in it.
MADEsoot is a model for aerosol dynamis that allows for simulations of distribution
and omposition of the atmospheri aerosol. Following the onept that Riemer et al. (2003)
implemented in the frame of a regional model for the south-west part of Germany, MADEs-
oot enhanes the Modal Aerosol Dynamis Model for Europe MADE, developed as a part
of the European Air Pollution Dispersion model system (EURAD) by Akermann et al.
(1998). The ore of MADE goes up to the the Regional Partiulate Model (RPM) of
Binkowski and Shankar (1995), that used a modal representation of aerosol dynamis (Whitby et al.,
1991) for studies in the northern Amerian region. MADE was oupled to the general irula-
tion model ECHAM4 (Lauer et al., 2005; Lauer and Hendriks, 2006), and later to ECHAM5
in the framework of the Earth model system MESSy (Jökel et al., 2005; Lauer et al., 2007).
This seond version has been used as the basis for the development of ECHAM5/MESSy-
MADEsoot.
3.1 Desription of the aerosol population
Aerosol models generally represent the size distribution of aerosol by means of setional or
moment-based methods. The setional method (Adams and Seinfeld , 2002; Jaobson, 2001)
divides the size domain into bins and alulates the number onentration in eah size bin.
It is the most general method, beause it expliitely alulates the aerosol size distribution
instead of making assumptions on its shape. It is very aurate when a large number of size
bins is used, but, on the other hand, it is omputationally very expensive. The moment-based
methods keep traks of the moments of the aerosol size distribution instead of traking the
distribution itself. Moment-based methods are the quadrature method of moments (QMOM)
(MGraw , 1997) and the modal method (Whitby and MMurry , 1997). QMOM alulates
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the aerosol properties and their evolution from the moments of the distribution without
requiring the knowledge of the distribution itself, while the modal method desribes the
aerosol population through one or more lognormal size distributions, whose parameters are
derived from the moments. This is the method adopted in this work, and is explained in
details in the following.
MADE. The aerosol model MADE, in the version desribed by Lauer et al. (2007), is the
starting point for the development of MADEsoot. MADE desribes the aerosol population
through three modes, depending on the partile size, under the assumption that all partiles
are spherial and internally mixed. The three modes are:
• an Aitken mode, for partiles with diameter between about 10 nm and 100 nm and
omposed of SO
2−
4 , NH
+
4 , NO
−
3 , partiulate organi matter (POM), H2O, blak arbon
(BC) and sea salt (SS);
• an aumulation mode, for partiles with diameter between about 100 nm and 1µm,
omposed of SO
2−
4 , NH
+
4 , NO
−
3 , POM, H2O, BC, SS and mineral dust (DU);
• a oarse mode, for partiles with diameter larger than about 1µm, omposed of H2O,
DU and SS.
In the Aitken and in the aumulation mode two mass traers are used to keep trak of
the mass of hydrophili and hydrophobi BC. The transfer from the hydrophobi to the
hydrophili is assumed to be an exponential deay with e-folding time of one day ( see
Se. 3.2.6). Mineral dust is assumed to be hydrophobi. A detailed desription of MADE
is presented in Lauer et al. (2005) and Lauer and Hendriks (2006). Sine MADE fouses
on the haraterization of sub-mirometer aerosols, whose evolution is quite independent of
oarse mode partiles (Whitby , 1978), the oarse mode has no interation with the smaller
modes.
MADEsoot. The aerosol model MADEsoot maintains the assumption of spherial parti-
les, but makes a distintion between internally and externally mixed BC and sub-mirometer
dust. Internally and externally mixed BC and dust partiles are assumed to be hydrophili
and hydrophobi, respetively. The aerosol population is desribed through seven modes:
• an Aitken mode (akn
sol
) for internally mixed soluble partiles with diameter between
about 10 nm and 100 nm. akn
sol
partiles are omposed of SO
2−
4 , NH
+
4 , NO
−
3 , POM,
H2O, SS;
• an aumulation mode (a
sol
) for internally mixed soluble partiles with diameter
between about 100 nm and 1µm. a
sol
partiles are omposed of the same speies as
akn
sol
;
• an Aitken mode (akn
ext
) for externally mixed BC partiles with diameter between
about 10 nm and 100 nm;
• an aumulation mode (a
ext
) for externally mixed BC and dust partiles with diam-
eter between about 100 nm and 1µm;
• an Aitken mode (akn
mix
) for internally mixed BC and dust partiles, i.e. BC and dust
partiles overed by a oating of soluble material, with diameter between about 10 nm
and 100 nm. The oating is omposed of the speies present in akn
sol
;
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• an aumulation mode (a
mix
) for internally mixed BC and dust partiles with diam-
eter between about 100 nm and 1µm. The oating is omposed of the speies present
in a
sol
;
• a oarse mode (or) ontaining partiles with diameter larger than about 1µm and
omposed of H2O, SS and dust.
As in MADE, the oarse mode does not interat with the Aitken and the aumulation
modes. The hemial omposition of the individual modes in MADE and in MADEsoot is
summarized in Tab. 3.1
Through oagulation between different modes and ondensation of soluble material, ex-
ternally mixed BC and dust partiles gain a over of soluble material and, if the oating is
suffiiently large, are transferred to an internal mixture. In MADEsoot this ageing proess
orresponds to the transfer of the mass and number onentration from the externally mixed
modes to the internally mixed ones, as explained in detail in Se. 3.2.6.
Mathematial aspets. The partile number onentration n(D) within eah mode is
represented as a funtion of the diameter D by a log-normal distribution:
n(D) =
dN
dD
=
Nt√
2piD ln σg
exp
(
−(lnD − lnDg)
2
2 ln2 σg
)
, (3.1)
where Nt is the total number onentration of the mode, Dg the median diameter and σg
the standard deviation of the mode. Nt, Dg and σg ompletely determine eah mode. The
number of partiles with diameter smaller thanD is given by the integral of Eq. [3.1℄ between
0 and D and is equal to:
N(D) =
Nt
2
+
Nt
2
erf
(
ln (D/Dg)√
2 lnσg
)
, (3.2)
where the error funtion erf(z) is defined as
erf(z) =
2√
pi
∫ z
0
e−η
2
d η (3.3)
with erf(0) = 0 and erf(∞) = 1.
The surfae and volume distribution orresponding to a log-normal number distribution
are also log-normal. From Eq. [3.1℄ the surfae distribution nS(D) an be written for
spherial partiles as
nS(D) = piD
2 n(D) =
=
Nt√
2piD ln σg
pi exp
[
2 lnDg + 2 ln
2 σg
]
exp
[
− [lnD − (lnDg + 2 ln
2 σg)]
2
2 ln2 σg
]
, (3.4)
whih is a log-normal distribution with standard deviation σg and median diameter given by
lnDg (S) = lnDg + 2 ln
2 σg. (3.5)
Likewise the volume distribution nV (D)
nV (D) =
pi
6
D3 n(D) =
=
Nt√
2piD ln σg
pi
6
exp
[
3 lnDg +
9
2
ln2 σg
]
exp
[
− [lnD − (lnDg + 3 ln
2 σg)]
2
2 ln2 σg
]
(3.6)
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MADE
Mode Speies
SO
2−
4 NH
+
4 NO
−
3 POM H2O SS BC DU
akn × × × × × × ×
a × × × × × × × ×
or × × ×
MADEsoot
Mode Speies
SO
2−
4 NH
+
4 NO
−
3 POM H2O SS BC DU
akn
sol
× × × × × ×
a
sol
× × × × × ×
akn
ext
× × × × × × ×
a
ext
× × × × × × × ×
akn
mix
× × × × × × ×
a
mix
× × × × × × × ×
or × × ×
Table 3.1: Chemial omposition of the modes in MADE and in MADEsoot. POM stands
for partiulate organi matter, BC for blak arbon, DU for mineral dust and SS for sea salt;
akn
sol
and a
sol
indiate the soluble Aitken and aumulation modes, akn
ext
and a
ext
the
modes for externally mixed BC and dust, akn
mix
and a
mix
the modes for internally mixed
BC and dust, or the orse mode.
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Figure 3.1: Number, surfae and volume distribution of three log-normal modes in the range
of atmospheri Aitken, aumulation and oarse modes. The median diameters are 50 nm,
0.5 µm and 5 µm, the total number onentrations 50000 m−3, 5000 m−3 and 50 m−3 and
the standard deviations 1.7, 2.0 and 2.2, respetively.
is log-normally distributed with standard deviation σg and median diameter given by
lnDg (V ) = lnDg + 3 ln
2 σg. (3.7)
Fig. 3.1 shows the number, surfae and volume distribution of three log-normal modes
in the typial range of the atmospheri Aitken, aumulation and oarse modes. While the
Aitken mode gives the larger ontribution to the number onentration, the oarse mode
dominates the volume distribution.
In MADEsoot the standard deviation of the modes is fixed and set to 1.7, 2.0 and 2.2
for the Aitken, aumulation and oarse modes, respetively, therefore only two parameters,
Nt and Dg, are needed to haraterize the modes. However, solving the equations diretly
for the diameter Dg is not simple, therefore MADEsoot solves those for the 0
th
and 3rd
moment, whih allow to haraterize the mode as Nt and Dg do. The k
th
moment M (k) of
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a distribution is defined as
M (k) =
∫ +∞
−∞
Dkn(lnD)d(lnD)
=
∫ +∞
0
Dk−1n(D)dD
= NtDg
k exp
(
k2
2
ln2 σg
)
, (3.8)
where the last equivalene is true if n(D) is a log-normal distribution. In partiular, M (0)
and M (3) are related to total number Nt and total volume Vt of the mode:
M (0) = Nt, (3.9)
M (3) =
6
pi
Vt. (3.10)
From Eq. 3.8 and Eq. 3.9 the median diameter of the mode is equal to
Dg =
M (3)
M (0)e
9
2
ln2 σg
(3.11)
The prognosti variables of the model are the 0th moments of the modes, orresponding to
their total number onentrations, and the mass onentrations of the single speies present
in eah mode. This sums up to 21 prognosti variables in MADE, and to 52 in MADEsoot.
The number of the prognosti variables in MADEsoot is given by the number onentrations
of the seven modes plus the mass onentrations of the hemial speies in eah mode, whih
are six in akn
sol
, six in a
sol
, seven in akn
ext
, eight in a
ext
, seven in akn
mix
, eight in a
mix
and three in the oarse mode.
3.2 Representation of aerosol mirophysis
The aerosol proesses simulated in MADE and in MADEsoot are the following:
• gas/aerosol partitioning, whih is the partitioning between nitri aid (HNO3) and
ammonia (NH3) in the gas phase and their salts in the liquid phase, i.e. nitrate (NO
−
3 )
and ammonium (NH
+
4 ), and the partitioning between the gas and partiulate phase of
water;
• ondensation of sulfuri aid (H2SO4) and organi material on preexisting aerosols;
• nuleation of H2SO4 in fresh aerosol partiles;
• oagulation, whih onsists in the oagulation between two partiles belonging to the
same mode (intramodal oagulation) or between two partiles belonging to two dierent
mode (intermodal oagulation);
MADEsoot, as most aerosol models, uses the operator splitting approah, i.e. treats the
mirophysial proesses independently within eah time step. The suession of the proesses
is hosen depending on their typial time sale. Gas/aerosol partitioning is assumed to
at as rst, followed by ondensation, nuleation and oagulation. These proesses hange
the aerosol mass and number onentration, whih an results in variations of the median
diameters of the respetive mode. In this way the Aitken mode an grow into the size range
of the aumulation mode. If this happens, the aerosol model assigns a part of the mass and
number onentration of the Aitken mode to the aumulation mode:
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• partile growth from the Aitken modes into the aumulation modes.
Furthermore, gas/aerosol partitioning, ondensation and oagulation reate a oating on
externally mixed BC and dust partiles whih may transform them in an internal mixture.
MADEsoot, but not MADE, simulates also this ageing proess:
• ageing of BC and dust partiles from external to internal mixture (only in MADEsoot).
These proesses determine the evolution of the prognosti variables. The prognosti equa-
tions for the number onentration of eah mode are
∂Ni
∂t
= R(Ni) +
∂Ni
∂t
nul
+
∂Ni
∂t
oag
+
∂Ni
∂t
growth
+
∂Ni
∂t
ageing
, (3.12)
∂N
or
∂t
= R(N
or
), (3.13)
where i = akn, a in MADE and i = akn
sol
, a
sol
, akn
ext
, a
ext
, akn
mix
, a
mix
in MADEs-
oot. R(Ni) represents the hange in the number onentration of the mode i due to transport,
emissions, dry and wet deposition. These proesses are not inluded in the aerosol model,
but are simulated in the three-dimensional system ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE(soot) by other
sub-models (see Ch. 4). ∂Ni/∂t
nul
, ∂Ni/∂t
oag
and ∂Ni/∂t
growth
orresponds to the hange
in the number onentration due to nuleation of H2SO4, oagulation, and growth of the
Aitken mode into the aumulation mode size range, respetively. The terms ∂Ni/∂t
ageing
,
whih are present only in MADEsoot, desribe the ageing of BC and dust partiles, i.e. the
transfer of partiles from akn
ext
and a
ext
to akn
mix
and a
mix
.
The prognosti equations for the mass onentration of the speies in eah mode are
∂Cx,i
∂t
= R(Cx,i)+
∂Cx,i
∂t
nul
+
∂Cx,i
∂t
g/p
+
∂Cx,i
∂t
oag
+
∂Cx,i
∂t
ond
+
∂Cx,i
∂t
growth
+
∂Cx,i
∂t
ageing
(3.14)
∂Cx,or
∂t
= R(Cx,or) (3.15)
where x identies the speies in eah mode (Tab. 3.1), and i the mode, as for Eq. [3.12℄.
R(Cx,i) represents the hange in the mass onentration of the speies x in the mode i due
to transport, emissions, dry and wet deposition and hemistry. Besides the terms desribing
the hange in the mass onentration due to nuleation, oagulation, growth and ageing,
whih are inluded also in Eq. [3.12℄, Eq. [3.14℄ inludes also the terms ∂Cx,i/∂t
g/p
and
∂Cx,i/∂t
ond
, whih desribe the hanges in the mass onentration of NO
−
3 , NH
+
4 and H2O
due to mass exhange between gas and partiles and the inrease in SO
2−
4 and POM mass
due to ondensation of gases, respetively. As in Eq. [3.12℄, ∂Cx,i/∂t
ageing
is present only
in MADEsoot. Intramodal oagulation does not aet the mass onentration in the mode.
The expliit equations for eah prognosti variable are shown in App. A.
The treatment of these proesses in MADE and MADEsoot is desribed in the following.
The desription fouses on the modifiation introdued in MADE related to the new ability
of MADEsoot to simulate the different mixing states of aerosols. A detailed desription of
the approah used by MADE is provided by Lauer (2005) and Lauer et al. (2005).
3.2.1 Gas/aerosol partitioning
The partitioning between gas and partiulate phase of water, gaseous nitri aid (HNO3) and
ammonia (NH3) and their partile phase, nitrate (NO
−
3 ) and ammonium (NH
+
4 ) respetively,
is alulated using the omputationally effiient equilibrium model EQSAM (Metzger et al.,
2002a,b). The basi onept of EQSAM is that the ativities of atmospheri aerosol speies,
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when in equilibrium with the ambient air, are governed by the relative humidity (RH), allow-
ing for a parameterization of single solute molalities and ativity oeffiients only dependent
on the type of solute and RH. The two main assumptions of EQSAM are that aerosols are in-
ternally mixed and that the system is in thermodynamial equilibrium. Meng and Seinfeld
(1996) have shown that the equilibration time of relevant aerosol speies in atmospheri
onditions is typially of the order of minutes, reahing one hour at low relative humidity.
The assumption of thermodynami equilibrium is therefore feasible in global limate models,
where the time step is typially between 0.5 and 1 hour.
In order to redue omputational osts, EQSAM defines four different domains, depend-
ing on the abundane of sulfate with respet to sodium, ammonium, potassium, alium and
magnesium. In eah domain, several parameters are defined. One parameter is, for instane,
the stoihiometri oeffiient of ammonium, whih is used to determine the amount of avail-
able ammonia after the neutralization of the total sulfate. Additionally, eah onentration
domain is divided into sub-domains, defined through the omparison between RH and rela-
tive humidity of deliquesene (RHD). Depending on whether RH is larger or smaller than
RHD, the partitioning is done between gas and liquid or between gas and solid aerosol.
MADE. Sine the equilibrium time is shorter for smaller than for larger partiles (Meng and Seinfeld ,
1996), MADE applies EQSAM rst to the Aitken mode, and subsequently to the aumula-
tion mode. The mass onentrations of SO
2−
4 , NO
−
3 , NH
+
4 and sea salt in the Aitken mode
is given as input to EQSAM, together with the gas onentration of NH3 and HNO3. The
output is the new onentration of aerosol water, NO
−
3 and NH
+
4 in the Aitken mode. The
same proedure is applied afterwards to the aumulation modes, taking as input the onen-
trations of NH3 and HNO3 whih are left from the first all of EQSAM. After EQSAM has
been alled, the onentration of the speies x = NH+4 ,NO
−
3 ,H2O in the mode i = akn, a
is
Cx,i(t+∆t) = M
EQSAM
x,i (C
SO
2−
4
,i(t), CNO−
3
,i(t), CNH+
4
,i(t), CSS,i(t), RH), (3.16)
where MEQSAMx is the output onentration of the speies x alulated by EQSAM.
MADEsoot. Sine the size order of the three MADEsoot Aitken modes is not xed, it
is not possible to set a priori if EQSAM has to be alled rst for akn
sol
, akn
ext
or akn
mix
.
The same problem ours in the ase of the aumulation mode. Therefore, in MADEsoot
the EQSAM input onentrations of SO
2−
4 , NO
−
3 , NH
+
4 and sea salt are the total onentra-
tions summed over the three respetive modes. The output onentrations of aerosol water,
NO
−
3 , NH
+
4 is then divided among the three modes proportionally to the onentration of
soluble material before EQSAM was alled. This is done rst for the three Aitken mode and
afterwards for the three aumulation mode.
CEQSAMx,i (t+∆t) = M
EQSAM
x,γ (C
SO
2−
4
,γ(t), CNO−3 ,γ(t), CNH
+
4
,γ(t), CSS,γ(t), RH)×
×
C
SO
2−
4
,i(t) + CNO−
3
,i(t) + CNH+
4
,i(t) + CSS,i(t)∑3
i=1CSO2−4 ,i(t) + CNO
−
3
,i(t) + CNH+
4
,i(t) + CSS,i(t)
,(3.17)
where, if γ = akn, i = akn
sol
, akn
ext
, akn
mix
and, if γ = a, i = a
sol
, a
ext
, a
mix
. The
index x refers to the speies, with x = NH4,NO
−
3 ,H2O, and M
EQSAM
x,akn is the output onen-
tration of the speies x alulated by EQSAM. A ertain amount of NO−3 , NH
+
4 and water
mass is assigned also to the externally mixed modes, onurring to inrease their oating.
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The terms orresponding to the gas/partile equilibrium in the prognosti equations
Eq. [3.14℄ are
∂C
NO
−
3
,i
∂t
g/p
=
CEQSAM
NO
−
3
,i
(t+∆t)− C
NO
−
3
,i(t)
∆t
(3.18)
∂C
NH
+
4
,i
∂t
g/p
=
CEQSAM
NH
+
4
,i
(t+∆t)− C
NH
+
4
,i(t)
∆t
(3.19)
∂C
H2O,i
∂t
g/p
=
CEQSAM
H2O,i
(t+∆t)− C
H2O,i(t)
∆t
(3.20)
∂C
SO
2−
4
,i
∂t
g/p
=
∂C
POM,i
∂t
g/p
=
∂C
SS,i
∂t
g/p
=
∂C
BC,i
∂t
g/p
=
∂C
DU,i
∂t
g/p
= 0 (3.21)
3.2.2 Condensation of sulfuri aid and organi material
The growth of the aerosol mass due to ondensation of sulfuri aid and organi vapor is
expliitly alulated by MADE and by MADEsoot. The mass onentration of sulfuri aid
gas evolves following the analyti solution of the equation
dC
H2SO4
(t)
d t
= P − L · C
H2SO4
(t), (3.22)
where P is the prodution rate of H2SO4 in the gas phase and L is the loss due to ondensa-
tion. The amount of ondensing sulfuri aid ∆C ond an be alulated from Eq. [3.22℄ and
is equal to
∆C ond = ∆C
H2SO4
−∆C prodution
=
(
P
L
− C
H2SO4
(t0)
)
(1− e−L∆t)− P∆t. (3.23)
The alulation of the loss oeient L is shown in App. B.1. ∆C ond is divided among
the aerosol modes proportionally to the third moment growth oeients G
(3)
i = ∂M
(3)
i /∂t,
where i is the index of the mode. The oeients G
(3)
i are alulated as the harmoni mean
between the free-moleular and near-ontinuum regimes, and depend on the rst and seond
momentum of the modes, on the stiking oeients of H2SO4, on the mean moleular velo-
ity and on the diusion oeient. The omplete expression of the ondensation oeients
is derived in App. B.1.
The ondensation of organi material is alulated in the same way. The amount of
ondensing gas C
SOA
, however is provided to the aerosol module as an external eld rather
than derived by an equation as Eq. [3.22℄.
The terms in the prognosti equations relative to the ondensation of sulfuri aid and
organi ompounds are the following:
MADE.
∂C
SO
2−
4
,i
∂t
ond
=
G
(3)
i
G
(3)
akn
+G
(3)
a
∆Cond
∆t
, (3.24)
∂C
POM,i
∂t
ond
=
G
(3)
SOA,i
G
(3)
SOA, akn
+G
(3)
SOA, a
C
SOA
∆t
. (3.25)
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MADEsoot.
∂C
SO
2−
4
,i
∂t
ond
=
G
(3)
i∑6
j=1G
(3)
j
∆Cond
∆t
, (3.26)
∂C
POM,i
∂t
ond
=
G
(3)
SOA,i∑6
j=1G
(3)
SOA,j
C
SOA
∆t
. (3.27)
3.2.3 Nuleation of new partiles
The binary nuleation of water and sulfuri aid is parameterized following Vehkamäki et al.
(2002). The nuleation rate of new partiles J is parameterized by temperature, relative
humidity and onentration of sulfuri aid in the gas phase. The H2SO4 onentration used
to parameterize J is the amount left in the gas phase after ondensation has taken plae.
The parameterization of Vehkamäki et al. (2002) is valid in the temperature range of
190.15 - 300.15 K, in the relative humidity range of 0.01%-100% and in the sulfuri aid
onentration range of 104 - 1011 partiles/m3. The resulting nuleation rate is in the range
of 10−7−1010 partiles/(m3 s). The mass prodution orresponding to the nuleation rate J
is alulated assuming that the freshly nuleated partiles are log-normally distributed with
wet median diameter of 3.5 nm (Weber et al., 1997) and standard deviation of the Aitken
mode. The sulfate mass m3.5 ontained in a sphere with wet diameter 3.5 nm is alulated
as a funtion of the relative humidity tting experimental data. The nuleation of new
partiles an give a large ontribution to the number of partiles in the Aitken mode, but
rarely inrease substantially the mass onentration of the mode, given the small diameter
of the freshly nuleated partiles (Lauer and Hendriks, 2006).
MADE. The freshly nuleated partiles are assigned to the Aitken mode.
∂N
akn
∂t
nul
= J(T,RH, C
H2SO4
), (3.28)
∂C
SO
2−
4
, akn
∂t
nul
= J(T,RH, C
H2SO4
)m3.5(RH) e
9
2
ln2 σ
akn . (3.29)
MADEsoot. The freshly nuleated partiles are assigned to the BC and dust free Aitken
mode.
∂N
akn
sol
∂t
nul
= J(T,RH, C
H2SO4
), (3.30)
∂C
SO
2−
4
, akn
sol
∂t
nul
= J(T,RH, C
H2SO4
)m3.5(RH) e
9
2
ln2 σ
akn
sol . (3.31)
3.2.4 Partile oagulation
Coagulation is the proess of ollision of aerosol partiles and the subsequent reation of a
larger partile. This proess onserves the total mass of the oagulating partiles, but low-
ers the number onentration, shifting the aerosol population towards larger diameters. A
omplete desription of the oagulation proess is very ompliated and requires large om-
putational resoures. The problem onsiderably simplifies if one onsiders only oagulation
due to Brownian motion, ignoring the motion produed by other fores as the hydrody-
nami, eletromagneti and gravitational fores, and assumes that the aerosol distribution
keeps log-normal after the oagulation proess (Binkowski and Shankar , 1995). The oagu-
lation rates are alulated for spherial partiles, following Binkowski and Shankar (1995),
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as a funtion of the median diameter of the oagulating modes. They are higher between
partiles with different diameters than between partiles of the same size. The oagulation
rates C
(k)
i,j desribe the hanging rate of the moment k of the mode l due to the oagulation
between the mode i and j
C
(k)
ij =
∂M
(k)
l
∂t
]
i,j
. (3.32)
Their alulation is shown in App. B.2.
MADE and MADEsoot desribe bimodal oagulation of partiles belonging to the same
mode (intramodal oagulation) or to two different modes (intermodal oagulation). Both
aerosol models assume that partiles resulting from intramodal oagulation belong to the
same mode of the oagulating partiles, therefore intramodal oagulation is simulated in a
is very similar way in MADE and in MADEsoot. On the other hand, the simulation of
intermodal oagulation is very dierent, given the higher number of possible oagulation
events. Tab. 3.2 shows all possible oagulation events in MADE and in MADEsoot and the
destination of the partiles resulting from eah oagulation proess.
MADE. MADE assumes that the oagulation between an Aitken mode partile and an
aumulation mode partile results in an aumulation mode partile, while the oagulation
between partiles belonging to the same mode results in a partile that still belongs to the
same mode. This implies that the intramodal oagulation lowers the number onentration of
both modes but leaves the mass onentration unhanged, while the intermodal oagulation
lowers the Aitken mode number and mass onentration and inreases the aumulation
mode mass onentration, but not its number onentration. The oagulation terms in the
prognosti equations Eq. [3.12℄ for the number onentrations are
∂N
akn
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
akn, akn
− C(0)
akn, a
(3.33)
∂N
a
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
a, a
(3.34)
The oagulation terms for the mass onentrations in Eq. 3.14 are related to the hanging
rate of the third momentum
∂Cx,akn
∂t
oag
= − 1
M
(3)
akn
∂M
(3)
akn
∂t
Cx,akn = −
C
(3)
akn, a
M
(3)
akn
Cx,akn (3.35)
∂Cx,a
∂t
oag
= −∂Cx,akn
∂t
oag
=
C
(3)
akn, a
M
(3)
akn
Cx,akn, (3.36)
where the sign of the oagulation rate C
(k)
i,j
is expliitely written.
MADEsoot. The simulation of the intermodal oagulation is more ompliated in MADEs-
oot than in MADE. Besides shifting the modes towards larger values of the median diameter,
BC and dust free partiles may oagulate with BC and dust ontaining partiles, and ex-
ternally mixed partiles may oagulate with partiles ontaining enough soluble material to
transform them in an internal mixture. When suh oagulation events take plae and the
amount of soluble material ontained in the oagulation modes is large enough, the resulting
partile is assigned to the internally mixed modes ontaining BC and dust, otherwise to the
externally mixed modes. The riterion to define a partile as internally mixed is explained
in Se. 3.2.6.
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MADE
akn a
akn
akn a
a
a
MADEsoot
akn
sol
a
sol
akn
ext
a
ext
akn
mix
a
mix
akn
sol
akn
sol
a
sol
akn
mix
OR
akn
ext
a
mix
OR
a
ext
akn
mix
a
mix
a
sol
a
sol
a
mix
OR
akn
ext
a
mix
OR
a
ext
a
mix
a
mix
akn
ext
akn
ext
a
ext
akn
mix
OR
akn
ext
a
mix
OR
akn
ext
a
ext
a
ext
a
mix
OR
a
ext
a
mix
OR
a
ext
akn
mix
akn
mix
a
mix
a
mix
a
mix
Table 3.2: Intermodal and intramodal oagulation events in MADE and in MADEsoot. The
first row and the first olumn report the oagulating modes, and the body of the table the
destination of eah oagulation event.
The oagulation term in the prognosti equation for the the number onentration of the
mode l is given by
∂Nl
∂t
oag
= C
(0)
l,l + C
(0)
i,j . (3.37)
C
(0)
l,l desribes the intramodal oagulation events, hene it is always negative. C
(0)
i,j , on the
other hand, an be positive, negative or equal to 0. If i, j and l are dierent from eah other,
C
(0)
i,j is positive. This is for instane the ase of an externally mixed BC or dust partile
oagulating with a soluble one to give an internally mixed partile with BC and dust. If
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i = l or j = l, C
(0)
i,j an be negative or equal to zero, depending on l being mode that loses
or reeives the resulting partile, respetively. C
(0)
i,j is symmetri with respet to swithing
i and j. Writing expliitly the terms of Eq. [3.37℄, the prognosti equations for the number
onentrations of the soluble modes are
∂N
akn
sol
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
akn
sol
,akn
sol
(3.38)
−C(0)
akn
sol
,a
sol
− C(0)
akn
sol
,akn
ext
− C(0)
akn
sol
,a
ext
− C(0)
akn
sol
,akn
mix
− C(0)
akn
sol
,a
mix
,
∂N
a
sol
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
a
sol
,a
sol
(3.39)
−C(0)
a
sol
,akn
ext
− C(0)
a
sol
,a
ext
− C(0)
a
sol
,akn
mix
− C(0)
a
sol
,a
mix
,
where the sign of the oagulation oeients is expliitely written. All the possible oagu-
lation events lower the number onentrations of the soluble modes.
The result of a oagulation event involving an externally mixed mode is not always
assigned to the same mode. The oagulation between akn
sol
and akn
ext
, for instane, an
give a partile in akn
mix
or in akn
ext
, depending on the ratio of soluble to insoluble mass
involved in the oagulation proess. The number onentration of akn
sol
beomes lower in
both ases, while the number onentration of akn
ext
beomes lower in the rst ase and
stays the same in the seond ase. In the following the prognosti equations for the modes
ontaining BC and dust are expliitely written. For eah oagulation event whose resulting
mode is not xed, the two possible terms are written: The upper term in the urly braket
orresponds to the ase where the resulting partile is internally mixed, the lower to the ase
where it is externally mixed. Eah term orresponds to a dierent oagulation event.
∂N
akn
ext
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
akn
ext
,akn
ext
+
{
−C(0)
akn
sol
,akn
ext
0
+
{
−C(0)
a
sol
,akn
ext
0
(3.40)
−C(0)
akn
ext
,a
ext
+
{
−C(0)
akn
ext
,akn
mix
0
+
{
−C(0)
akn
ext
,a
mix
0
,
∂N
a
ext
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
a
ext
,a
ext
+
{
−C(0)
akn
sol
,a
ext
0
+
{
−C(0)
a
sol
,a
ext
0
(3.41)
+
{
−C(0)
a
ext
,akn
mix
0
+
{
−C(0)
a
ext
,a
mix
0
,
There are no oagulation events that inrease the number onentrations of the externally
mixed modes. On the other hand the number onentrations of the internally mixed modes
with BC and dust an inrease following the oagulation of externally mixed BC and dust
with soluble partiles.
∂N
akn
mix
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
akn
mix
,akn
mix
+
{
+C
(0)
akn
sol
,akn
ext
0
−C(0)
a
sol
,akn
mix
(3.42)
+
{
0
−C(0)
akn
ext
,akn
mix
−C(0)
a
ext
,akn
mix
−C(0)
akn
mix
,a
mix
,
∂N
a
mix
∂t
oag
= −C(0)
a
mix
,a
mix
+
{
+C
(0)
akn
sol
,a
ext
0
+
{
+C
(0)
a
sol
,akn
ext
0
+
{
+C
(0)
a
sol
,a
ext
0
(3.43)
+C
(0)
a
sol
,akn
mix
+
{
0
−C(0)
akn
ext
,a
mix
+
{
+C
(0)
a
ext
,akn
mix
0
+
{
0
−C(0)
a
ext
,a
mix
.
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The hanging rate of the mass onentration of the speies x in the mode l due to
oagulation is
∂Cx,l
∂t
oag
=
∑
i,j
C
(3)
i,j
M
(3)
i
Cx,i ≡
∑
i,j
Ki,jx , (3.44)
where i and j identies the oagulating modes in events where the mode l is involved,
as oagulating mode or as outome of the event. Sine the intramodal oagulation does
not hange the mass of the mode, the hanging rate of M
(3)
l depends only on intermodal
oagulation. C
(3)
i,j is not symmetri with respet to swithing i and j. If the partiles resulting
from the oagulation between the mode i and j are assigned to the mode k, then C
(3)
i,j is
related to the moment that is transferred from the mode i to the mode k, and C
(3)
j,i to the
moment transferred from the mode j to the mode k. Ki,jx is the mass of the speies x whih
is transferred from the mode i. If i = l, Ki,jx is negative or equal to zero.
Writing expliitely the sign of the single terms, the terms in the prognosti equations for
the mass onentrations of the soluble modes are
∂Cx,akn
sol
∂t
oag
= −Kaknsol,asolx −Kaknsol,aknextx −Kaknsol,aextx −Kaknsol,aknmixx −Kaknsol,amixx ,(3.45)
∂Cx,a
sol
∂t
oag
= +Kaknsol,asolx −Kasol,aknextx −Kasol,aextx −Kasol,aknmixx −Kasol,amixx .(3 46)
As for the prognosti equations for the number onentrations, the terms desribing the
oagulation events involving an externally mixed mode depend on the amount of soluble
material involved. The upper term in the urly brakets is valid in ase the resulting partile
is internally mixed, the lower if it is externally mixed.
∂Cx,akn
ext
∂t
oag
=
{
−Kaknext,aknsolx
+Kaknsol,aknextx
+
{
−Kaknext,asolx
+Kasol,aknextx
−Kaknext,aextx (3.47)
+
{
−Kaknext,aknmixx
+Kaknmix,aknextx
+
{
−Kaknext,amixx
+Kamix,aknextx
∂Cx,a
ext
∂t
oag
=
{
−Kaext,aknsolx
+Kaknsol,aextx
+
{
−Kaext,asolx
+Kasol,aextx
+Kaknext,aextx (3.48)
+
{
−Kaext,aknmixx
+Kaknmix,aextx
+
{
−Kaext,amixx
+Kamix,aextx
If the resulting partile is externally mixed, the number onentration of the involved ex-
ternally mixed mode does not hange, but its mass onentration does. The prognosti
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equations for the internally mixed modes with BC and dust are
∂Cx,akn
mix
∂t
oag
=
{
+Kaknsol,aknextx +K
akn
ext
,akn
sol
x
0
+Kaknsol,aknmixx −Kaknmix,asolx (3.49)
+
{
+Kaknext,aknmixx
−Kaknmix,aknextx
−Kaknmix,aextx −Kaknmix,amixx
∂Cx,a
mix
∂t
oag
=
{
+Kaknsol,aextx +K
a
ext
,akn
sol
x
0
+Kaknsol,amixx (3.50)
+
{
+Kasol,aknextx +K
akn
ext
,a
sol
x
0
+
{
+Kasol,aextx +K
a
ext
,a
sol
x
0
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3.2.5 Partile growth
Condensation of vapor and oagulation with other partiles inrease the volume of individual
aerosol partiles, and therefore shift the modes toward larger diameters. Sine the evolution
of the Aitken and of the aumulation mode are alulated independently, the diameter of
the Aitken mode an grow into the size range of the aumulation mode. If this happens,
a fration of the Aitken mode ontaining large partiles is transferred to the aumulation
mode. To ahieve this, the aerosol model transfer to the aumulation mode the number
onentration of the Aitken mode partiles with diameter larger than Dn, where Dn is
the intersetion diameter between the Aitken and aumulation mode number distributions
(Fig. 3.2). In the same way, the mass onentration of the Aitken mode partiles with
diameter larger than DV , where DV is the intersetion diameter between the Aitken and
aumulation mode volume distributions, is transferred to the aumulation mode. The
number and mass of the partiles with diameter larger than Dn or DV is alulated by
means of Eq. [3.2℄ This operation is alled mode merging.
MADE. A part of the number and mass onentration of the Aitken mode is transferred
to the aumulation mode. From Eq. [3.2℄,
∂N
akn
∂t
growth
= −∂Na
∂t
growth
= −Nakn(D > Dn)
∆t
, (3.51)
∂Cx,akn
∂t
growth
= −∂Cx,a
∂t
growth
= −Cx,akn(D > DV )
∆t
, (3.52)
MADEsoot. The merging between the Aitken and the aumulation mode applies only
to modes with the same mixing state, i.e. akn
sol
merges with a
sol
, akn
ext
with a
ext
and
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Figure 3.2: Model representation of the merging between Aitken and aumulation modes.
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3.2.6 Ageing of blak arbon and dust partiles
Coagulation and ondensation of gases on externally mixed partiles reate a oating around
externally mixed BC and dust partiles, and an therefore transfer them to an internal mix-
ture (e.g. Okada et al. (2005); Moteki et al. (2007)). Also photohemial reations an on-
tribute to the ageing of externally mixed BC partiles, transforming the surfae from being
hydrophobi to hydrophili. Weingartner et al. (1997) show that ageing through photohem-
ial reations is mostly less effiient than the ageing through oagulation or ondensation,
while Kotzik and Niessner (1999) state that oxidation of ozone ould be more important
than oagulation in the hange of the hygrosopi behavior. However, Kotzik and Niessner
(1999) use a quite high ozone onentration ompared to usual tropospheri values. MADEs-
oot simulates expliitly the ondensation of SO
2−
4 and organi material (Se. 3.2.2), inter-
modal oagulation (Se. 3.2.4) and heterogeneous nuleation of ondensable ompound (Se.
3.2.1).
MADE. MADE does not simulate expliitely the ageing of blak arbon and dust parti-
les and, in the handling of the mirophysial proesses, does not keep trak separately of
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Figure 3.3: Model representation of the ageing of the externally mixed modes.
externally and internally mixed BC and dust. However, while dust is supposed to be om-
pletely hydrophobi, MADE assumes for BC an exponential deay from the hydrophobi into
the hydrophili state, here used as synonym of externally and internally mixed, rispetively.
Tehnially, MADE uses two dierent traers for the mass onentration of BC, one for eah
state of mixing. Before the aerosol mirophysis is simulated, the ageing is alulated as
M
BC
ext
,i(t+ δt) = MBC
ext
,i(t)(1− e−∆t/τ ), (3.59)
M
BC
int
,i(t+ δt) = MBC
int
,i(t) +MBC
ext
,i(t)e
−∆t/τ , (3.60)
where the e-folding time τ is arbitrarily set to one day. The mass of hydrophobi and
hydrophili BC are then added up, and the aerosol mirophysis is alulated for the total
BC. The number onentration of the modes is not aeted.
MADEsoot. Given the new modes available in MADEsoot, whih allow to keep trak of
externally and internally mixed BC and dust during the alulation of aerosol mirophysis,
MADEsoot simulates expliitely the ageing of BC and dust. After all aerosol proesses have
been simulated, MADEsoot alulates the amount of soluble mass (SO
2−
4 , NH
+
4 , NO
−
3 , POM,
H2O, SS) in eah externally mixed mode i. If it is larger than a ritial fration x of the
total mass of the mode i, where x is a free parameter of the mode, the mass and the number
onentrations of the mode i are transferred to the internally mixed Aitken and aumulation
modes with blak arbon and dust. To ahieve this the diameter D at whih the number
distribution of akn
mix
intersets that of a
mix
is alulated, and the aged externally mixed
partiles with diameter larger than D, obtained by means of Eq. [3.2℄, are assigned to a
mix
,
the others to akn
mix
(Fig. 3.3). This is a step proess, sine it does not at as long as the
ratio of soluble to total mass in the externally mixed mode i is lower than x. When the mass
ration exeeds x, the whole externally mixed mode is transferred to the internally mixed
ones. Therefore if there is no ageing the relative terms in the prognosti equations are 0.
Dening for eah externally mixed mode i the ratio ri of soluble material as
ri =
msoli
mtoti
, (3.61)
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the ageing terms in the prognosti equations are
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As a onsequene of the aging proess, the mass and number onentrations of the externally
mixed modes are set to 0.
The parameter x an be hosen depending on the aerosol properties to investigate.
Bond et al. (2006) studied from a theoretial point of view the influene of a soluble shell on
the radiative properties of an aerosol partile, finding very different values of the absorption
amplifiation for different shell to ore ratios. Weingartner et al. (1997) and Khalizov et al.
(2009) presented experimental studies on the hygrosopi properties of externally and in-
ternally mixed BC, and set to 10% the fration of soluble mass in a partile beyond whih
the partiles show a more hygrosopi behavior. In the present study three simulations have
been performed, with x=5%, 10% and 50%, respetively. For eah of them the evaluation
tests shown in Ch. 5 have been performed. The onentration of total BC and dust have
not shown sensible variations among the three runs. More details about these studies are
reported in Se. 6.1.4.
Chapter 4
The three-dimensional model:
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot
The global limate model used in this work is the ECHAM5/MESSy system (E5/M). ECHAM5
(version 5.3.01) is the general irulation model (GCM), responsible for the movement of air
masses, the transport of the traers as e.g. the mass of the hemial speies and the number
onentration of the modes, and for the atmospheri physis as radiation or preipitation.
The interfae MESSy (version 1.4), on the other hand, ouples the proesses, whih are
simulated by the different sub-models, to eah other and to the GCM.
In this hapter the global aerosol-hemistry model E5/M-MADE, whih is the starting
point of the the implementation of MADEsoot in a global limate model, is presented,
as well as the modifiations that were introdued to obtain a better desription of the
aerosol onentrations in the upper troposphere-lowermost stratosphere (UTLS), and also
the implementation of the aerosol box model MADEsoot in E5/M is desribed.
4.1 The starting point: the ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE
aerosol-hemistry model
The ECHAM5/MESSy model is a numerial hemistry and limate simulation system that
inludes sub-models to desribe physial and hemial proesses of the troposphere and
middle atmosphere (Jökel et al., 2006). The model was extended with the aerosol module
MADE by Lauer et al. (2007).
ECHAM5 (Roekner et al., 2003) is the atmospheri general irulation model developed
at the Max Plank Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg. The first version of ECHAM was
developed following the weather predition model of the European Center for Medium Range
Weather Foreasts (ECMWF).
ECHAM5 is a spetral model based on the so alled primitive equations, i.e. the
differential equations for momentum, temperature and moisture. The prognosti variables
are vortiity, divergene, temperature, speifi humidity and logarithm of the surfae pres-
sure. Exept for the speifi humidity, that is alulated in the grid point spae, the prognos-
ti variables are represented in the spetral spae by a trunated series of spherial harmonis.
The standard trunations used in ECHAM5 are at 21, 31, 42, 63, 85, 106 and 159 harmonis,
and the hosen trunation determines the horizontal resolution of the model. The horizontal
resolution used in this work is T42, whih orresponds to a grid of 64 ells along the latitude
and 128 along the longitude, with a ell width of approximately 2.8
◦ × 2.8◦.
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The atmosphere up to 10 hPa is divided vertially in non-equidistant levels with a hybrid
vertial representation that follows the orography lose to the surfae and flattens the UTLS.
The pressure at eah level boundary is defined through the two onstant hybrid parameters
A and B as a funtion of the surfae pressure ps as
pk = Ak +Bkps, (4.1)
A0 = BNlev+1 = ANlev+1 = 0, B0 = 1, (4.2)
where the index k = Nlev + 1 refers to the upper boundary of the upper level, and k = 0
to the lower boundary of the lower level. The possible vertial resolution are 19, 41, 39
and 90 levels. In this work the vertial resolution L19 was hosen, whih is preise enough
for the studies here performed and keeps low the amount of omputational time required.
The time step of the model is dependent on the hosen horizontal and vertial resolution
to fulfill the Courant-Friedrih-Levy (CFL) riterion, a ondition for the numerial solution
of partial equations. The CFL riterion applied to this model presribes that the time step
must be shorter than the time for an air parel to travel adjaent grid points. The standard
ECHAM5 time step for the resolution T42L19 is 30 minutes, but it has been set here to 24
minutes in order to reah a higher model stability.
MESSy is the aronym for Modular Earth Sub-model System (Jökel et al., 2005, 2006),
developed at the Max-Plank-Institute for Chemistry, Mainz. MESSy is the link between
the sub-models and the base model, ECHAM5 in this ase, and among the sub-models
themselves. MESSy is omposed by four levels:
• the Base Model Layer, whih omprises the GCM;
• the Base Model Interfae Layer, whih is responsible for the ontrol of the sub-models,
for the transfer of data to and from the sub-models, and for the model output;
• the Sub-Models Interfae Layer, whih handles the internal data transformation in
eah sub-model and the sub-model speifi proedures as the all of subroutines;
• the Sub-model Core Layer, whih onsists of the box models of eah sub-model and
an be used independently from the other layers.
The sub-models used in this work are listed in Tab. 4.1. Those relevant for aerosol dynamis
and hemistry are presented in Se. 4.3, apart from MADEsoot that has been desribed in
detail in Ch. 3. The version of MESSy used in this work is the version 1.4.
MADE has been briefly desribed in Se 3.1. The aerosol proesses are simulated by
MADE in a similar way as MADEsoot does. A detailed desription of MADE is presented
in Lauer et al. (2005) and Lauer and Hendriks (2006).
4.2 Modifiations for modeling the upper troposphere
The studies onduted with E5/M-MADE in Lauer et al. (2007) aimed to quantify the im-
pat of oean-going ships on aerosols. They foused on the aerosol onentrations in the
boundary layer, where the model had been rigorously evaluated and performs well. On the
other hand, the vertial profile of the aerosol onentration alulated with E5/M-MADE
showed a defiieny in the UTLS above 500 hPa, a region where the formation of ie parti-
les is partiularly evident. Sine this study fouses on the onentration of ie nulei, the
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Sub-model Funtion Referene
CONVECT Original ECHAM5 onvetion shema Tiedtke (1989); Nordeng (1994)
CVTRANS Transport of traers aused by onve-
tion
Tost (2006)
DRYDEP gas phase and aerosols dry deposition Kerkweg et al. (2006a)
H2O Initialization of H2O in the strato-
sphere and mesosphere from satellite
observations and feedbak with speifi
humidity
Lelieveld et al. (2007)
JVAL Calulation of photolysis rate
oeffiients
Landgraf and Crutzen (1998)
LNOX Prodution of NO
x
by lightening Prie and Rind (1992)
MADE Aerosol mirophysis Lauer et al. (2005)
MADEsoot Aerosol mirophysis this study
MECCA Tropospheri and stratospheri hem-
istry
Sander et al. (2005)
OFFLEM Offline emissions Kerkweg et al. (2006b)
ONLEM Online emissions Kerkweg et al. (2006b)
RAD4ALL Original ECHAM5 radiation model Roekner et al. (2003)
SCAV Wet deposition and liquid phase hem-
istry
Tost et al. (2006)
SEDI Sedimentation of aerosols Kerkweg et al. (2006a)
TNUDGE Nudging of traers Kerkweg et al. (2006b)
TROPOP Calulation of the altitude of the
tropopause
-
Cloud Cloud physis Lohmann (2002a)
Table 4.1: List of the sub-models that has been used in this work. The sub-model responsible
for loud physis has been developed by Lohmann (2002a) and is not inluded in the standard
ECHAM5/MESSy 1.4.
performane of the model in that region had been improved before implementing the new
aerosol sub-model MADEsoot.
To obtain a reliable desription of the aerosol population in the UTLS, the model had to
be modified in partiular in the depition of the loud savenging proesses, i.e. the uptake
of aerosols by loud droplets or ie rystals through the ollision between aerosols and falling
loud partiles or through the nuleation of new loud partiles around them. Savenging is
desribed in E5/M by the sub-model SCAV (Tost et al., 2006).
Savenging of aerosols by ie rystals. The version of SCAV inluded in the standard
E/M-v1.4 desribes separately the uptake of aerosol partiles by liquid water droplets and
by ie partiles, but the amount of aerosol that is washed out is weighted in both ase with
the rain flux. If savi and savw are the savenging oeffiients for ie and water respetively,
the total savenging oeffiient is the sum of the two
savtot = savi + savw. (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Vertial profile of the globally averaged rain (solid line) and snow (dotted line)
preipitation rate, for a global average of a two years simulation with E5/M-MADE.
The onentration of interstitial aerosol, i.e. the aerosol that has not been taken up by loud
partiles, is
c(t+∆t) = c(t) e−savtot∆t, (4.4)
and the onentration of savenged aerosol, i.e. the aerosol that has been taken up by loud
droplets but not yet washed out, is
c
sav
= c(t)− c(t+∆t). (4.5)
The amount of the aerosol that is washed out is obtained multiplying the savenged aerosol
by the rain formation rate fr
c
washed out
= c
sav
× fr. (4.6)
If the snow flux is negligible with respet to the rain flux, as it mostly happens in the lower
troposphere, this simplifiation does not ause any problem; in the UTLS, however, the snow
flux is larger than the rain flux, as shown in Fig.4.1, and this simplifiation is not aeptable.
The modified version of SCAV developed in this study takes into aount both the snow
and the rain fluxes and provides a desription of the wash out of aerosols through the uptake
by ie partiles suitable also for the UTLS. The amount of aerosol that is savenged by ie
rystals and by loud droplets is alulated separately:
c
sav.
ie = c(t)
(
1− esavi∆t) (4.7)
c
sav.
liquid = c(t)
(
1− esavl∆t) , (4.8)
and the amount of aerosols that is removed by preipitation is alulated taking into aount
both the rain and the snow formation rate fr and fs:
c
washed out
= c
sav
ie × fs + csav.liquid × fr. (4.9)
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(a) Texas, September 2004, BC and total aerosol respetively
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a, February 2006, BC
Figure 4.2: Vertial profile of BC and total aerosol mass onentrations simulated by
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE before and after the modifiation introdued to apply the model
to the UTLS. The experimental data are from Shwarz et al. (2006, 2008b). Solid and open
irles orrespond to two dierent ights.
Ie savenging in onvetive louds. SCAV simulates the uptake of aerosol partiles by
liquid water droplets through nuleation and impat savenging with two different param-
eterizations. On the ontrary, the distintion between impat and nuleation savenging is
not done for ie savenging, whih is simply parameterized by assuming that 5% of the given
aerosol is taken up by ie partiles, both in stratiform and in onvetive louds. Assuming
higher supersaturation, the ie savenging oeffiient in onvetive louds is here set to 90%
(Ekman et al., 2004).
Ie savenging by heterogeneous freezing. To simulate the higher ability of BC and
dust partiles to at as ie nulei (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006), different ie savenging param-
eters for hydrophili and hydrophobi speies were introdued. Aording to Verheggen et al.
(2007) and fitting the vertial profile of BC and total aerosol presented in Shwarz et al.
(2006, 2008b), it is assumed here that the aerosol fration that is savenged by ie in strati-
form louds is 10% for the mass of BC and dust and 5% for all other traers. Only 5% of the
number onentration is savenged by ie. This brings to an inonsisteny in the treatment
of the number onentration, sine MADE does not allow to simulate whih number fration
of partiles ontains BC or dust. This inonsisteny will be resolved with the implementation
of MADEsoot.
Fig.4.2 shows the vertial profile of BC and total aerosol mass onentration alulated
with the original and the modified version of E5/M-MADE, ompared to airborne measure-
ments. The experimental data were taken with a single partile soot photometer during a
ampaign over Texas in November 2004 (Shwarz et al., 2006) and over Costa Ria in Febru-
ary 2006 (Shwarz et al., 2008b). The version of E5/M-MADE developed in this work has
been evaluated also with data from other ampaigns, whose results are not reported here.
The results of these evaluations are shown in Ch. 5 for E5/M-MADEsoot, that has been
developed starting from this version of E5/M-MADE.
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Figure 4.3: Atmospheri proesses relevant for aerosol and relative sub-models. Modified
from Ghan and Shwartz (2007).
4.3 Implementation of MADEsoot in the global model
ECHAM5/MESSy
Aerosols are emitted diretly (primary aerosol) or form via the oxidation of preursor gases
(seondary aerosol). The relative humidity of air and the availability of ondensable speies
ontrols the partile growth or evaporation. Between louds and aerosols there is a mutual
interation: the uptake of aerosols by loud partiles followed by loud evaporation an alter
partile properties, and at the same time aerosols an serve as loud ondensation nulei or
ie nulei for new loud partile formation. Dry deposition and savenging by preipitation
eventually remove aerosols from the atmosphere. The major proesses ontrolling the life
yle of atmospheri aerosols and the sub-models that desribe them in E5/M-MADEsoot
are shown in Fig. 4.3. The implementation of the box model of MADEsoot in the three-
dimensional model requires the oupling between the aerosol sub-model and the sub-models
responsible for those proesses, and the modifiation of those sub-models to aount for the
new features of MADEsoot that were not present in MADE. Fig. 4.4 presents a shemati
representation of E5/M-MADEsoot.
4.3.1 Soures of aerosols
The emissions of aerosols and gases in the atmosphere are desribed by the sub-models
OFFLEM and ONLEM. OFFLEM is responsible for the offline emissions, i.e. external
fields that are provided as input to E5/M, while ONLEM handles the online emissions, i.e.
the emissions whose amount is alulated by the model itself depending on meteorologial
onditions. The data set for the offline aerosol emissions used in this work is the inventory
defined for the AeroCom Experiment B (Dentener et al., 2006), that presribes typial
emission values for the year 2000.
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Figure 4.4: Shemati representation of the model system ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot.
Piture by Axel Lauer (modified).
Primary Emissions
The aerosol speies emitted in E5/M-MADEsoot are SO
2−
4 , blak arbon, partiulate organi
matter (POM), dust and sea salt. In E5/M-MADE these speies had to be split only among
three modes, while in E5/M-MADEsoot this has to be done among seven modes. The
emitted soluble aerosol that were assigned in E5/M-MADE to the Aitken mode are to be
split between the Aitken modes with BC and the one without BC, and the emitted BC is
to be split between the internally and the externally mixed BC modes. The same has to
be done for the emissions that were assigned by E5/M-MADE to the aumulation mode.
The emissions assigned to the oarse mode are the same in E5/MESSy-MADE and E5/M-
MADEsoot.
The assignement of the emissions to the respetive mode is not part of the global model,
it has to be done separately before starting the simulation. E5/M-MADE(soot) reads les
where the emissions are already divided among the modes.
Blak arbon. The soures of BC inluded here are large sale biomass burning, biofuel
and fossil fuel ombustion. BC emissions are split between the internally and the externally
mixed modes, assuming that 80% of the emitted BC is in an external mixture and the re-
maining 20% in an internal mixture. BC from biofuel and biomass burning is assigned to the
aumulation mode, BC from fossil fuel to the Aitken mode. BC emissions from large sale
fire are based on the Global Fire Emission Database (GFED) inventory (van der Werf et al.,
2004) and are an average of the values between 1997 and 2002. They are injeted between
the surfae and 6 km altitude, depending on the kind of fire and the latitude where it takes
plae. Bio and fossil fuel BC emissions, from the Speiated Partiulate Emissions Wizard
(SPEW) inventory for 1996 (Bond et al., 2004), are emitted at surfae level.
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SO
2−
4 . Sulfur from volani, shipping, traffi, off-road, biomass burning and domesti
soures is emitted as SO2 (97.5%) and partiulate SO
2−
4 (2.5%). 50% of the SO
2−
4 emit-
ted by volani soures is assigned to the Aitken mode and 50% to the aumulation mode,
SO
2−
4 from biomass burning is assigned to the aumulation mode and SO
2−
4 from all other
soures to the Aitken mode. The amount of partiulate SO
2−
4 assigned to the internally
mixed modes with BC and dust is the minimum needed to define the 20% of the emitted BC
mass as internally mixed, aording to the definition explained in Se. 3.2.6. If not enough
SO
2−
4 is available, the missing mass is taken from the emitted POM. Bio and fossil fuel
sulfur emissions are from Cofala et al. (2005), exept those from shipping whih follow the
Emission Database for Global Atmospheri Researh (EDGARv3.2 FT2000
1
, Olivier et al.
(2005)) and are injeted at surfae level. Volani sulfur emissions data are based on the
GEIA inventory (Andres and Kasgno, 1998) and are injeted at different altitudes.
Partiulate organi matter. POM is emitted by the same soures as BC. As BC, POM
from biofuel and biomass burning is assigned to the aumulation mode, POM from fossil
fuel to the Aitken mode. For the splitting between the modes with or without BC, see the
paragraph about SO4 emissions. for the injetion altitude and the database used, see the
paragraph about BC.
Dust. Emissions of dust are based on simulations with near surfae winds of the year 2000
generated by the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation System (GEOS
DAS). 98.6% of the emitted dust is assigned to the oarse mode and the remaining 1.4%
to the externally mixed aumulation mode. No dust is assigned to the internally mixed
aumulation mode, sine the major emission regions of dust are poor of soluble material,
and the lifetime of externally mixed dust partiles is omparatively long (Zhang et al., 2003).
An online alulation of dust emissions, that is also allowed by the model, is not used here,
sine the diameter of the resulting dust partiles is larger than the typial oarse mode of
MADEsoot.
Sea Salt. Sea salt emissions are alulated online by the sub-model ONLEM, depending
on the wind speed and on the sea fration and ie overage of the grid ell (Ganzeveld et al.,
2006). The emissions are assigned to the aumulation and oarse modes followingGuelle et al.
(2001).
The set of emissions provided by the AeroCom Experiment B inludes the mass onen-
trations of all speies desribed above and, additionally, the number onentration of the
emitted dust. When only the mass is available, a log normal size distribution has to be
assumed to alulate the number onentrations. The assumed distribution of the emissions
assigned to the Aitken and to the aumulation modes have standard deviation equal to 1.8
and median diameter of 0.03 µm and 0.08 µm, respetively.
Emissions of preursor gases
Seondary aerosols result from the hange of phase following oxidation of preursor gases
as dimethyl sulfide (DMS), SO2, NOx, NH3 and organi gases. The hemistry sub-model
MECCA alulates the reation rates of the oxidation proesses of DMS, SO2 and NOx.
These proesses give as produt HNO3 and H2SO4, whose ondensation, together with the
1
http://www.mnp.nl/edgar
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ondensation of NH3 and organi gases, is alulated by MADEsoot as explained in Se. 3.2.1
and Se. 3.2.2.
DMS. Oeani DMS emissions are alulated online by ONLEM from the 10m wind speed
and a limatology of the oean water DMS onentration (Ganzeveld et al., 2006). Terrestrial
DMS, muh smaller than oeani DMS, is emitted offline following Spiro et al. (1992).
SO2. SO2 emissions have already been desribed in the paragraph about partiulate SO4
emissions. Besides the soures that have been mentioned for SO4, SO2 is emitted from
industry and power plants. These emissions are injeted between 100 and 300 m.
NO
x
The adopted NO
x
emissions are those desribed in Ganzeveld et al. (2006) but with
shipping emissions from EDGAR3.2 FT2000 Olivier et al. (2005) instead of those from
Eyring et al. (2005), in order to be onsistent with the shipping emissions used in the Aero-
Com experiment. Additionally the DLR inventory (Shmitt and Brunner , 1997) is used for
NO emissions from air traffi, and NO
x
from lightening is alulated online by the sub-model
LNOX following Prie and Rind (1992).
NH3 NH3 emissions are the standard MESSy emissions desribed inGanzeveld et al. (2006).
Condensable organi gases. The prodution of ondensable organi gases, whose on-
densation into seondary organi aerosol (SOA) is alulated by MADE, is from the AeroCom
data set. They are based on the assumption that 15% of natural terpene emissions form
SOA. SOA forms on short time sales, therefore SOA preursors emissions are assumed to
ondenses instantaneously onto pre-existing aerosol partiles and their transport and hem-
istry is negleted.
4.3.2 Ativation of aerosol partiles
The mirophysis of louds is simulated with the model developed by Lohmann (2002a).
This loud model is not inluded in the standard E5/M, and has been implemented in it
by Lauer et al. (2007). This loud mirophysial model solves prognosti equations not only
for loud liquid water and loud ie, as the standard E5/M sub-model CLOUD does, but
also for the number onentration of loud droplets and ie rystals. The loud miro-
physis parameterized by the sub-model used in this work inludes (Lohmann et al., 1999;
Lohmann and Kärher , 2002): growth of loud droplets through ondensation, growth of ie
rystal through deposition of water vapor, homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing of loud
droplets, auto-onversion of loud droplets and ie rystals to rain and snow respetively,
aggregation of ie rystals, aretion of loud droplets to rain and of ie rystals and loud
droplets to snow, evaporation of liquid water and rain and sublimation and melting of loud
ie and snow.
The number onentration of loud ondensation nulei (CCN) is alulated aording to
Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) as a funtion of the diameter of the modes, and is provided
to the loud sub-model. Externally mixed BC and dust partiles annot at as CCN, but,
sine MADE annot simulate their number onentration, they annot be exluded from
the simulation of the ativation proess. The number of CCN is therefore alulated over
the total Aitken mode and aumulation mode number onentration. On the other hand,
this an be done in MADEsoot, whih an simulate how many BC and dust partiles are
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internally mixed and how many externally mixed. In E5/M-MADEsoot the number of CCN
is alulated only over the number onentration of the soluble modes and of the internally
mixed BC and dust modes (akn
sol
, a
sol
, akn
mix
and a
mix
).
4.3.3 Effet of aerosol on radiation
The aerosol optial properties are alulated by MADEsoot in the Sub-Models Interfae
Layer (see Se. 4.1) and read by the E5/M radiation sub-model RAD4ALL. In analogy to
MADE, MADEsoot alulates the refration index of an internal mixture as the average of the
refrative index of eah omponent, weighted with its relative volume (Ouimette and Flagan,
1982).
The refrative index and the wet radius of eah mode are used to identify the extintion
ross setion, single sattering albedo and asymmetry fator of the partiles in previously
generated look-up tables, whih have been alulated by Lauer et al. (2007) for Mie satter-
ing using the libRadtran ode (Mayer and Kylling, 2005). The aerosol optial thikness is
the sum of the optial thikness of eah mode, whih is alulated by multiplying the extin-
tion ross setion of eah mode by the respetive partile number onentration, integrated
along a vertial layer. The proedure to alulate the aerosol optial properties is the same
in E5/M-MADE and E5/M-MADEsoot.
4.3.4 Savenging by ie and rain and evaporation of droplets
As mentioned in Se. 4.2, SCAV uses different parameterization for impat and nuleation
savenging. Sine externally mixed BC and dust partiles are not effiient as loud on-
densation nulei, only internally mixed BC and dust partiles an by savenged through
nuleation savenging. On the other hand impat savenging ats in the same way on all
aerosol types.
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE. E5/M-MADE uses two different traers for the mass on-
entration of externally and internally mixed BC (Se 3.2.6), but not for their number on-
entrations. This brings to an inonsistene in the simulation of nuleation savenging: while
only the mass of the internally mixed BC is savenged through nuleation savenging, the
same annot be done for its number onentration. To at least parameterize the loss in the
aerosol number onentration, it is assumed by E5/M-MADE to be affeted by the nuleation
savenging proportionally to the mass of internally mixed BC present in the mode, assuming
that the internally and externally mixed BC partiles are homogeneously distributed over
the size distribution. Dust is not removed at all through nuleation savenging.
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot. In E5/M-MADEsoot nuleation savenging is applied
only to the hydrophili partiles (akn
sol
and a
sol
, akn
mix
and a
mix
), and not to the hy-
drophobi ones (akn
ext
and a
ext
). In ontrast to MADE, MADEsoot allows for a onsistent
parameterization of the mass and of the number onentration, sine the number onen-
trations of the BC and dust ontaining partiles and of the BC and dust free partiles are
simulated independently.
Furthermore, different ie savenging parameters for soluble and insoluble partiles were
introdued in E5/M-MADEsoot to simulate the higher ability of BC and dust partiles to at
as ie nulei (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). It is assumed here that 5% of the soluble modes
(akn
sol
and a
sol
) and 10% of the insoluble BC and dust-ontaining modes (akn
ext
, a
ext
,
akn
mix
and a
mix
) is savenged by ie in stratiform louds. These frations are applied both
to the number and to the mass onentrations.
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The aerosols taken up by a loud partile tend to ompat together and, one the loud
droplets or ie rystals evaporates, a larger partile is released in the atmosphere. To simulate
this proess in the model, the Aitken mode partiles that have been taken up by loud
partiles disappear and their mass is transferred to the aumulation mode.
Moreover, a droplet that has nuleated around an aumulation mode soluble partile
an savenge an Aitken mode partile ontaining BC. When this happens, the mass of the
soluble partile have to be transferred to the internally mixed aumulation mode with BC
and dust. If the BC ontaining partile is externally mixed, than also its mass has to be
transferred to the internally mixed modes, and the number onentration of the internally
mixed mode will inrease. If the BC ontaining partile is internally mixed, the number
onentration of the internally mixed mode is unhanged. The savenged externally mixed
BC and dust are assumed to be aged after the evaporation of the loud partile, and are
transferred to the internally mixed modes. This proess, together with ondensation and
oagulation, onurs to the ageing of externally mixed BC and dust aerosols.
The number onentration N
transferred
of soluble partiles that is ontaminated by BC and
dust is alulated from the number onentrations of the partiles that are taken up by loud
droplets. if N
transferred
is lower than the number onentration of the soluble aumulation
mode N
a
sol
, this fration is equal to
N
transferred
=
N
a
sol
N
a
tot
(N
akn
mix
+ N
akn
ext
). (4.10)
If N
transferred
> N
a
sol
, all soluble partiles are transferred to the internally mixed aumu-
lation mode with BC and dust and N
transferred
= N
a
sol
. Eq. [4.10℄ assumes that only au-
mulation mode partiles an be ativated, and that during the ageing proess the externally
mixed BC partiles in the Aitken mode are homogeneously distributed to the aumulation
mode partiles.
4.3.5 Dry deposition
The dry deposition of aerosols is simulated by the sub-models DRYDEP and SEDI (Kerkweg et al.,
2006a), whih onsider the role of sedimentation, turbulene, impation and Brownian
diffusion. The dry deposition veloity is alulated as a funtion of the wet radius and
mass of the partiles, that are read by DRYDEP from the output of E5/M-MADEsoot. Dry
deposition is simulated exatly as in E5/M-MADE.
Chapter 5
Referene simulation and model
evaluation
5.1 Model set-up
The resolution used in the referene study is T42L19, orresponding to a horizontal grid
of around 2.5 ◦ × 2.5 ◦ and 19 vertial levels. A simulation with 41 vertial level has also
been onduted: Sine the aerosol onentrations have not shown relevant differenes from
those alulated using 19 vertial levels, and taking into aount that the omputational
time needed by L41 is twie longer than the one needed by L19, the lower vertial resolution
has been used. The speies present in eah mode are those reported in Tab. 3.1, exept for
sea salt (SS) that is present only in the aumulation (a
sol
, a
mix
and a
ext
) and in the
oarse modes, given the typial large size of SS partiles.
The model results shown in this hapter and in Chapter 6, unless otherwise speified,
are based on 11 years simulation runs. Sine the aerosol onentrations are initialized to
zero at eah simulation start, the rst simulated year is needed as spin-up, and is not
inluded in the statistis (Fig. 5.1). The emissions and boundary onditions are typial for
the year 2000. Sea surfae temperature and ie over fration are based on the limatologial
mean of the Hadley Center data set (Rayner et al., 2003) over the period 1995-2004. The
emissions of trae gases, exept for SO2 and dimethilsulfate (DMS), are hosen aording
to the EDGARv3.2-FT2000 inventory, as desribed in Ganzeveld et al. (2006). SO2 and
aerosol emissions (exept SS) are those used for the AeroCom Experiment B (Textor et al.,
2007) as desribed in Dentener et al. (2006) (see Se. 4.3.1). Sea DMS and SS emissions are
Figure 5.1: Timesale of the simulations performed in this work.
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Masses (Tg/yr) Partile number (partiles/yr)
SO2 139.0831 aknsol 5.0218623× 1028
SO4 1.978900 asol 1.0561161× 1028
BC 8.191910 akn
mix
4.1863800× 1027
POM 27.93921 a
mix
1.5737092× 1027
DU 1675.207 akn
ext
1.5169698× 1028
SS online a
ext
6.0365568× 1026
or 4.6387304× 1026
Table 5.1: Emitted burdens of the aerosol speies.
alulated online. Tab. 5.1 summarizes the emitted global amount of the aerosol speies.
The mass fration x of soluble material in the externally mixed BC and dust modes
(akn
ext
and a
ext
) whih is required to define them as internally mixed (see Se. 3.2.6) has
been set in the referene run to 10%, following Zhang et al. (2008) and Weingartner et al.
(1997). The sensitivity of the aerosol onentrations to hanges in the value of x have been
investigated by running two additional simulations with x equal to 5% and 50%, and all the
evaluation omparisons shown in the following have been repeated for eah of these tests.
The most relevant results of these studies are shown in Se. 6.1.3. The simulation with
x = 5% was also used to ompare the time sale of the ageing proess with Riemer et al.
(2004) (see Se. 6.3.2).
The hemistry implemented in the adopted model version is a basi tropospheri hem-
istry inluding sulfur hemistry (DMS, SO2). The omplete list of hemial reations alu-
lated by MECCA (gas phase hemistry) and SCAV (liquid phase hemistry and heteroge-
neous hemistry) is reported in App. C.
Before starting the first prodution run, the model set-up has been tuned relatively to
the radiation balane, ating on the parameters that are not well known, as e.g. those for the
onversion of loud partiles into rain or snow. Modifying these parameters in the range of
reasonable values, it is possible to obtain a long (LCF) and short wave loud foring (SCF)
lose to experimental data. The referene values are summarized in Lohmann et al. (2007).
The adopted values of loud foring used are the ones derived from Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) observation by Kiehl and Trenberth (1997), equal to -50 W/m
2
for SCF
and 30 W/m
2
for LCF. However, LCF estimates from the TOVS satellites only amount to
22 W/m
2
(Susskind et al., 1997; Sott et al., 1999). The set of parameters hosen for the
referene simulation led to a simulated LCF equal to 30 W/m
2
and SCF equal to -57 W/m
2
as the best ompromise. The other variables that have been heked for the setting of the set
of hosen parameters are reported in Tab. 5.2. The value of the vertially integrated loud ie
simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot is muh lower than the observation. The unertainty on the
observation data of the vertially integrated ie, however, is very high, therefore the hoie
of the tuning parameters was not muh oriented to get a good agreement of this quantity
with the experimental data.
5.2 Evaluation
The evaluation of a global limate model with observations is a neessary but deliate issue.
Observations are always influened by the partiular meteorologial onditions of the time
they are taken and by single events, as large forest fires that may our during the period
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Unity E5/M-MADEsoot Observations
Vertially integrated loud ie [g/m
2
℄ 8.0 26.7
Vertially integrated loud liquid water [g/m
2
℄ 53 50-84
Vertially integrated water vapor [kg/m
2
℄ 26.3 25.1
Cloud over [%℄ 69 62-67
Total preipitation rate [mm/day℄ 2.94 2.74
Short wave loud foring [W/m
2
℄ -57 -50
Long wave loud foring [W/m
2
℄ 31 22-30
Table 5.2: Annual global mean values used for the setting of the tuning parameters. The
referene observation data are those used by Lohmann et al. (2007).
of measurements. Furthermore, a global model annot orretly reprodue subsale effets
that an influene the observations. If, for instane, measurements are taken lose to a ity,
the observed aerosol onentration will likely be very high and will show a large variability
depending on the station being upwind or downwind of the ity.
Therefore the observations suitable for the evaluation of a limate model should possibly
over large regions or long periods of time, to deouple the results from the meteorologial
onditions ourring during the ampaign and from any geographial loal effet. These
requirements are lose to be satisfied by e.g. airraft ampaigns, that are flown over very
large areas, and by long series of surfae measurements, that an be olleted over several
years.
5.2.1 Vertial profiles of aerosol mass onentrations
The vertial profiles of the simulated aerosol onentrations have been ompared with mea-
surements taken with an airborne Single Partile Soot Photometer (SP2) over Texas by
Shwarz et al. (2006) in November 2004, over Costa Ria during the CR-AVE (Shwarz et al.,
2008b) and TC4 ampaigns
1
(Spakman et al., manusript in preparation, 2009) in February
2006 and August 2007 respetively, and over northern Europe during the CIRRUS ampaign
(Baumgardner et al., 2008) in November 2006. Fig. 5.2 shows the omparison between simu-
lated and measured mass onentrations of BC, total aerosol and partiles with no detetable
BC. The average of the onentrations and the relative standard deviation are not always
the best indiation of the variability of the data, sine the distributions an be non-Gaussian
and strongly asymmetri. When available, medians and perentiles have also been plotted.
For larity, only positive standard deviations are drawn for the simulated onentrations as
well as for the CIRRUS data.
The simulated vertial profiles were obtained from limatologial means of the aerosol
onentrations for the month the ampaign took plae. In the ase of the Texas ampaign
and of CIRRUS, the exat profiles of the flights were available: The simulated onentrations
have been alulated only on the grid box rossed by the flight, projeting the flight profiles
on the E5/M-MADEsoot grid. In the ase of TC4 and CR-AVE only the boundaries of
the examined region were known and the simulated profiles have been alulated over a
retangular region ontaining the flight trajetory (85
◦
W-79.5
◦
W, 2
◦
N-10
◦
N for TC4 and
85
◦
W-79
◦
W, 1
◦
S-11
◦
N for CR-AVE). The experimental data are averaged over 1-km bins.
1
The data sets of these three ampaigns are publily available through the NASA arhive at
http://espoarhive.ar.nasa.gov/arhive/ars/
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the vertial prole of BC, total aerosol and BC free aerosol mass
onentrations simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot and measured by Shwarz et al. (2006, 2008b)
and Baumgardner et al. (2008). Open and solid irles in the Texas ampaign orrespond
to two dierent ights. The CIRRUS observations were strongly inuened by some values
whih are muh larger or muh smaller than the others, therefore the average and the stan-
dard deviations are not the best tool to make a statisti of the data. For strongly asymmetri
set of data the median and 25%-75% perentiles, whih are also shown as dashed lines, are
more suitable for a omparison. The average and standard deviations are also shown, but
for larity only on the positive side.
The simulated profiles are in good agreement with the experimental data. In the ase
of the TC4 ampaign (Fig. 5.2d) the simulated BC mass onentration is one order of
magnitude lower than the measurements at most altitudes. This ould be due to the high
onvetive loud overage that the model reprodues in August over Costa Ria, whih may
amplify the modifiations implemented in the model for ie savenging in onvetive louds
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(see Se. 4.2).
The experimental profiles of the CIRRUS ampaign refer to lear sky onditions, therefore
the statistis of the simulated onentrations has been alulated inluding only those grid
boxes where the loud over is lower than 1%. The ampaign took plae over Europe
between 50
◦
N and 70
◦
N: This region shows a strong latitudinal gradient in the aerosol
onentrations that makes a preise knowledge of the history of the measured air masses
important for meaningful omparison between simulations and observations. While the
simulated BC vertial profile is lower than the measured one, the profile of the BC free mass
is in very good agreement with the experimental data. This disrepany may be related to
the fat that the soures of BC free partiles are more homogeneously distributed over the
observed area with respet to BC soures, whih are mainly onentrated in the southern
part of the observed region. Therefore the onentration of BC partiles is more related
to the meteorologial onditions and to the trajetory of the air masses. This makes the
simulation of their onentration with a global limate model quite diult, given the rough
resolution of the model. Furthermore, the distribution of the BC soures in Europe presents
a very large regional variability, whih annot be represented in the large model grid boxes.
BC free aerosol is mainly omposed by seondary aerosol speies (Se. 6.1.3): Seondary
aerosol is less dependent on the soures, sine the preursor gases an be transported over
long distanes before they are transformed in aerosol. With inreasing height, indeed, the
orrelation between aerosol onentration and soures beomes smaller and the simulated
and observed BC onentrations loser.
5.2.2 Vertial profiles of aerosol number onentrations
The vertial profile of the aerosol number onentrations has been ompared with observa-
tions taken during several ampaigns. As for the aerosol mass onentrations, when available
median and perentiles have been used.
Fig. 5.3 shows the omparison between E5/M-MADEsoot with the vertial struture
alulated by Clarke and Kapustin (2002) between 70◦S and 70◦N over the Paifi oean.
The observed profiles refer to the data taken during the GLOBE-2 (May 1990), ACE-1
(November 1995) and PEM-Tropis A (September 1996) and B (Marh 1999) ampaigns,
using an ultrafine ondensation nulei (UCN) ounter to detet partiles with diameter
between 0.003 and 3.0 µm. The data set overs a very large geographial region (the whole
Paifi oean), as well as different seasons and years and is very suitable for a omparison with
a global limate model. The simulated vertial profiles were alulated over limatologial
means of the months during whih the observation were taken (Marh, May, September and
November). The agreement between simulated and observed onentrations is very good.
The observed profiles are nearly always inside the variability values of the model. The tests
performed with the different values of the fration x of soluble material that define BC as
hydrophili have shown very similar vertial profiles. Even though the value of x influenes
the effiieny of the savenging of BC and dust partiles, the number onentrations of BC
and dust partiles is so muh lower than the one of soluble aerosols that the vertial profiles
have shown no sensitivity to hanges of x (see Se. 6.1.3).
The observations shown in Fig. 5.4a and 5.4b were taken as part of the INCA projet
(Minikin et al., 2003) during nine flights starting from Prestwik, Sotland, in Otober 2000
and ten flights from Punta Arenas, Chile, in Marh and April 2000. Fig. 5.4 refers to
the measurements by Petzold et al. (2002) taken during the LACE ampaign, that took
plae over the area of Berlin (13.5
◦
-14.5
◦
E, 51.5
◦
-52.7
◦
N) in August 1998. Sine the aerosol
onentrations were measured only during the takeo and landing phase of the flights, the
simulated profile are alulated over the grid box ontaining the airport (4.5
◦
W, 55.5
◦
N for
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the vertial profile of the aerosol number onentration simulated
by E5/M-MADEsoot and extrated from measurements by Clarke and Kapustin (2002) over
the Paifi oean. The plot shows average and standard deviation, only positive for larity.
Prestwik and 71.1
◦
W, 53
◦
S for Punta Arenas).
The agreement between modeled and observed profiles is partiularly good in the ase
of Fig. 5.4b and of Fig. 5.4, while Fig. 5.4a shows an underestimation in the modeled
median number onentration below 600 hPa and an overestimation above the same level.
However, the regions between the values of 25% and 75% perentiles of the measured and
simulated data overlap between 850 hPa and 350 hPa. The model slightly underestimates
the number onentration measured during the LACE ampaign at all altitudes up to 350
hPa (Fig. 5.4), but there is a very good agreement between model and observation in the
UTLS, region of interest of this work.
Fig. 5.5 shows a omparison of the modeled and observed size distributions at different
altitudes during the LACE ampaign, reahing an overall good agreement. In the boundary
layer, where the aerosol population is mainly influened by the emissions, the model shows an
underestimation of partiles smaller than 50 nm and an overestimation of partiles between
0.4 µm and 2µm. The two figures referring to the boundary layer show the limitation of
the modal approah: The number onentration of the experimental data has a lear tri-
modal behavior, whih annot be reprodued by MADEsoot, sine the simulated oarse mode
ontains only sea salt and dust, speies that are not abundant in the area of the ampaign.
If the simulated aumulation mode partiles grow in the range of the oarse mode, they
shift the median diameter of the whole aumulation mode toward larger values. However,
even the observed oarse mode is inside the variability of the model.
In the lower free troposphere (4 km) the simulated median number onentration is lower
than the measured one, but all flights fall inside the large variability of the model. The model
does not reprodue the peak around 0.3 µm deteted during three of the flights. These peaks
may be due to meteorologial onditions with a partiularly ineffiient savenging of aerosols,
a proess that ats mainly on aumulation modes partiles.
Above 6 km altitude the model overestimates the number of partiles with diameter
smaller than 0.1µm. In that region the nuleation of small H2SO4 partiles is more important
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the vertial prole of the aerosol number onentration simulated
by E5/M-MADEsoot and measured byMinikin et al. (2003) during INCA over Punta Arenas
(Chile) in Marh-April 2000 and over Prestwik (Sotland) in Otober 2000 (Fig. 5.4a and
Fig. 5.4b), and by Petzold et al. (2002) during LACE over north Europe in August 1998
(Fig. 5.4).
than in the boundary layer, where the higher onentration of bakground aerosol favors the
ondensation of sulfuri aid. Sine the very small freshly nuleated partilesare assigned to
the Aitken mode, its median diameter is shifted towards smaller values. The introdution of
a nuleation mode in MADEsoot would represent an improvement in the representation of
the size distribution of the sub-mirometer aerosol.
5.2.3 Surfae measurements
The mass onentration of BC simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot has been ompared with sev-
eral surfae measurements from all over the world, as shown in Fig. 5.6. For eah observa-
tional data set, the average of the modeled onentration is alulated over the limatologial
mean of the relative months in the model box where the orresponding station is loated.
The observations onsidered are the same of Chung and Seinfeld (2002), Cooke et al. (1999),
Köhler et al. (2001), Liousse et al. (1996) and Takemura et al. (2000). Additionally, mea-
surements by the Interageny Monitoring of Proteted Visual Environments (IMPROVE)
network
2
are used for North Ameria. The map of Fig. 5.7 projets the loation of the
measurement stations over the T42 grid of the model, and shows whih stations are inluded
in eah region.
The ratio between modeled and observed BC onentration is between 1:10 and 10:1
nearly everywhere. The omparison shows that the model underestimates the BC mass
onentration in the Paifi area. While the emissions of BC in the other five regions are
mainly due to fossil fuel ombustion, as in North Ameria, Southeast Asia and Europe,
or biomass burning, as in Afria and South Ameria, the only emissions soure of BC in
the Paifi Oean is due to shipping. Sine this signal is small (Eyring et al., 2005), the
onentrations of BC represent bakground BC resulting from long-range transport. On the
2
http://vista.ira.olostate.edu/improve/
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Figure 5.5: Modeled and observed size distributions at different altitude levels. The shad-
owed areas represent the 5%, 25%, 75% and 95% perentiles. Measurements by Petzold et al.
(2002) during the LACE ampaign over northern Europe. The distributions are relative to
the dry diameter. The simulated size distribution is alulated for eah August output time
step in the model box relative to the region of the ampaign. The so alulated size distri-
butions are then disretized and the median and the perentile are alulated in eah size
bin.
long time sale of this transport the parameterization of the sinks of BC, that foused on
the sinks in the UTLS, may be too effetive at surfae level.
The simulated mass onentrations of BC, OC, SO4 and NO3 have been ompared with
surfae measurements from the IMPROVE network, an extensive long term monitoring pro-
gram started in 1985 to establish the visibility and aerosol onditions in the National Parks
and Wilderness Areas in the USA. Eah station partiipating in the IMPROVE projet ol-
lets the total PM2.5 (partiles with diameter smaller than 2.5µm) and PM10 (partiles with
diameter smaller than 10µm) mass onentrations and, for PM2.5, the mass onentrations
of sulfate, nitrate, hloride, BC and organi arbon (OC) twie a week, eah time over a 24
hours long period.
The total SO4, NO3, BC and POM mass onentrations simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot
in the lower vertial level have been ompared with the orresponding IMPROVE data
taken between 1995 and 2005 for PM2.5. The simulated mass onentration of POM has
been divided by the fator 1.4 (Dentener et al., 2006) to ompare it with the observed OC
onentration, sine POM inludes not only OC, but also other speies as oxygen and water.
Fig. 5.8 shows the results of the omparison. The order of magnitude and the patterns
of the onentrations of the four speies are similar to the experimental data in nearly the
whole region. For eah speies the normalized mean error (NME) and the normalized mean
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between modeled and observed BC mass onentrations at surfae
for different regions of the world. Eah point orresponds to a measurement site. The shaded
region indiates the area where the ratio between measurements and model results is within
the range of 1:10 and 10:1.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the measurements stations taken into aount for the omparison
of Fig. 5.6 , projeted on the T42 grid.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the limatologial annual mean of BC, OC, SO4 and NO3 in
PM2.5 from observations by the IMPROVE network (left hand side) and E5/M-MADEsoot
(right hand side). The rosses indiate the measurement sites.
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Speies NME NMB
BC 44.9% -6.2%
OC 34.9% -3.3%
SO4 82.6% +77.0%
NO3 55.5% -28.1%
Table 5.3: Normalized mean error and normalized mean bias of the mass onentrations
simulated with E5/M-MADEsoot with respet to the IMPROVE data set.
bias (NMB) have been alulated. These are defined as
NME =
∑N
i=1 |Modeli −Observationi|∑N
i=1Observationi
· 100, (5.1)
NMB =
∑N
i=1Modeli −Observationi∑N
i=1Observationi
· 100, (5.2)
(5.3)
where i is an index running over the grid boxes ontaining at least one measurement station,
and Modeli and Observationi are the averages of the simulated and observed onentrations
in the grid box i. If one grid box ontains more than one station, Observationi represents
the mean among those stations. NME gives an estimation of the mean relative differene
between simulations and observations, while NMB estimates the diretion of the bias, being
positive (negative) if the simulated onentrations are larger (smaller) than the observed
ones. The number of grid boxes N ontaining at least one station is 96. Tab. 5.3 reports
the NME and NMB for eah analyzed speies.
The pattern of the mass onentrations of eah speies is well reprodued by the model,
partiularly those of BC and OC, where even the isolated maximum between north Idaho and
west Montana is reprodued (Fig. 5.8, first and seond panels). The maximum, probably
due to very strong forest fires that took plae in year 2000 in the region, an be reprodued
by the model thanks to the used BC and OC emissions from biomass burning from the
satellite based GFED database, that inludes also that strong fire season.
The model overestimates the onentration of SO4 with respet to IMPROVE measure-
ments. This is probably due to the fat that the IMPROVE measurement stations are in
natural parks, where the air is partiularly lean. Sine the major soures of sulfate are
industrial and domesti emissions (Dentener et al., 2006), the interpolation over the whole
USA obtained from the IMPROVE data set is probably biased toward low sulfate values.
5.2.4 Comparison of the mixing state of blak arbon partiles
Not many observations about the mixing state of BC partiles are available, sine not many
measurements tehnique are apable to resolve the mixing state of aerosol. Shwarz et al.
(2008b) presented data taken during the CR-AVE ampaign with the SP2 whih show the
number fration of internally mixed BC partiles at dierent altitudes. The omparison
between simulated and observed BC mixing state is quite ompliated for several reasons.
The BC mixing state is not diretly measured, but is alulated from measurements of
the optial properties of the deteted partiles. This implies that the number fration of
internally mixed BC given by Shwarz et al. (2008b) depends on some assumptions they
make. Furthermore, the mixing state of BC partiles an be determined from SP2 data only
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for partiles with a BC ore in the size range of 100-250 nm, roughly orresponding to a small
slie of the MADEsoot aumulation mode. Sine the simulated aerosol distribution has a
xed log-normal shape, disrepanies in the simulated and observed number onentration
within a partile size window ould mean that the simulated partile number is inorret or
that the simulated partiles are slightly too small or too large. Furthermore, the SP2 size
window refers to the size of the BC ores, while the size distributions simulated by MADEsoot
refer to the size of the whole partiles, omposed by ore and oating. Comparing only the
mixing state of the simulated aumulation mode would not be orret, sine it ontains also
partiles with BC ores out of the SP2 detetion window. Moreover the simulated number
onentration in the aumulation mode inludes also the number onentration of dust
partiles.
To allow at least for a qualitative omparison, a simulation has been performed where only
aumulation mode BC partiles have been emitted, i.e. no Aitken mode BC partiles and
no dust partiles. This omparison annot be quantitative, sine the atmosphere reprodued
by suh a simulation is not realisti. The formation of louds, for instane, ould be dierent,
the aerosol eet on radiation and even the ageing of aumulation mode BC, sine it does
not suer the ompetition of Aitken mode BC. However, it an help to understand if the
simulation of the ageing proess is eetive enough. In this simulation the fration of soluble
material needed to dene a BC partile as internally mixed (Se. 3.2.6) is set to 50%, sine
this is the amount needed by the SP2 to detet the soluble oating (J. Shwarz, personal
ommuniations, 2008).
Fig. 5.9 shows the vertial proles of the number fration of internally mixed BC partiles,
as alulated by Shwarz et al. (2008b) from the SP2 measurements and simulated by E5/M-
MADEsoot. Both proles show that large frations of BC partiles near the tropopause
are internally mixed. Up to 5 km altitude the fration of internally mixed BC partiles
alulated from SP2 measurements satter over a large range of values. This is probably
related to the variability of the soures, whih inuenes strongly the lower altitudes. While
the simulated frations growths with height, the prole alulated from the SP2 data presents
lower frations between 5 and 15 km. There, however, the statistial unertainty of the values
is high, due to the low number of BC partiles deteted.
5.3 Conlusions
The model system E5/M-MADEsoot performs well in the boundary layer and in the UTLS.
Espeially in the UTLS, the region of interest for the formation of ie louds, the agreement
between E5/M-MADEsoot results and measurements is partiularly good. The aerosol size
distribution is well reprodued at all altitudes and the horizontal distributions of the single
hemial speies is in reasonable good agreement with observations. Only a few measure-
ments are available for the evaluation of the mixing state of BC and dust partiles. However,
the results of Shwarz et al. (2008b) and the simulations lead to similar onlusions about
the mixing state of blak arbon. Overall, the model is robust enough to be employed for
the study of global aerosol and in partiular of the potential ie nulei in the UTLS.
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Figure 5.9: Number fration of internally mixed BC partiles as (a)simulated by E5/M-
MADEsoot (average and standard deviation) and (b) alulated by Shwarz et al. (2008b)
from SP2 measurements. In (b) eah symbol orresponds to a 1-km average from one ight
with the symbol diameter roughly proportional to its statistial ondene; large, medium
and small symbols orrespond to < 5%, < 10% and < 25% statistial unertainty, respe-
tively. The blue dashed line (top sale) shows the number of BC partiles deteted in eah
altitude level. The horizontal blak line marks the tropopause.
Chapter 6
Charaterization of sub-mirometer
aerosol and potential ie nulei
The model E5/M-MADEsoot allows for the simulation of the size distribution, onentration,
mixing state and hemial omposition of the global atmospheri aerosol, and in partiu-
lar of the potential ie nulei (PIN). This hapter reports the analysis of the simulation
evaluated in Chapter 5 in order to provide a detailed haraterization of global aerosol and
PIN. Furthermore the results of the different studies that have been onduted with E5/M-
MADEsoot are shown, with the purpose of investigating the ageing proesses of externally
mixed BC and dust partiles and the time sale of their transformation into an internal
mixture. Sine this study fouses on the sub-mirometer aerosol, the results are shown only
for the Aitken and the aumulation modes.
6.1 Charaterization of the sub-mirometer aerosol
The following setions show the horizontal distribution and zonal mean of the annual mean
number onentrations, the hemial omposition and the size distribution of eah mode
desribing the sub-mirometer aerosol, i.e. the three Aitken and the three aumulation
modes. The results shown refer to annual means. Similar studies have been onduted
with other global aerosol-limate models, e.g. Adams et al. (1999); Easter et al. (2004);
Lauer and Hendriks (2006); Bauer et al. (2008), and have led to similar results.
6.1.1 Number onentration
This setion presents the global distribution of the partile number onentration at surfae
level, that is mainly driven by the emissions, and the orresponding zonal mean vertial
distribution. Fig. 6.1 shows the number onentrations of the two BC and dust free modes,
akn
sol
and a
sol
. Different sale are used for akn
sol
and for a
sol
. In the northern hemi-
sphere (NH) the order of magnitude of the number onentration of akn
sol
at surfae level is
similar to the one of a
sol
. In the southern hemisphere (SH) over the ontinents the number
onentration of the aumulation mode is one order of magnitude larger than that of the
Aitken mode. This is due to the fat that the major soures of Aitken mode partiles, related
to industry and fossil fuel burning, are mainly loated in the NH, espeially over the United
States, Europe, India and China, as learly shown in the pattern of the onentrations. In
these regions, the number onentration of soluble partiles an reah 104 partiles/m3.
Aumulation mode partiles, on the other hand, form following the growth of Aitken mode
partiles and, additionally, are emitted by biomass burning. The high aumulation mode
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Figure 6.1: Horizontal distribution at surfae level and zonal mean vertial distribution of
the annual mean number onentration of the totally soluble Aitken (upper panels) and
aumulation (lower panels) mode partiles. Note the different sale between akn
sol
and
a
sol
.
number onentrations in the SH originate from biomass burning, while the growth of parti-
les from the Aitken mode auses the high values of the NH, of the same order of magnitude
of the Aitken mode number onentration.
The lowest values of the number onentration are reahed over the oeans, both in the
Aitken and in the aumulation mode. The emissions from shipping are onentrated in
the NH and in the Indian Oean, and they are the origin of the areas where the number
onentration of akn
sol
is between 200 and 500 partiles/m
3
. Over the remaining parts of
the oeans no primary Aitken mode partiles are emitted, sine in the model set up used in
this work sea salt is present only in the aumulation and oarse modes. However, the oeans
are a soure of DMS, that an be transformed into seondary aerosols. The aumulation
mode reeives the ontribution of wind-driven sea salt emissions over the oean.
The number onentration of the Aitken mode dereases up to 800 hPa, reahing zonal
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Figure 6.2: Horizontal distribution at surfae level and zonal mean vertial distribution of
the annual mean number onentration of the externally mixed BC and dust partiles in the
Aitken and aumulation mode.
mean minimum onentrations between 20 and 50 partiles/m
3
at the equator and between
500 and 750 partiles/m
3
at mid-latitude in the NH. Above 800 hPa the Aitken mode
number onentration grows again up to 5000 partiles/m
3
at 200 hPa. This is aused by
the nuleation of sulfuri aid partiles, favored by the low temperature and by the lak of
partile surfae available for the ondensation of H2SO4.
The zonal mean of the aumulation mode shows a derease in the number of partiles up
to 500 hPa, reahing minimum values between 2 and 5 partiles/m
3
in the polar regions and
between 100 and 200 partiles/m
3
in the southern tropial region. Between 500 hPa and
100 hPa the aumulation mode number onentration inreases up to 500 partiles/m
3
.
This maximum is related to the high number onentration of the Aitken mode partiles,
that, growing, are transferred to the aumulation mode, and to the low effiieny of the
sinks at this altitude. The sink proesses of the number onentration are dry deposition,
wet deposition, intermodal and intramodal oagulation, where intermodal oagulation is the
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Figure 6.3: Horizontal distribution at surfae level and zonal mean vertial distribution of
the annual mean number onentration of the internally mixed BC and dust partiles in the
Aitken and aumulation mode.
most effetive proess for Aitken mode partiles and wet deposition for aumulation mode
partiles (Lauer and Hendriks, 2006).
Furthermore, the pattern of the number onentration of the Aitken mode shows the
trajetory of the air masses: raising in the tropial belt, the air desends again at about
30◦N and 30◦S latitude, transporting the Aitken mode partiles originated in the UTLS
downwards. In their movement towards the surfae, the partiles are growing and the number
onentration is diminishing again, until the updraft of the partiles emitted at surfae
ompensates the derease and the value of the number onentration grows again.
Fig. 6.2 shows the number onentrations of the externally mixed BC and dust partiles in
the Aitken and aumulation modes (akn
ext
and a
ext
). At surfae level the emission regions
an be learly identified: the maximum number onentration of akn
ext
, whih ontains only
BC from fossil fuel ombustion (industry, traffi and house heating) is loated over the
industrialized regions. In the SH, the number onentration of the externally mixed Aitken
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mode BC partiles is partiularly high in the areas of Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires in
South Ameria and over South Afria, areas with a higher density of industry and population.
The shipping routes are visible aross the oeans. No dust is present in the Aitken mode,
hene the low values over the Sahara.
Important soures of aumulation mode BC are biomass burning, orresponding to the
maximum over South Ameria and Sub-Saharan Afria, and biofuel, espeially over India
and eastern China. Dust partiles are emitted over the deserts. Given their large dimension,
however, they do not ontribute to the number onentration of the aumulation mode as
signifiantly as they do to the mass.
The zonal means of the externally mixed modes derease strongly with altitude, due to
the effiient transformation into an internal mixture. While dust is emitted only at the
surfae, BC an be emitted also at higher level. In partiular the emissions from wild-land
fires over Canada and Asia north of 60
◦
N are injeted in the model up to 6 km altitude,
ausing the isolated peak with onentration between 0.005 and 0.05 partiles/m
3
visible
at that latitude in the number onentration of the aumulation mode.
Fig. 6.3 shows the number onentrations of the Aitken and aumulation modes with
internally mixed BC and dust partiles (akn
mix
and a
mix
). The emission areas show higher
onentrations, but are not as well defined as in the pattern of the number onentration of
the externally mixed modes (Fig. 6.2), sine only 20% of the emitted BC and no fration of
dust is supposed to be injeted in the atmosphere as internally mixed. The largest part of
the internally mixed modes with BC and dust derives from the ageing of externally mixed
BC and dust partiles, whih an be transported away from the emission regions before the
ageing proess takes plae. The number onentrations of akn
mix
and a
mix
derease with
altitude. Above 400 hPa the onentration of the aumulation mode stays onstant at mid-
latitudes between 0.2 and 1 partiles/m
3
, sine the main sink proess of the aumulation
mode, the wet deposition, is not effiient at suh height due to the low loud over. In the
tropis, instead, the many high louds and the effiient wash-out in onvetive louds auses
the loss of aerosol.
6.1.2 The size distribution of the global aerosol
The median number size distribution of the global aerosol, inluding the oarse mode, is
shown in Fig. 6.4 at different altitudes. The soluble modes akn
sol
and a
sol
dominate the
number onentration at all altitude levels. The median diameter of akn
sol
is around 0.02
µm in the boundary layer and dereases with altitude up to 3 nm in the tropopause region.
Sine freshly nuleated H2SO4 partiles are assumed by E5/M-MADEsoot to have a wet
diameter of 3.5 nm, this leads to the onlusion that the diameter of the soluble Aitken
mode is driven in the tropopause region by nuleation. The hydrophili BC and dust Aitken
mode akn
mix
has the same sink proesses as akn
sol
, but, ontrary to akn
sol
does not reeive a
diret ontribution from the freshly nuleated partiles, and keeps at all altitude a diameter
larger than 20 nm. The introdution of a nuleation mode into the model ould give an
even better representation of the aerosol size distribution, even though the agreement with
experimentally measured aerosol size distributions is already good (Fig. 5.5). The diameter
of a
sol
is roughly one order of magnitude larger than the diameter of the Aitken mode at
all altitude levels analyzed.
Fig 6.5 shows the aerosol size distribution in the lower boundary layer (around 300 m
altitude) over the regions defined in Fig. 5.7 of Chapter 5. The size distribution of the
soluble aerosol, mainly oinident with the total size distribution, is relatively similar over
the industrialized areas, Europe, North Ameria and South-East Asia. There the externally
mixed Aitken mode has muh larger number onentration than the aumulation mode,
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Figure 6.4: Size distribution of global aerosol number onentration (solid line), of the
soluble modes akn
sol
and a
sol
(dotted), of the internally mixed BC and dust modes akn
mix
and a
mix
(dot-dashed) and of the externally mixed BC and dust modes akn
ext
and a
ext
(short-dashed). The blak lines represent the median values, the shadowed areas the 5%,
25%, 75% and 95% perentiles. Using the limatologial monthly means of the diameter and
the number onentration of the modes, the size distribution in eah grid box and for eah
time step is alulated (64 boxes along the latitude × 128 boxes along the longitude × 12
months). Suh size distributions are then disretized and the median and the perentile are
alulated in eah size bin.
driven by the emissions from fossil fuel ombustion. In partiular South-East Asia shows the
highest onentration of BC and dust ontaining partiles, of the same order of magnitude
of the onentration of soluble partiles. Over the Paifi Oean externally mixed blak
arbon is limited to the Aitken mode, sine the only BC emissions are the small partiles
from shipping. In Afria the number onentration of the externally mixed Aitken and
aumulation modes are similar, sine the emissions of partiles in these modes are mainly
driven by BC from biomass burning and mineral dust from the Sahara desert, both in the
aumulation mode range.
6.1.3 Chemial omposition
The hemial omposition of the simulated total aerosol is depited in Fig. 6.6, Fig 6.7
and Fig 6.8 as annual means. The horizontal distributions at surfae level and the vertial
distribution of the zonal means are shown.
Fig. 6.6 shows the mass onentration of the aerosol speies that are emitted only as
primary aerosol, i.e. BC, dust and sea salt. The shown onentration of BC inlude all
modes where BC is present (akn
ext
, a
ext
, akn
mix
and a
mix
), while the onentrations of
dust and sea salt inlude only the fration in the aumulation mode, i.e. a
ext
and a
mix
for dust and a
sol
, a
ext
and a
mix
for sea salt. The emission regions are learly defined
in the distribution of all speies. BC is onentrated over industrialized areas and over
areas with strong biomass burning, dust over the deserts, and sea salt over the oeans. The
emission regions of dust are quite isolated from the emission regions of BC. While over the
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Figure 6.5: Size distribution of total aerosol number onentration (solid line), of the soluble
modes akn
sol
and a
sol
(dotted), of the internally mixed BC and dust modes akn
mix
and
a
mix
(dot-dashed) and of the externally mixed BC and dust modes akn
ext
and a
ext
(short-
dashed) at surfae level. The plotted regions are those defined in Fig. 5.7. The blak lines
are the median values, the shadowed areas the 5%, 25%, 75% and 95% perentiles. See
Fig 6.4 for details about the alulation of the distributions.
oeans sea salt is nearly everywhere the most abundant speies, over the ontinents it is
mostly negligible in omparison with the other speies. Over the Atlanti oean between the
Equator and the 30
◦
N the wind oming from Afria arries a large amount of wind-borne
dust and BC generated by biomass burning, so that their onentration over that area is
higher than the sea salt one.
The mass onentration of all speies beomes smaller with inreasing altitude. The
onentration of sea salt dereases very rapidly, dereasing of two order of magnitude between
the surfae and 800 hPa. Suh derease is related to the large size of sea salt partiles, whih
let them be effiiently removed by wet deposition. The vertial profile of the zonal mean
of dust shows a large asymmetry between the NH and the SH, related to the asymmetri
loation of the emission regions. This asymmetry is visible at all altitude, showing that the
exhange of air masses between the NH and the SH is quite low.
Fig. 6.7 shows the mass onentrations of the seondary aerosol speies, NH
+
4 and NO
−
3 .
The pattern of these speies is less influened by the loation of the emission regions, sine
the preursor gases an be transported over large distanes before they are transformed
into aerosol partiles. As for primary aerosol (Fig. 6.6), the onentrations of all speies of
Fig. 6.7 derease with altitude.
Fig. 6.8 shows the mass onentrations of partiulate organi matter (POM) and sulfate
(SO
2−
4 ). These two speies are emitted both as primary and as seondary aerosol. POM
shows high onentrations espeially in the southern hemisphere, related to the strong emis-
sions from biomass burning. Partiularly interesting in the UTLS is the lak of high SO
2−
4
onentrations around 300 hPa: Even if the nuleation of sulfuri aid vapor is very effiient
at that altitude (Fig. 6.1), the mass of the freshly nuleated partiles is too small for the
formation of a loal maximum in the mass onentration.
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Figure 6.6: Horizontal distribution at surfae level and zonal mean vertial distribution of
the simulated aerosol annual mean mass onentration of blak arbon (BC), dust and sea
salt. These speies are emitted only as primary aerosol partiles. The shown dust and sea
salt onentrations do not inlude the oarse mode.
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Figure 6.7: Horizontal distribution at surfae level and zonal mean vertial distribution of
the simulated aerosol annual mean mass onentration of NH
+
4 and NO
−
3 . These speies form
after the oxidation of preursor gases.
6.1.4 Burden and life time of atmospheri aerosol
The most abundant aerosol speies in the sub-mirometer range is SO
2−
4 . In the simulation
disussed above the average global burden of SO
2−
4 is equal to 1.4 Tg, followed by NH
+
4
(0.4 Tg), POM (0.7 Tg), dust (0.2 Tg in the aumulation modes, but 8.3 Tg if the oarse
mode dust is inluded), NO
−
3 (0.1 Tg), SS (0.1 Tg in the aumulation modes, 2.5 Tg inlud-
ing the oarse mode) and BC (0.1 Tg). These burdens are onsistent with those simulated
by ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE and by the other global aerosol model based on the GCM
ECHAM, ECHAM5/HAM (Stier et al., 2005; Kloster et al., 2008) (Tab. 6.1). Textor et al.
(2007) present a statisti of the global burden of SO
2−
4 , POM, dust, SS and BC based on
the values simulated by the different model partiipating in the AeroCom projet to assess
the influene of emissions on aerosol properties in global models. They alulated for SO
2−
4
a burden equal to 2.1 ± 21% Tg, for POM to 1.3 ± 18% Tg, and for BC to 0.2 ± 26% Tg.
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Figure 6.8: Horizontal distribution at surfae level and zonal mean vertial distribution of
the simulated aerosol annual mean mass onentration of partiulate organi matter (POM)
and sulfate (SO
2−
4 ). These speies are emitted as primary and seondary aerosol.
The values of the sea salt and dust burdens annot be ompared, sine their mass is mainly
in the oarse mode, whih is treated in a simplified way in E5/M-MADEsoot. Furthermore
SS is here emitted online. In general, the burdens simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot are lower
than the values of Textor et al. (2007). The statistis alulated by Textor et al. (2007) is
strongly influened by some models whih simulate very high burdens. When ompared
to measurements, as for instane in Shwarz et al. (2006), the models based on the GCM
ECHAM do not show a defieny in the onentration of aerosol. The lower SO
2−
4 burden
simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot with respet to Textor et al. (2007) may be due to a different
representation of the sulfur yle in the hemistry module, sine SO
2−
4 originates predom-
inantly from oxidation of the preursor gases. Additionally, the statistis of Textor et al.
(2007) for the sulfuri yle is based only on three models. POM is mainly emitted in the
tropis, where the onvetive loud overage is high. The lower POM burden may be related
to the high effiieny of savenging in onvetive louds simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot. The
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Global burden [Tg℄
Speies E5/M-MADEsoot E5/M-MADE E5/HAM AeroCom
Sulfate 1.4 1.4 0.8 2.1
BC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
POM 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.3
SS 2.5 2.9 10.5 12.7
DU 8.3 7.8 8.3 21.3
Table 6.1: Global burden of the aerosol sulfate, blak arbon (BC), partiulate organi
matter (POM), sea salt (SS) and dust (DU) simulated by ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot,
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE, ECHAM5/HAM (Stier et al., 2005) and by the AeroCom projet
(Textor et al., 2007) (annual average). The AeroCom values refer to the average among the
models partiipating to the projet. The version of E5/M-MADE here onsidered inludes
the modifiations introdued in the parameterization of the savenging proess, as desribed
in Se. 4.2.
lower value of the BC burden is probably to be attributed to the fast ageing that MADEsoot
simulates (see Se. 6.3).
The average residene time of an aerosol speies an be estimated, assuming that soures
and sinks are in equilibrium, as
residene time [days℄ =
burden [Tg℄
soures[Tg/days℄
. (6.1)
The residene time of externally mixed BC and dust partiles depends diretly on the
definition of internal mixture (Se. 3.2.6), sine besides dry deposition and impat sav-
enging, also the ageing into the internal mixture is a sink. Indiretly, also the total mass of
BC and dust is dependent on the hosen definition of internal mixture, beause nuleation
savenging ats only on hydrophili partiles. In addition to the referene run, where a
soluble fration of x = 10% of the total mass of the mode is required for the transformation
of externally mixed partiles to internally mixed, two simulations have been performed with
x = 5% and x = 50%. The residene time of externally mixed BC and dust partiles varies
strongly with x (Tab. 6.2), ranging from 3.2 hours with x = 5% to nearly 18 hours with
x = 50% for BC and from 57 hours with x = 5% to 138 hours with x = 50% for mineral
dust. While the inrease of the residene time relative to the referene run is very large for
the externally mixed modes, the residene times of the total mass of BC and dust is not as
sensitive to hanges in x. Even though the mass of BC and dust that annot be savenged
through nuleation savenging is muh higher, the total amount of BC and of dust stay
roughly the same.
Tab. 6.2 shows that BC is transformed into an internal mixture faster than dust. This
is reasonable, sine dust partiles are larger than BC from biomass burning (Fig. 6.5), and
therefore require a larger oating to be transform into an internal mixture. Furthermore
the regions with high mass onentration of dust, i.e. the deserts, are haraterized by
low humidity (water is the main omponent of the oating, as shown in Se. 6.2.3) low
onentrations of other soluble aerosols, with whih dust partiles ould oagulate, and
low onentrations of SO2, whih ould be transformed into SO
2−
4 and ondense over the
externally mixed dust partiles. On the ontrary, the soures of BC are also soures of
SO
2−
4 . Also Fig. 6.12b leads to the same onlusion.
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Residene time [days℄ Global Burden [10−3·Tg℄
x 5% 10% 50% 5% 10% 50%
ext. mixed BC 0.14 0.21 (+50%) 0.78 (+457%) 2.46 3.94 14.0
total BC 3.31 3.43 (+4%) 3.54 (+7%) 74.4 76.4 79.5
ext. mixed dust 2.39 3.49 (+46%) 5.73 (+139%) 69.1 98.4 165
total dust 7.23 7.46 (+3%) 8.03 (+11%) 209 212 232
Table 6.2: Residene time and average global burden of the sub-mirometer BC and mineral
dust in the referene run (x = 10%) and in two additional simulations with different definition
of internal mixture (Se. 3.2.6). In parenthesis is the inrease of the residene time relative
to the run with x = 5%.
6.1.5 Comparison with ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE
The version of E5/M-MADE onsidered for the omparison with E5/M-MADEsoot inludes
the modifiation introdued in the parameterization of the savenging proess, as desribed
in Se. 4.2. The residene time of BC and dust alulated with E5-M/MADEsoot are shorter
than those alulated with the version of E5/M-MADE. E5/M-MADE simulates a residene
time of around four days for BC and of around 10 days for dust, while E5/M-MADEsoot
of around 3.5 days and 7.5 days respetively. The longer residene time in E5/M-MADE
indiates that the savenging, whih is influened by the arbitrary assumption about the
splitting between hydrophobi and hydrophili BC, is less effetive than in E5-M/MADEsoot.
This suggests that the transformation time of 1 day used by MADE for the ageing of BC
is too long, as onfirmed in Se. 6.3.2. The differene between the residene time of dust
is larger than the one between the residene time of BC sine MADE assumes dust to be
totally hydrophobi and therefore underestimates its wet removal. Tab. 6.3 shows the burden
of the different aerosol speies in E5/M-MADE and in E5/M-MADEsoot. The burden of
dust is lower in E5/M-MADEsoot, ompatible with the lower residene time simulated. The
burden of the other speies, exept sea salt, are similar. The largest mass of the soluble
speies is ontained in the soluble modes, and they are only to a ertain extent influened
by the modifiations introdued by MADEsoot. Sea salt is diffiult to ompare, sine it is
dependent on the simulated meteorology.
Global burden [Tg℄
MADE MADEsoot
BC 0.09 0.08
DU 0.31 0.21
SO
2−
4 1.35 1.35
NH
+
4 0.38 0.37
NO
−
3 0.14 0.12
POM 0.72 0.71
SS 0.18 0.13
Table 6.3: Global burden of all aerosol speies in ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE and in
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot (annual average). The burdens of dust and sea salt refer
only to the aumulation mode.
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6.2 Charaterization of the potential ie nulei
In the present study, the term potential ie nulei (PIN) refers to partiles ontaining BC
or dust, either internally or externally mixed, in the Aitken and aumulation mode. For a
more detailed disussion on the formation of ie rystals see Chapter 2. The magnitude of
the number onentration is an important parameter for the haraterization of PIN, sine,
in the ase of heterogeneous freezing, it may limit the number of ie rystals in irrus louds,
hanging their mirophysial properties.
In this setion the number onentration of PIN is disussed, together with their mass
onentration and size distribution, and the hemial omposition of the oating of the inter-
nally mixed BC and dust partiles in the sub-mirometer modes. Dust is also present in the
oarse mode, but, sine the number onentration of the oarse mode partiles is typially
one or two orders of magnitude lower than the onentration of the Aitken and of the au-
mulation mode, ranging from 10−2 to 10−1 partiles/m3 at 300 hPa, it does not ontribute
signifiantly to the number onentration of potential IN. All horizontal distributions are
shown at 300 hPa, typial altitude where irrus form at mid-latitudes.
Similar studies about potential IN have not been performed to date. Models have not
yet been applied to expliitely alulate the number and size distribution of PIN and of
the BC and dust free partiles nor the mixing state of PIN. Hendriks et al. (2004, 2005)
applied the ECHAM4 GCM (Roekner et al., 1996) to investigate the inrease in the number
onentration of PIN at 250 hPa due to air tra with respet to the bakground number
onentration. Sine ECHAM4 simulates only the mass onentration of BC, these studies
have to make assumptions about the ageing of the ie nulei and their size distribution,
in order to estimate the number onentration of PIN. They assume that all BC and dust
partiles from surfae measurements show a onstant size distribution. They further simulate
two dierent senarios for the airraft emissions. In the rst senario the BC number-to-
mass ratio is not aeted by partile ageing, in the seond this ratio is lowered by eetive
ageing proesses. The results presented in the following an be ompared to the number
onentration of PIN from surfae soures alulated by Hendriks et al. (2005), whih is
between 1 and 5 partile/m
3
over the northern hemisphere and large part of the southern
hemisphere, between 0.5 and 1 partile/m
3
over the southern Pai oean and between 0.2
and 0.5 partile/m
3
over Antartia.
6.2.1 Number onentration
Fig. 6.9 shows the number onentration of eah mode at 300 hPa. The emission areas an be
reognized, but are muh less pronouned than at surfae layer (Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3).
The residene time of the speies in the UTLS is muh longer than in the boundary layer,
allowing the air to beome well mixed and less bound to the loation of the emissions. The
soluble modes have by far the highest number onentration at all altitudes, being the order
of magnitude of the number onentration of akn
sol
nearly everywhere 103 partiles/m3.
While in the tropial region the nuleation of sulfuri aid partiles is most effiient around
200 hPa (Fig. 6.1), at latitudes northern of 30◦N and southern of 30◦S this happens at 300
hPa. In Fig. 6.9, indeed, a belt with a lower partile onentration, between 750 and 1500
partiles/m
3
, is learly visible in the tropial area, while the extra-tropial values are higher
than 2000 partiles/m
3
.
The number onentration of a
sol
is one or two orders of magnitude lower than the one of
akn
sol
. Furthermore, the pattern is inverse with respet to akn
sol
: the number onentration
of a
sol
has its maximum in the tropial belt and presents lower values at higher latitudes.
This is related to the distribution of the soures of the Aitken and the aumulation mode
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Soluble Modes
Aitken mode (akn
sol
) Aumulation mode (a
sol
)
Externally mixed BC and dust
Aitken mode (akn
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) Aumulation mode (a
ext
)
Internally mixed BC and dust
Aitken mode (akn
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) Aumulation mode (a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)
Figure 6.9: Annual mean horizontal distribution of the number onentration of the sub-
mirometer modes at 300 hPa. The two soluble modes are depited in the first row, the
externally mixed BC and dust modes in the seond row and the internally mixed ones in the
last. Note the different sales of the plots.
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partiles, together with the onvetive transport that arries aumulation mode partiles to
the UTLS in the tropis. The externally mixed modes show the lowest onentrations among
the modes: there are no soures of externally mixed partiles apart from the emissions of
primary aerosols, whih are limited at altitudes up to 300 m for akn
ext
and up to 6 km
for a
ext
. Even in the areas with the highest onentrations, however, the absolute number
onentration of a
ext
is very low and never exeeds 0.05 partiles/m
3
. The onentration of
internally mixed BC and dust partiles is also muh lower than the one of soluble partiles,
but higher than the one of the externally mixed modes, sine akn
mix
and a
mix
reeive
onstantly partiles from akn
ext
and a
ext
due to the ageing of the externally mixed partiles.
At 300 hPa altitude the total onentration of PIN (Fig. 6.10a, left) varies between 10−2
partiles/m
3
over the Paifi oean to about 10 partiles/m
3
over the major emissions
regions. The sub-mirometer PIN ontribute only a very small fration to the total aerosol
number onentration (Fig. 6.10b, left): Over the largest part of the globe, PIN represent
between the 0.01% and the 0.1% of the total aerosol number onentration, reahing the
maximum value of 0.5% over Afria, India and China. The possibility of alulating this
fration is one of the features of MADEsoot that is not available in any other global aerosol
model. Between 0.1% and 1% of the IN is externally mixed at 300 hPa (Fig. 6.10, left),
with a maximum fration of 10% over Indonesia. This maximum orresponds to a minimum
in the total aerosol onentration, hene it is mainly aused by a lak of soluble and mixed
aerosol, rather then by high emissions.
The vertial profile of the IN number onentration shows a derease with altitude
(Fig. 6.10a, right). The inrease in the PIN fration (Fig. 6.10b, right) above 200 hPa
is tied to the derease of soluble aerosol show in Fig. 6.1. The minimum at the equator at
200 hPa is related to the extremely high number onentration in the akn
sol
. The same area
presents a maximum in the fration of the externally mixed BC and dust partiles (Fig. 6.10,
right), related to the fat that, even if they are many, the freshly nuleated soluble partiles
are too small to be an effiient ageing agent.
The fration of PIN that is externally mixed at 300 hPa (Fig. 6.10, left) reahes the
highest values in areas with low onentration of PIN: The blue areas in Fig. 6.10a orre-
spond indeed to the red areas of Fig. 6.10. This shows that, where the sinks are effiient in
removing BC and dust from the atmosphere, they at mainly on the internally mixed parti-
les, affeting at a lower extent the externally mixed ones. The zonal mean of the externally
mixed PIN fration (Fig. 6.10, right) presents quite a ompliated pattern: The boundary
layer, up to 850 hPa, shows the highest fration of externally mixed insoluble partiles, obvi-
ously influened by BC and dust emitted at surfae. Above the boundary layer the fration
of externally mixed PIN is higher than 1% only in the Antarti region, at the Equator and
north of 60
◦
N. The higher values above Antartia are related to the low PIN onentration
that haraterizes the region, the ones northern of 60◦N are due to the wildfires in boreal
Canada and Eurasia that injet BC in the atmosphere up to 6 km (∼ 400 hPa), and the
ones at the equator orrespond to the very fast updraft due to onvetion that haraterizes
the equatorial belt, whih brings the emitted partiles very fast to higher altitudes. These
partiles are then desending following the atmospheri irulation at latitudes around 30
◦
N
and 30
◦
S, as disussed in Se. 6.1.1 in the desription of Fig. 6.1. During their transport,
the externally mixed partiles age and are transferred into an internal mixture, and their
fration dereases until it reahes 0.1%. The areas with the lowest fration of externally
mixed insoluble partiles, around 500 hPa in the northern and between 500 and 700 in the
southern hemisphere, are the ones where the updraft of air from the surfae ontaining fresh
externally mixed partiles meets the aged air masses originating from the UTLS.
The fration of externally mixed BC and dust partiles near the Earth's surfae is shown
separately for the two modes in Fig. 6.11. Exluding the deserts, where ageing is partiularly
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300 hPa Zonal mean
(a) Total number onentration of potential ie nulei (PIN)
(b) PIN over the total aerosol number onentration
() Externally mixed PIN over total number of PIN
Figure 6.10: Fig. 6.10a shows the horizontal distribution at 300 hPa and the vertial distri-
bution of the zonal mean of the number onentration of potential ie nulei (annual mean).
Fig. 6.10b shows the fration of the total aerosol partiles whih is ontributed by PIN.
Fig. 6.10 presents the fration of the PIN that is externally mixed.
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(a) Aitken mode (b) Aumulation mode
Figure 6.11: Horizontal distribution of the annual mean number fration of potential IN that
is externally mixed in the Aitken and in the aumulation mode at surfae level.
ineffiient beause of the lak of ageing agents, the Aitken mode presents a higher fration of
externally mixed partiles with respet to the aumulation mode. Between 10% and 50% of
the Aitken mode partiles (Fig. 6.11a) is externally mixed at surfae in areas haraterized
by high emission levels, whereas for the aumulation mode partiles (Fig. 6.11b) the fration
ranges only between 0.1% and 10%. Sine the oagulation oeffiient is maximum when the
diameter of the oagulating partiles are different, the ageing through oagulation of the
externally mixed Aitken mode BC partiles (akn
ext
) takes plae mainly with aumulation
mode partiles (a
sol
and a
mix
). The resulting internally mixed BC partiles are assigned
to the aumulation mode a
mix
(see Tab. 3.2 in Ch.3), ausing the higher fration of
externally mixed partiles in the Aitken mode with respet to the aumulation mode. The
externally mixed PIN fration at surfae level has very different pattern with respet to the
one at 300 hPa (Fig. 6.10), where the distribution is muh more homogeneous.
Fig. 6.12 shows the individual mass onentrations of BC and dust (Fig. 6.12a) and the
fration of this mass that is externally mixed (Fig. 6.12b) at 300 hPa. While the number on-
entration of IN is higher in the northern hemisphere than in the southern one (Fig. 6.10a),
the magnitude of the mass onentration of BC is similar in both hemispheres: This is due to
the fat that the number onentration is dominated by small BC partiles originated by fuel
ombustion proesses, onentrated in the NH. The mass onentration, on the other hand,
reeives similar ontributions from the small BC partiles from fuel ombustion and from
the large ones from biomass burning, the main soure in the SH. The fration of externally
mixed BC is lower than the one of externally mixed dust, for whih the time sale of ageing
is longer (see Se. 6.3.2). Dust soures are indeed loated where ageing is not partiularly
effiient. Additionally, the emissions of dust are supposed to be totally externally mixed,
while 20% of BC mass is assumed to be internally mixed already at the time of the emission.
The number onentration of PIN simulated here is similar to the one Hendriks et al.
(2004, 2005) alulated assuming xed size distributions for the dierent PIN types. Over
the Pai oean, however, the number onentration they alulated is lower than the one
simulated by E5/M-MADEsoot.
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(a) Total BC (left) and dust (right) mass onentration at 300 hPa
(b) Fration of externally mixed BC (left) and dust (right) mass at 300 hPa
Figure 6.12: Horizontal distribution of the annual mean mass onentration of potential ie
nulei. a) BC and dust partiles both externally and internally mixed. b) Fration of the
mass onentration of PIN that is externally mixed. All distribution are shown for 300 hPa
level. Note the different sale of the plots.
6.2.2 Size distribution of the potential ie nulei
Fig. 6.13, whih is a detail of Fig. 6.4, shows the global median size distribution of partiles
ontaining BC and dust. The number onentration of the externally mixed BC and dust
partiles is learly dominated by the Aitken mode, with median diameter of around 0.01 µm
at 300 hPa. The median diameter of the externally mixed modes does not grow with altitude,
beause a sensible growth in size implies ageing and transfer into the internal mixture. On
the ontrary, the median diameter dereases slightly with altitude: This may be related to
the simulated mode merging (see Se. 3.2.5), whih assigns the larger tail of the Aitken mode
to the aumulation mode, when the median diameter of the Aitken mode beomes larger
then 30 nm. The Aitken mode median diameter is then shifted toward smaller values.
Fig. 6.14 shows the size distribution of potential ie nulei at 300 hPa level over different
regions. The externally mixed aumulation mode has nearly disappeared at 300 hPa in all
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shown regions exept over South-East Asia. A large fration of the internally mixed PIN in
the Aitken mode have grown suffiiently to be transferred into the aumulation mode, and
the number onentrations of the two modes at this altitude are similar. The differenes
among the regions are not as strong as at surfae level (Fig. 6.5), owing to the homogeneity
of the UTLS. As at surfae level, the highest number onentration of partiles ontaining
blak arbon, internally or externally mixed, ours over South-East Asia.
6.2.3 Chemial omposition of the oating of the internally mixed
potential ie nulei
Depending on the hemial omposition of the oating, the freezing properties of the ie
nulei may be different. Möhler et al. (2008) have found that a oating of organi material
may suppress the heterogeneous ie nuleation potential of atmospheri mineral partiles,
whileDeMott et al. (1999) have shown that the sulfuri aid oating of Degussa soot partiles
lowers the freezing threshold. On the other hand, Möhler et al. (2005) have found that a
sulfuri aid oating over soot inreases the ie saturation ratio required for ie nuleation.
The analysis of the internally mixed BC and dust modes gives information about the hemial
omposition of the oating of the partiles. The main omponent of the oating is water
(Fig. 6.15). Up to 200 hPa water represents more than 50% of the mass of oating in both
the Aitken and the aumulation mode. The water fration dereases to values of less than
5% in the higher levels.
Fig. 6.16, Fig. 6.17, Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19 show the hemial omposition of the dry
mass of the oating, i.e. exluding the water omponent, for the internally mixed Aitken and
aumulation mode, respetively. The zonal mean of Fig. 6.17 shows that the oating of the
Aitken mode akn
mix
is mainly omposed by NH
+
4 and SO
2−
4 . In the northern hemisphere and
on a large part of the southern one NH
+
4 represents more than the 50% of the dry mass of
the oating of the internally mixed BC partiles in the Aitken mode. Above 300 hPa in the
southern hemisphere the fration of NH
+
4 dereases to 20%, substituted by an inrease in the
SO
2−
4 fration from around the 20% to the 50%. In ontrast, above 200 hPa in the northern
hemisphere the most abundant speies, together with NH
+
4 , is NO
−
3 , while SO
2−
4 represents
less than the 5% of the oating mass. POM onstitutes in NH and at mid latitudes in SH
less than 10% of the oating mass. Between the equator and 30
◦
S the POM fration of the
oating inreases strongly and reahes 50% at 400 hPa. Here the major soures of POM are
loated (Fig. 6.6), and a strong onvetive updraft frequently ours. The sharp gradient
between the southern tropi region and the northern one is due the low air mixing between
the two hemispheres.
The fration of SO
2−
4 in the oating of the internally mixed aumulation mode with
BC and dust is higher than in the Aitken mode (Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19), sine the freshly
nuleated small SO
2−
4 partiles oagulate rather with the larger BC and dust partiles than
with the small ones (see Se. 3.2.4). SO
2−
4 is the major omponent of the oating in the
southern hemisphere, while NH
+
4 dominates in the northern hemisphere. NO
−
3 represents
everywhere less than the 20% of the oating mass, mostly less than the 10%. Sea salt is
everywhere negligible, with the exeption of the region between 30
◦
S and 60
◦
S, where it
amounts up to 40% at surfae level.
6.2.4 Thikness of the oating of the internally mixed potential ie
nulei
The heterogeneous formation of ie rystals an take plae through dierent proesses, as
explained in Se. 2.4. Depending on the morphology of the PIN, some of these freezing
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Figure 6.13: Detail of Fig. 6.4 to show the global size distribution of the potential ie nulei.
The size distribution of akn
mix
and a
mix
is the dot-dashed line, the one of akn
ext
and a
ext
is the short-dashed line.
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Figure 6.14: Size distribution of the potential ie nulei at 300 hPa over different regions.
The plotted regions are those defined in Fig. 5.7. The size distribution of akn
mix
and a
mix
is the dot-dashed line, the one of akn
ext
and a
ext
is the short-dashed line.
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(a) akn
mix
(b) a
mix
Figure 6.15: Annual zonal mean vertial distribution of the fration of the oating mass of
internally mixed BC and dust partiles that onsists of water.
mehanisms may be favored with respet to the others. The presene of a large number of
internally mixed PIN with a thik oating may suggest that immersion freezing is favored,
while deposition freezing may be favored if the PIN population presents mainly partiles
with thin oating. However, more experimental studies are needed to prove the orrelation
between the favored freezing mehanism and the thikness of the oating.
Fig. 6.20 and Fig. 6.21 shows the ratio between the mass of the soluble material and
the mass of BC and dust in the akn
mix
and a
mix
modes, respetively. A value of 1 means
that the depited mode ontains the same amount of soluble and insoluble material. The
horizontal distribution at 300 hPa and the vertial distribution of the zonal mean is shown for
eah of the two modes. Sine the modal approah does not keep trak of the size distribution
of the BC and dust ores, the shown results may not represent any existing partiles. In
eah mode, keeping fixed the number of partiles and the soluble to insoluble mass ratio,
both the ase of partiles with thin ores and large oating and the ase of partiles with a
large ore and thin oating are equally possible. However, this study gives indiation about
the typial oating of an average aerosol population.
The mass ratio of soluble to insoluble material in the Aitken mode (Fig. 6.20a) show a
less homogeneous pattern ompared to the aumulation mode (Fig. 6.21a). Partiles are
removed from akn
mix
not only when they are removed from the atmosphere, as in the ase of
a
mix
, but also when they grow into the aumulation mode size range. The area between
the equator and 30
◦
S is haraterized by high onentration of aumulation mode partiles
(espeially POM) originated by biomass burning. The frequent oagulation between the
externally mixed Aitken mode BC partiles and the soluble aumulation mode partiles
auses the ageing of the externally mixed BC and at the same time the transfer to the
aumulation mode.
Fig. 6.21a presents a band between the equator and 30
◦
S where the soluble mass in the
aumulation mode is mainly up to three times the insoluble mass. The vertial distribution
of the zonal mean shows that the amount of soluble material mixed with blak arbon and
dust grows with the latitude. The low values above 200 hPa are aused by the transport of
partiles with small soluble fration from the equator and by the slow ageing at that altitude.
Overall, the mass of the soluble speies is never lower than the mass of BC and dust in the
aumulation mode.
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Figure 6.16: Horizontal distribution at 300 hPa of the annual mean hemial omposition
of the dry mass present in the internally mixed BC partiles oating in the Aitken mode
(akn
mix
).
6.3 Ageing of blak arbon and dust partiles
As explained in detail in Se. 3.2.6 and Se. 4.3.4, E5/M-MADEsoot an expliitly simulate
the ageing of externally mixed BC and dust partiles to an internal mixture due to oagu-
lation with other partiles ontaining soluble material, ondensation of sulfuri aid vapor
and loud proessing.
In most global aerosol models the transformation of BC and dust from the external into
the internal mixture is simulated, in a very simplified way, assuming a fixed turnover rate.
In MADE, for instane, the externally mixed BC is assumed to deay exponentially into an
internal mixture following
c
ext BC
(t) = c
ext BC
(t0)e
−
1
τ
·(t−t0), (6.2)
with an e-folding time τ arbitrarily assumed to be 1 day. The same deay law is used
by Lohmann et al. (1999) and Koh (2001), who assume an e-folding time of around 1.8
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Figure 6.17: Vertial distribution of the annual zonal mean hemial omposition of the dry
mass of the oating present in the internally mixed BC partiles oating in the Aitken mode
(akn
mix
).
days. The number fration of hydrophili partiles is assumed to be proportional to their
hydrophili mass fration. Dust is supposed by MADE to be always hydrophobi. The
studies onduted with MADEsoot and here desribed allows to prove if this e-folding time
is reasonable.
6.3.1 Effetiveness of the single ageing proesses on the mixing
state of blak arbon and dust
The influene of ondensation, oagulation and loud proessing on the mixing state of blak
arbon and dust partiles have been investigated in this work by mean of three sensitivity
simulations whih are disussed here:
• COAG: the intermodal oagulation is the only ageing proess. The ondensation of
sulfuri aid vapor takes plae only on soluble partiles and on internally mixed BC and
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Figure 6.18: Horizontal distribution at 300 hPa of the annual mean hemial omposition of
the dry mass present in the internally mixed BC and dust partiles oating in the aumu-
lation mode (a
mix
).
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Figure 6.19: Vertial distribution of the annual zonal mean hemial omposition of the dry
mass of the oating present in the internally mixed BC and dust partiles oating in the
aumulation mode (a
mix
).
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(a) 300 hPa (b) Zonal mean
Figure 6.20: Annual mean horizontal distribution at 300 hPa (a) and zonal mean vertial
distribution (b) of the ratio between the soluble and the insoluble mass in the internally
mixed BC partiles in the Aitken mode (akn
mix
).
(a) 300 hPa (b) Zonal mean
Figure 6.21: Annual mean horizontal distribution at 300 hPa (a) and zonal mean vertial
distribution (b) of the ratio between the soluble and the insoluble mass in the internally
mixed BC and dust partiles in the aumulation mode (a
mix
).
dust partiles. Externally mixed BC and dust partiles savenged by loud partiles
are assigned to the externally mixed modes if the partile evaporates;
• COND: The ondensation of sulfuri aid vapor is the only ageing proess. The exter-
nally mixed modes do not take part in any oagulation proess. Externally mixed BC
and dust partiles savenged by loud partiles are assigned to the externally mixed
modes if the partile evaporates;
• CLOUD: Cloud proessing is the only ageing proess. The ondensation of sulfuri
aid vapor takes plae only on soluble partiles and on internally mixed BC and dust
partiles. The externally mixed modes do not take part in any oagulation proess.
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The ondensation of NO
−
3 and NH
+
4 resulting from the gas/partile equilibrium is ative in
all three experiments. Al other aspets of the simulations are exatly the same as for the
referene run. The results shown in Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23 represent annual means alulated
over a 5 years period after one year of spin-up.
Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23 show the fration of aumulation mode dust and of total BC
that is externally mixed. To estimate the effetiveness of eah ageing proess the area lose
to the soures has to be analyzed, moving away from the emission area horizontally for the
horizontal distribution and vertially in the zonal mean. The analysis of the surfae level
alone would lead to a negative bias in the estimation of the effetiveness of loud proessing,
sine the loud over of the lowest model level is quite low.
Both in the ase of dust and of BC, the experiment COND learly shows the lowest
fration of externally mixed partiles. In the ase of dust the soure regions are learly
defined. Looking at the Sahara in the horizontal distribution (but any other region where
dust is emitted leads to the same onlusion), there is a very strong maximum over the
desert where the fration of externally mixed dust is over 90%. Moving west in the diretion
of the Arhipelago Azores, the experiment COND (Fig. 6.23b) shows frations between
40 % and 60 % of externally mixed dust where COAG (Fig. 6.23a) still shows more than
90 % externally mixed dust and CLOUD (Fig. 6.23) more than 70 %. The analysis of the
vertial distribution leads to the same onlusion. The ranking between oagulation and
loud proessing depends on the region: While west of the Sahara desert and north of India
loud proessing seems to be faster, the other emission areas seems to favor oagulation.
The larger effiieny of ondensation is even learer For BC (Fig. 6.23) than for dust, both
in the horizontal distribution and in the vertial profile. The only region where oagulation
and ondensation are of similar importane is over the Gulf of Guinea, but the reason is
more a lak of fresh emissions in the area, rather than a high effiieny of oagulation. The
emissions from shipping an be reognized in that area, and BC from shipping emissions is
more aged in the experiment COND than in COAG.
Globally, the effiieny of eah proess with respet to the others an be estimated from
the global burden of the externally mixed BC and dust and their residene time alulated
by means of Eq. [6.1℄, reported in Tab. 6.4. The residene time is a good indiator for
omparing the effetiveness of the respetive ageing proesses, sine ageing is the only sink
of externally mixed BC and dust partiles whose magnitude hanges among the three test
simulations (the other sinks are savenging from impating droplets, ie savenging and dry
deposition). On the global sale, ondensation is the most effiient proess, while loud
proessing the least for both BC and dust.
Note that what the three experiments show is not the absolute effiieny of eah pro-
ess, but only the effiieny relatively to the others. Coagulation, ondensation and loud
proessing are not independent from eah other, therefore the omparison among the three
experiments has to be interpreted only qualitatively.
Total burden [10
−3·Tg℄ Residene time [days℄
COAG COND CLOUD COAG COND CLOUD
ext. mixed BC 10.9 6.00 58.6 0.61 0.33 3.26
ext. mixed dust 119 92.7 187 4.12 3.21 6.45
Table 6.4: Total burden and residene time of externally mixed BC and externally mixed
aumulation mode dust in the three experiments COAG, COND and CLOUD.
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(a) Exp. COAG: only ageing by oagulation.
(b) Exp. COND: only ageing by ondensation.
() Exp. CLOUD: only ageing by loud proessing.
Figure 6.22: Annual mean horizontal distribution and zonal mean vertial distribution of the
fration of the aumulation mode dust that is externally mixed in the three experiments
COAG (a), COND (b) and CLOUD ().
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(a) Exp. COAG: only ageing by oagulation.
(b) Exp. COND: only ageing by ondensation.
() Exp. CLOUD: only ageing by loud proessing.
Figure 6.23: Annual mean horizontal distribution and zonal mean vertial distribution of
the fration of the total BC that is externally mixed in the three experiments COAG (a),
COND (b) and CLOUD ().
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6.3.2 Transformation time of externally mixed blak arbon and
dust
MADEsoot does not need any assumption as Eq. [6.2℄ on the ageing of BC, sine this is
expliitly simulated, hene MADEsoot allows for a diret alulation of the e-folding time
τ . The so alulated τ an be used to evaluate the onsisteny of the assumption of τ = 1
day, and ould be used in future appliation of the aerosol sub-model MADE to reah a
more preise representation of the mixing state of BC and dust. MADE is less detailed
of MADEsoot in the desription of aerosols but for this reason also omputationally less
expensive.
From Eq. [6.2℄, the e-folding time τ is in eah model box equals to
τ =
c
ext BC
(t0)
c
ext BC
(t0)− cext BC(t) · (t− t0) (6.3)
=
burden(t0)
loss∆t
·∆t, (6.4)
if no externally mixed BC and dust are emitted during the time ∆t. Burden(t0) is the
burden of externally mixed BC or dust at the beginning of the time step, loss∆t the mass of
externally mixed BC or dust that is transferred to an internal mixture during the time step
and ∆t the length of a time step. To ensure that the alulated τ orresponds only to ageing
of BC and dust, all other possible sinks (dry and wet deposition, transport into other boxes)
have to be exluded from the alulation. The burden is the amount of externally mixed BC
or dust mass before the ageing proess is implemented, i.e. before MADEsoot is exeuted,
and the loss is the differene between the amount of externally mixed BC or dust before and
after the exeution of MADEsoot during the time step ∆t. There are neither emissions nor
transport soures of externally mixed BC and dust during the MADEsoot. Suh a alulation
exludes the loud proessing from the transformation time τ , even though it is present as
ageing proess: Given the results shown in Se. 6.3.1, this approximation should not have a
large influene on the estimation of τ .
On the global sale, integrating the burden and loss of BC and dust of Eq. 6.4 over the
whole globe and averaging over the whole year, the transformation time τ is about 2 hours
and a half for BC and 36 hours for dust. However, suh a rough estimation of τ is misleading,
sine it is strongly dominated by the boundary layer, where the ageing proess is muh faster.
This would lead to an overestimation of the effiieny of ageing for emissions, as for instane
those from air traffi, injeted in higher layers. Fig. 6.24 shows the vertial profile of the
globally averaged tau for externally mixed BC and dust. The global transformation time
τ
BC
of externally mixed BC is below 4 hours up to 750 hPa. Above 750 hPa τ
BC
grows to
reah the value of 50 hours at 200 hPa. The global transformation time τ
DU
of externally
mixed dust is at no altitude lower than 20 hours, value whih is reahed between 500 hPa
and 600 hPa. The lowest layers are strongly influened by the high mass emissions over the
desert. Fig. 6.22 shows at this altitude the lowest fration of externally mixed dust partiles
both in the experiment COAG and in the experiment COND, exluding the region above
300 hPa. Above 300 hPa dust partiles emitted at surfae level have been transported over
long distanes and even slow ageing proesses have had the time to at in the model layers
below.
The vertial profiles of Fig. 6.24 provide only a very simplified piture of the time sale of
the ageing of BC and dust, sine τ shows also a very high geographial variability. Fig. 6.25
presents the transformation time for externally mixed BC in the lowermost model layer, i.e.
up to about 100 m, in the 16
th
layer (∼ 800 m), in the 11th (∼ 5.5 km) and in the 8th (∼ 10
km) layer. In the lowermost level (Fig. 6.25a) the minimum values of τ
BC
, up to one hour,
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Figure 6.24: Vertial profile of the transformation time on the global sale of externally
mixed BC and dust. The transformation time shown here is alulated from the annual
mean of the burden and of the loss integrated in eah layer over the whole globe.
our over the areas where the main BC soure is biomass burning. Biomass burning emits,
together with larger BC partiles, a high amount of POM, muh higher than the amount
emitted by fuel ombustion (Kloster et al., 2008). This may lead to the faster ageing of
aumulation mode BC partiles from biomass burning. Shwarz et al. (2008a) have arrived
to the same onlusion by measuring freshly emitted blak arbon with a SP2 in urban and
biomass burning emissions. The maximum values are over the deserts and Antartia, but
they are not partiularly signifiant beause the onentrations of BC over those areas are
low. Europe shows values of τ
BC
between one and three hours. The values for the model
layer around 500 m (Fig. 6.25b) are similar to the values alulated in the altitude range
between 200 m and 3 km. Higher than 3 km the time sale of the ageing proess grows quite
fast, being nearly everywhere higher than 6 hours at 5.5 km (Fig. 6.25) and than 12 hours
at 10 km (Fig. 6.25d), the level at whih airraft emissions are injeted in the atmosphere.
A omparison with the transformation time for BC alulated by Riemer et al. (2004)
for the region of Karlsruhe has been performed. The model box where Karlsruhe is loated
overs the area between 47.4◦N and 50.2◦N and 7.0◦E and 9.8◦E in the T42 grid used by
E5/M-MADEsoot. The τ in this model box has been alulated from the results of the
simulation with x = 5%, whih is the threshold used by Riemer et al. (2004). They found
that, during the day, τ
BC
varies between 1 hour in the morning and 20 hours in the afternoon
below 250 m, and is below 2 hours above 250 m up to 1.5 km. They alulated muh higher
values of τ
BC
during night time. A vertial resolution as fine as the one of the regional
model of Riemer et al. (2004) annot be ahieved with E5/M-MADEsoot, that divides the
range between surfae and 1.5 km in only 5 levels (0-65 m, 65 m-230 m, 230 m-540 m, 540
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(a) 100 m (b) 800 m
() 5.5 km (d) 10 km
Figure 6.25: Horizontal distribution of the annual mean transformation time τ
BC
of the
externally mixed BC into an internal mixture at different altitudes.
m-1020 m, 1020 m-1680 m). It is also not possible to distinguish between day and night,
beause it would imply a more frequent output over the long simulation time that a global
model needs, with a onsequent very large need of disk spae. The value of τ alulated
with E5/M-MADEsoot is equal to 1.6 hour in the lowermost model layer, between 4 and 5
hours in the model layers between 65 m and 1020 m, and more than 6 hours in the highest
level, with muh shorter τ
BC
in summer (below one hour in the lowermost level and up to
two and a half hour in the higher levels) than in winter (between 5 hours in the lowermost
level and up to 10 hours in the highest), in agreement with Riemer et al. (2004). Taking into
aount the large differenes between a regional and a global model, and the weakness of a
global model to haraterize regional effets, a diret omparison with Riemer et al. (2004)
is diffiult and would imply a more preise knowledge of the emissions and of the boundary
onditions that they used in the model. Anyhow, both Riemer et al. (2004) and this study
have found time sale of less than the one day assumed by MADE.
The pattern of the transformation time of dust τ
DU
(Fig. 6.26) is similar to the one of
BC. At surfae level τ
DU
reahes very high values over the deserts and dereases very fast
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(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Figure 6.26: As Fig. 6.25, but for dust.
in the surrounding areas. From the deserts a high load of dust is risen in the atmosphere,
making the burden of externally mixed dust very high. Additionally, no other speies are
emitted over deserts and the relative humidity, and therefore the aerosol water omponent,
is low, making the loss of externally mixed dust lose to zero. This auses in some grid boxes
values of the transformation time of hundreds of days, that biases strongly the global mean
of Fig. 6.24b in the lower layers. The minimum of τ
DU
of Fig. 6.24b between 500 hPa and
600 hPa orresponds to the level at whih τ
DU
is not influened anymore by the high values
over the deserts. The dust emission regions are surrounded by areas where the transformation
time has a strong desending gradient in the lowest level. Suh a high transformation time
indiates that nearly no dust partiles are aged while they are lose to the emission regions,
but they have first to be transported to the neighboring areas, explaining the high global
transformation time for dust as shown in Fig. 6.24.
The transformation time also shows a seasonal variability. Fig. 6.27 and Fig. 6.28 show
the transformation time τ for BC and dust respetively in the lowermost model level during
June, July, August (JJA) and Deember, January, February (DJF). τ has been alulated
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(a) JJA (b) DJF
Figure 6.27: Transformation time of externally mixed BC into an internal mixture at surfae
level during summer (June, July, August) and during winter (Deember, January, February).
(a) JJA (b) DJF
Figure 6.28: Transformation time of externally mixed dust into an internal mixture at surfae
level during summer (June, July, August) and during winter (Deember, January, February).
by means of Eq. [6.4℄ using the burden and sink of BC averaged over the whole analyzed
period. North of 30
◦
N and south of 30
◦
S τ is shorter during the summer (JJA in the NH
and DJF in the SH). This may be related to the higher prodution of sulfuri aid whih
haraterizes summer. In the tropial region the variability between summer and winter is
not as high as at mid-latitudes and in the Arti region. The Antarti region does not show
any variability, sine it is haraterized by low aerosol onentrations during the whole year.
Overall, it appears lear that the simplifiation of a onstant turnover rate for externally
mixed BC is an exessive simplifiation. If the seasonal variability is not so large to be
neessarily implemented in global models, the geographial dependene is very large and
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should not be negleted in any model aiming to implement different mixing states of BC and
dust. Globally, the assumption of an e-folding time of one day for the ageing of BC seems
too high in the boundary layer, while it ould represent a good approximation in the UTLS.
Chapter 7
Summary and outlook
A detailed investigation of the formation and limate impat of ie louds requires a om-
prehensive haraterization of potential ie nuleating aerosols. The aim of the present
study is to investigate the properties and distribution of potential ie nulei (PIN) on the
global sale. In partiular the number onentration, size distribution, hemial omposi-
tion and mixing state were studied. This was realized by developing and applying the new
global aerosol-hemistry model system ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot. The newly developed
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot is to date the only existing model whih is able to resolve the
mixing state of blak arbon and dust partiles and to keep trak of the soot free parti-
les, while providing a good desription of aerosol in the upper troposphere and lowermost
stratosphere (UTLS). Furthermore, in ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot aerosol and hemistry
are oupled: ECHAM5/MESSy provides MADEsoot with the onentrations of sulfate, ni-
trate and ammonia in the gas phase, and MADEsoot alulates the equilibrium between their
gas and partiulate phase. On the other hand MADEsoot provides ECHAM5/MESSy with
the aerosol size distribution in order to alulate the heterogeneous reation oeffiients. The
oupling between hemistry and aerosol is not a ommon feature of global aerosol model. All
these harateristis make ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot an appropriate tool to investigate
the population of potential ie nulei. In the following the different work steps as well as the
ahieved results are summarized.
MADEsoot as a box model. First the aerosol mirophysial model MADEsoot has been
developed as a box model, i.e. the mirophysial ore model not implemented in the global
model. MADEsoot was developed starting from MADE, an aerosol mirophysis model
whih desribes the aerosol population by means of three log-normal modes. MADEsoot,
instead, makes use of seven log-normal modes: two modes (an Aitken mode and an au-
mulation mode) are dediated to externally mixed blak arbon (BC) and dust partiles,
two to internally mixed BC and dust partiles, and two to BC and dust free partiles. The
Aitken modes desribe partiles with diameter roughly between 10 nm and 100 nm and the
aumulation modes partiles between 100 nm and 1 µm. Additionally, partiles larger than
1 µm are assigned to a oarse mode. MADEsoot simulates the partitioning between the gas
and partiulate state of water, nitri aid and ammonia, the ondensation and the nuleation
of sulfuri aid, and the oagulation between partiles. Furthermore, the desription of the
state of mixing of BC and dust by means of different modes allows for an expliit simulation
of their ageing proess, i.e. the transformation from an external to an internal mixture.
Implementation of MADEsoot in the global limate model ECHAM5/MESSy.
The box model of MADEsoot has been implemented in the ECHAM5/MESSy global limate
model. In addition, ECHAM5/MESSy has been modified in order to provide a more reliable
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desription of the aerosol in the UTLS. The modifiations introdued involve mainly the
development of a more preise parameterization of aerosol savenging in ie louds. Further-
more, the parameterization of the aerosol savenging has been modified in order to aount
also for the loud proessing as an ageing proess. Externally mixed blak arbon and dust
partiles are taken up by loud partiles and are transferred to an internal mixture when
the loud partiles evaporate, sine soluble matter aggregates with BC and dust inside the
loud droplet or ie rystal.
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot has been ompared to surfae and airraft measurements
and agrees well with the observations at all altitudes. ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot was
then applied to study the global sub-mirometer aerosol, with partiular fous on potential
ie nulei in the UTLS.
Charaterization of the total aerosol. The horizontal and vertial distribution of the
total sub-mirometer aerosol mass and number onentration has been analyzed. The results
are in agreement with the same studies onduted with other global aerosol models. The
major results are the following:
• The highest number onentrations of the total sub-mirometer aerosol are reahed at
surfae level over the industrialized areas by both the Aitken and the aumulation
mode, and over the areas haraterized by strong biomass burning by the aumulation
mode. Additionally, the externally mixed aumulation mode partiles shows high
number onentrations over the Sahara desert, where strong dust emissions our.
• The most abundant aerosols in the atmosphere are soluble partiles. The highest
number onentrations of purely soluble partiles in the Aitken mode are reahed
between 30
◦
N and 60
◦
N in terms of annual and zonal means. These onentrations
range between 200 and 500 partiles/m
3
at 900 hPa and between 5000 and 7500
partiles/m
3
around 300 hPa and 200 hPa, orresponding to the altitude of the UTLS.
The high values in the UTLS are related to the effiient nuleation of small sulfuri
aid partiles. The soluble aumulation mode partiles show the maximum number
onentrations (between 500 and 1000 partiles/m
3
) in the tropial region at surfae
level and between 200 and 100 hPa. This is related to the high emissions from biomass
burning and to the growth of the freshly nuleated Aitken mode partiles into the
aumulation mode, respetively.
• The horizontal distribution of the number onentration of the externally mixed BC
and dust partiles is strongly related to the loation of the emission areas, sine they
an be emitted only as primary aerosol. Externally mixed BC partiles in the Aitken
mode show the highest annual mean onentrations of more than 1000 partiles/m
3
over the industrialized areas of eastern China, India, north Ameria and Europe. The
orresponding aumulation mode shows high onentrations between 200 and 500
partiles/m
3
over India and eastern China. Also over the Sahara desert high onen-
trations between 20 and 50 partiles/m
3
our. Above about 500 hPa the number
onentration of externally mixed BC and dust partiles beomes lower than 0.01
partiles/m
3
.
• The number onentration of the internally mixed BC and dust partiles is similar for
the Aitken and the aumulation mode. This is related to the fat that externally mixed
Aitken mode BC partiles frequently oagulate with aumulation mode partiles, and
the resulting internally mixed BC partile is assigned to the aumulation mode, so that
even if the onentration of externally mixed BC and dust aumulation mode partiles
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is lower than the one of the externally mixed Aitken mode partiles, the onentrations
of the internally mixed modes are similar. The number onentrations of the internally
mixed BC and dust partiles both in the Aitken and in the aumulation mode show
maximum values of more than 2000 partiles/m
3
at surfae level and derease with
altitude.
• The size distribution of the global aerosol is dominated by the soluble Aitken and
aumulation modes. The median diameter of the soluble Aitken mode amounts to
about 0.02 µm in the boundary layer and dereases with altitude. The derease is
related to the inreasing ontribution of small freshly nuleated partiles to the number
onentration.
• The most abundant speies in the sub-mirometer range is SO2−4 , with a global burden
of 1.4 Tg. The total burden of BC is 0.1 Tg and the burden of sub-mirometer dust
is 0.2 Tg. While the onentration pattern of the primary aerosol speies is strongly
related to the emission areas, the pattern of seondary aerosol speies is more spread,
sine the preursor gases an be transported over longer distanes before they are
transformed to partiulate matter.
• The total burdens of all aerosol speies alulated by ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot
are similar to those alulated by ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE and by ECHAM5/HAM.
The total burdens of SO
2−
4 , POM and BC alulated by ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot
are smaller than those alulated by global model ensemble studies in the frame of the
AeroCom projet (Textor et al., 2007). This is probably due to the simulation of the
prodution of the preursor gases in the ase of SO
2−
4 , to high savenging oeffiient
in onvetive louds in the ase of POM and to the more effiient ageing simulated
by ECHAM5/M-MADEsoot in the ase of BC. The values alulated by Textor et al.
(2007) are biased by some models whih simulate very high aerosol burdens. On
the other hand, when ompared to experimental data the models based on the GCM
ECHAM5 does not appear to simulate too low aerosol onentrations.
Charaterization of the potential ie nulei. The mass and number onentration,
the omposition and the size distribution of the population of potential ie nulei (PIN) has
been analyzed, both in terms of the horizontal distribution in the UTLS and of the vertial
profile. Suh a detailed haraterization of the atmospheri potential ie nulei is to date
not present in literature.
• The annual mean zonally averaged PIN number onentration ranges from a maximum
of more than 1000 partiles/m
3
at surfae level in the northern hemisphere to a min-
imum of less than 0.01 partiles/m
3
in the Antarti region. Exluding the Antarti
region, where also the onentration of total aerosol is very low, the minimum PIN
number onentration is reahed at the equator at altitudes between 250 hPa and
100 hPa, with annual and zonal mean values between 0.05 and 0.1 partiles/m
3
. At
300 hPa the highest number onentrations are reahed at mid-latitudes in the north-
ern hemisphere, with annual mean values between 5 and 10 partiles/m
3
over eastern
China.
• The potential ie nulei represent only a small fration of the total aerosol number
onentration. In the UTLS, PIN represent nearly everywhere less than the 0.05% of
the total aerosol number onentration. Only in areas haraterized by strong emissions
and fast onvetive updraft, PIN represent up to the 0.7% of the total aerosol number
onentration in the UTLS. At surfae level the fration of the total aerosol that
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ontains BC or dust ranges between 10% and 50% at latitudes where the major emission
areas are loated.
• Nearly all PIN in the UTLS are internally mixed with soluble material. The ontribu-
tion of externally mixed PIN to the total PIN number onentration is mainly lower
than 3%. The regions with highest frations of externally mixed PIN orrespond to
areas with low total PIN number onentration. This is related to the higher loud
savenging effiieny for internally rather than for externally mixed PIN.
• The fration of the total dust mass that is externally mixed is higher than the one of
BC. Over the desert the fration of externally mixed dust mass an reah 20% even
in the UTLS, while the externally mixed BC fration never exeed 5%. The longer
transformation time of dust is aused by the larger size of the partiles and by the lak
of soluble aerosol over the deserts.
• The global size distribution of the externally mixed PIN is dominated by the Aitken
mode and shows the maximum partile number onentration at diameters of 20-30
nm in the boundary layer, and around 10 nm at higher altitudes. The internally
mixed BC and dust partiles have a bimodal size distribution with maximum number
onentrations at diameters between 30 and 40 nm for the Aitken mode and about
0.2 µm for the aumulation mode. The internally mixed PIN in the Aitken and in
the aumulation mode show roughly the same number onentration, exept in the
tropopause region where the aumulation mode shows a higher number onentration,
due to the higher age of the internally mixed BC and dust partiles that reah that
altitude.
• The oating of the internally mixed BC and dust partiles in the troposphere is mainly
omposed of water. The relative importane of the other omponents has a large
geographial variability. Globally, NH
+
4 and SO
2−
4 represent the highest fration of the
dry mass of the oating, but also NO
−
3 and POM are important in some areas. In the
southern tropial region POM an represent up to 60% of the dry mass of the oating
in the aumulation mode.
• The soluble to insoluble mass ratio in the internally mixed BC and dust modes is muh
higher in the aumulation mode than in the Aitken mode. This is due to the fat that
the internally mixed Aitken mode partiles result only from the ondensation of gases
or from the oagulation with the few other Aitken mode partiles, that arry only a
small amount of soluble mass. The aumulation mode shows the lowest ratio between
3 and 4 at the equator and the highest in the polar regions, where the soluble mass
an be up to 10000 times the insoluble one. The highest ratios in the Aitken mode
amount up to 50 and are loated in the northern hemisphere.
The ageing of blak arbon and dust partiles. The effiieny of the individual ageing
proesses, i.e. ondensation, oagulation and loud proessing as well as the time sale of
the transformation of blak arbon and dust from the external to the internal mixture have
been investigated.
• The ondensation of vapor onto externally mixed BC and dust partiles is the most
effiient ageing proess. The ranking of oagulation and loud proessing varies spa-
tially. From a global perspetive, however, oagulation seems to be more effetive than
loud proessing.
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• The transformation time sales of dust and BC amount to some hours at surfae and
several days in the upper troposphere. Hene the results of this study suggest that the
e-folding time of one or two days assumed by most aerosol models for the ageing of
BC is too long for the boundary layer, while it ould be a good approximation for the
upper troposphere.
• The transformation time sale shows a very high geographial variability, that makes
a global generalization impossible. Furthermore, the transformation time sale shows
a quite pronouned seasonal variability, probably related to the seasonal yle of the
prodution of ondensable ompounds.
Outlook
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot represents a highly appropriate tool for the investigation of
the properties of global atmospheri aerosol and potential ie nulei. The new features of
MADEsoot an be used in the future to investigate the influene of partile emissions from
speifi soures, e.g. air traffi, on the atmospheri abundane of potential ie nulei. The
model an be applied in studies of aerosol-irrus interation and of their effets on limate.
This study provides a detailed haraterization of the bakground population of the potential
ie nulei, sine airraft emissions have not been inluded yet. With the implementation of
airraft emissions in the system, new simulations an be onduted to estimate the inrease
in the onentration of the potential ie nulei due to air traffi with respet to the senario
desribed in this work. It is not lear whether the blak arbon exhaust from airraft have
already aged in an internal mixture after the typial time step of a global limate model
(Kärher et al., 2007). Therefore different senarios should be onsidered, one where all
airraft-emitted blak arbon is internally mixed, one where it is externally mixed, and
additional senarios with ertain frations of internally mixed BC ould be onsidered.
The ability of MADEsoot of determining the number onentration of potential ie nulei
ould be exploited by the oupling with a irrus formation model. The estimation of the
amount of soluble material in the internally mixed BC and dust modes an give indiations
about the mehanism of nuleation of ie rystals.
ECHAM5/MESSy-MADEsoot an also be used to investigate the influene of the mixing
state on the aerosol radiative foring. This an be ahieved by omparing with simula-
tions performed with ECHAM5/MESSy-MADE, whih ould not resolve the mixing state.
Furthermore, the oupling between aerosol and radiation ould be improved with the intro-
dution of a ore-shell parameterization for the absorption of solar radiation.
Even though the aerosol size distribution is in good agreement with the experimental
data, its representation in MADEsoot ould be further improved with the introdution of a
nuleation mode for the freshly nuleated sulfuri aid partiles.
Appendix A
Prognosti equations
The prognosti variables of MADE and MADEsoot are the number onentrations of eah
mode and the mass onentrations of the single speies in eah mode. The proesses that
play a role in the evolution of the prognosti variables are:
• gas/aerosol partitioning (g/p), i.e. the partitioning between nitri aid (HNO3) and
ammonia (NH3), whih are in the gas phase, and their partiulate phase, nitrate (NO
−
3 )
and ammonium (NH
+
4 ), and between the gas and partiulate phase of water.
• ondensation (ond) of H2SO4 and organi material on preexisting aerosols;
• nuleation (nul) of H2SO4 in fresh aerosol partiles;
• intramodal oagulation (oag i,i) between aerosol partiles belonging to the same mode.
It ats only on the number onentration, not on the mass onentration;
• intermodal oagulation (oag i,j ) between aerosol partiles belonging to two dierent
modes;
• partile growth from the Aitken modes into the aumulation modes;
• aging of BC and dust partiles from externally to internally mixed (only in MADEsoot);
• all those proesses whih are simulated by other sub-models than MADE and MADEs-
oot, i.e. transport, emissions, wet and dry deposition for the number onentration
and, additionally, hemistry for the mass onentrations. These proesses are inluded
in the term R.
The prognosti equations in E5/M-MADE and in E5/M-MADEsoot are here reported. In
the prognosti equation of MADE the sign of eah term is expliitely written. This is not
possible in MADEsoot, sine some terms an be positive, negative or equal to zero. Therefore
the terms arrying a negative sign in the MADEsoot prognosti equations are those that an
give only a negative ontribution.
A.1 Prognosti equations in MADE
Prognosti equations for the number on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Prognosti equations for the mass onentrations
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• Partiulate organi matter (POM)
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• Dust (DU)
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 equations for the number 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• NO3
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• Partiulate organi matter (POM)
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• Sea salt (SS)
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k arbon (BC)
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• Dust (DU)
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)
Appendix B
Tehnial details
B.1 Calulation of the ondensation oeients
Condensation of sulfuri aid
The mass onentration of sulfuri aid gas evolves following the analyti solution of the
equation
dC
H2SO4
(t)
d t
= P − L · C
H2SO4
(t), (B.1)
where P is the prodution rate of H2SO4 in the gas phase, whih is given externally to the
aerosol sub-model, and L is the loss due to ondensation. The solution of Eq. [B.1℄ is
C
H2SO4
(t) =
P
L
+
(
C
H2SO4
(t0)− P
L
)
e−L(t−t0), (B.2)
assuming that P and L are onstant during∆t = t−t0. The hange in the mass onentration
of H2SO4 due solely to the ondensation of gas (∆C
ond.
) is
∆C ond. = ∆C
H2SO4
−∆C prodution
=
(
P
L
− C
H2SO4
(t0)
)
(1− e−L∆t)− P∆t. (B.3)
The loss oeient L is alulated following Whitby et al. (1991). The loss of H2SO4 in
the gas phase is equal to the gain of SO
2−
4 mass in the aerosol modes. If M
(k)
i is the k
th
moment of the mode i and G
(k)
i the orresponding growth oeient, we have:
L =
N
modes∑
i=1
∂C
SO
2−
4
,i
∂t
= ρ
SO4
pi
6
N
modes∑
i=1
∂M
(3)
i
∂t
≡ ρ
SO4
pi
6
N
modes∑
i=1
G
(3)
i , (B.4)
where the relation between mass and third moment from Eq. [3.10℄ is used. G
(3)
i an be
fatorized in a size-dependent fator Ψ(D), where D is the partile diameter, and in a size-
independent fators ΨT (Whitby and MMurry , 1997)
G
(3)
i =
6
pi
ΨT
∫
∞
0
Ψ(D)ni(D)dD. (B.5)
The size-independent omponent ΨT of the growth funtion is equal to
ΨT =
Mwps(Sv − 1)
ρRT
(B.6)
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where Mw is the moleular weight of the ondensing gas, ps the saturation vapour pressure,
Sv the saturation ratio of the ondensing speies, ρ the density of the ondensed substane,
R the universal gas onstant and T the temperature. The form size-dependent omponent
Ψ(D) depends on the regime of the gas, whih is identied by the Knudsen number Kn
(see Se. 2.1.1). Ψ(D) has two asymptoti forms for the free moleular (Kn > 10) and near
ontinuum (Kn<1) regimes:
free-moleular: Kn > 10→ Ψfm(D) = piαc¯
4
D2 (B.7)
near-ontinuum: Kn < 1→ Ψnc(D) = 2piDvD (B.8)
where α is the aomodation oeient,c¯ the mean moleular veloity and Dv the diusion
oeient. The asymptoti expressions for the growth rate are:
G
(3)
i
fm
=
6
pi
ΨT
piαc¯
4
M
(2)
i (B.9)
G
(3)
i
nc
=
6
pi
ΨT2piDvM
(1)
i (B.10)
Whitby et al. (1991) shows how the armoni mean between the free-moleular and the near-
ontinuum expressions gives an expression of the growth rate that is omputationally eient
and preise enough also in the transition phase between the two regimes:
G
(3)
i =
G
(3)
i
fm
G
(3)
i
nc
G
(3)
i
fm
+G
(3)
i
nc
(B.11)
The loss oeient L is alulated substituting Eq. B.11 in Eq. B.4. The growth of SO2−4 mass
onentration in eah mode i due to ondensation of sulfuri aid (M
SO4,i
ond.
in Eq. 3.14) is
alulated through the non-dimensional oeients Ωi
∂C
SO
2−
4
,i
∂t
ond
= Ωi∆C
ond.
(B.12)
Ωi =
G
(3)
i∑N
modes
i=1 G
(3)
i
. (B.13)
The size-independent fator
6
pi
ΨT is anelled in Eq. B.13.
Condensation of organi gases
The ondensation of organi gases into seondary organi aerosol is alulated analogously
to the ondensation of sulfuri aid. The amount of ondensing gas C
SOA
, however, is not
alulated, but given as an external eld to the aerosol sub-model. Therefore
∂C
POM,i
∂t
ond
= ΩSOAi CSOA (B.14)
ΩSOAi =
G
(3)
SOA,i∑N
modes
i=1 G
(3)
SOA,i
. (B.15)
B.2 Calulation of the oagulation rate
The rate of hange of the kth moment due to intermodal oagulation between partiles
belonging to the mode i and j is dened as
Ck,ij =
∂M
(k)
l
∂t
, (B.16)
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where l is the mode to whih the resulting partile is assigned. FollowingBinkowski and Shankar
(1995), Ck,ij is alulated as
Ck,ij = +
∫
∞
0
∫
∞
0
Dk1β(D1, D2)ni(D1)nj(D2)dD1dD2, (B.17)
and the rate for intramodal oagulation is
Ck,ii = −1
2
∫
∞
0
∫
∞
0
(D31 +D
3
2)
k/3β(D1, D2)ni(D1)ni(D2)dD1dD2 (B.18)
+
∫
∞
0
∫
∞
0
Dk1β(D1, D2)ni(D1)ni(D2)dD1dD2 , (B.19)
where D1 and D2 are the diameters of the oagulation partiles, ni(D) the number distri-
bution of the mode and β(D1, D2) the funtion desribing the oagulation proess, whih
depends on the regime of the gas. The asymptoti expressions of β(D1, D2) for the near-
ontinuum and in the free-moleular regime are, following Friedlander (2000),
βfm(D1, D2) =
√
3kBT
ρ
(
1
D31
+
1
D32
)
(D1 +D2)
2
(B.20)
βnc(D1, D2) = 2pi(Dv,1 +Dv,2)(D1 +D2) (B.21)
(B.22)
where kB is the Boltzmann onstant, T the temperature, ρ the partile density and Dv,i
the diusion oeient of the partile i. As done for the alulation of the ondensation
oeients (App. B.1), the oagulation rate an be alulated as the harmoni mean between
the two asymptoti regimes
Ck,ij =
Cfmk,ij C
nc
k,ij
Cfmk,ij + C
nc
k,ij
(B.23)
Ck,ii =
Cfmk,ii C
nc
k,ii
Cfmk,ii + C
nc
k,ii
(B.24)
Appendix C
Chemial reations
The reation list does not report the reatants whih are abundant in the atmosphere.
C.1 The hemial mehanism of MECCA
Gas phase reations
• O2 + O1D → O3P + O2
O2 + O
3P → O3
• H + O2 → HO2
OH + O3 → HO2
OH + H2 → H2O + H
HO2 + O3 → OH
HO2 + OH → H2O
HO2 + HO2 → H2O2
H2O + O
1D → 2 OH
H2O2 + OH → H2O + HO2
• N2 + O1D → O3P + N2
NO + O3 → NO2 + O2
NO2 + O3 → NO3 + O2
NO3 + NO → 2 NO2
NO3 + NO2 → N2O5
N2O5 → NO2 + NO3
NO + OH → HONO
NO + HO2 → NO2 + OH
NO2 + OH → HNO3
NO2 + HO2 → HNO4
NO3 + HO2 → NO2 + OH + O2
HONO + OH → NO2 + H2O
HNO3 + OH → H2O + NO3
HNO4 → NO2 + HO2
HNO4 + OH → NO2 + H2O
• CH4 + OH → CH3O2 + H2O
CH3OH + OH → HCHO + HO2
CH3O2 + HO2 → CH3OOH
CH3O2 + HO2 → HCHO + H2O + O2
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CH3O2 + NO → HCHO + NO2 + HO2
CH3O2 + NO3 → HCHO + HO2 + NO2
CH3O2 + CH3O2 → 2 HCHO + 2 HO2
CH3O2 + CH3O2 → HCHO + CH3OH
CH3OOH + OH → 0.7 CH3O2 + 0.3 HCHO + 0.3 OH + H2O
HCHO + OH → CO + H2O + HO2
HCHO + NO3 → HNO3 + CO + HO2
CO + OH → H + CO2
HCOOH + OH → HO2
• SO2 + OH → H2SO4 + HO2
DMS + OH → CH3SO2 + HCHO
DMS + OH → DMSO + HO2
DMS + NO3 → CH3SO2 + HNO3 + HCHO
DMSO + OH → 0.6 SO2 + HCHO + 0.6 CH3O2 + 0.4 HO2 + 0.4 CH3SO3H
CH3SO2 → SO2 + CH3O2
CH3SO2 + O3 → CH3SO3
CH3SO3 + HO2 → CH3SO3H
Photolysis reations
• O3+ hν → O1D
O3 + hν → O3P
• H2O2 + hν → 2 OH
• NO2 + hν → NO + O3P
NO3 + hν → NO2 + O3P
NO3 + hν → NO
N2O5 + hν → NO2 + NO3
HONO + hν → NO + OH
HNO3 + hν → NO2 + OH
HNO4 + hν → 0.7 NO2 + 0.7 HO2 + 0.3 NO3 + 0.3 OH
• CH3OOH + hν → HCHO + OH + HO2
HCHO + hν → H2 + CO
HCHO + hν → H + CO + HO2
C.2 The hemial mehanism of SCAV
Heterogeneous reations
• O3 → O3(aq)
O3(aq) → O3
H2O2 → H2O2(aq)
H2O2(aq) → H2O2
NH3 → NH3(aq)
NH3(aq) → NH3
N2O5 → HNO3(aq) + HNO3(aq)
HNO3 → HNO3(aq)
HNO3(aq) → HNO3
CO2 → CO2(aq)
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CO2(aq) → CO2
HCHO → HCHO
(aq)
HCHO
(aq)
→ HCHO
HCOOH → HCOOH
(aq)
HCOOH
(aq)
→ HCOOH
CH3OOH → CH3OOH(aq)
CH3OOH
(aq)
→ CH33OOH
SO2 → SO2(aq)
SO2(aq) → SO2
H2SO4 → H2SO4(aq)
Equilibria
• H2O ⇋ H+ + OH−
NH
+
4 ⇋ H
+
+ NH3
HNO3 ⇋ H
+
+ NO
−
3
CO2 ⇋ H
+
+ HCO
−
3
HCOOH ⇋ H+ + HCOO−
SO2 ⇋ H
+
+ HSO
−
3
HSO
−
3 ⇋ H
+
+ SO
2−
3
HSO
−
4 ⇋ H
+
+ SO
2−
4
H2SO4 ⇋ H
+
+ HSO
−
4
Liquid phase hemistry
• SO2−3 + O3 → SO2−4
HSO
−
3 + O3 → SO2−4 + H+
HSO
−
3 + H2O2 → SO2−4 + H+
Appendix D
Aronyms
MADE modes
akn Aitken mode
a aumulation mode
or oarse mode (sea salt, dust, water)
MADEsoot modes
akn
sol
soluble Aitken mode
a
sol
soluble aumulation mode
akn
ext
externally mixed blak arbon and dust Aitken mode
a
ext
externally mixed blak arbon and dust aumulation mode
akn
mix
internally mixed Aitken mode with blak arbon and dust
a
mix
internally mixed aumulation mode with blak arbon and dust
or oarse mode (sea salt, dust, water)
Chemial ompounds
Cl
−
Chloride
DMS Dimethylsulfide = (CH3)2S
DMSO Dimethylsulfoxid = (CH3)2OS
HNO3 Nitri aid
H2S Hydrogen sulfide
H2SO4 Sulfuri aid
Na Sodium
NH3 Ammonia
NH
+
4 Ammonium
NO Nitri oxide or nitrogen monoxide
NO2 Nitrogen dioxide
NO
−
3 Nitrate
NOX Nitrogen oxide (NO + NO2)
OH Hydroxyl radial
SO2 Sulfur dioxide
SO
2−
4 Sulfate
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Other aronyms
ACE-1 First Aerosol Charaterization Experiment
AEROCOM initiative for the omparison of aerosol models
bb Biomass Burning
BC Blak Carbon
CFL Courant-Friedrih-Levy (riterion)
CCN Cloud Condensation Nulei
CR-AVE Costa Ria Aura Validation Experiment
DJF Deember-January-February
DU mineral DUst
E5/M ECHAM5/MESSy Aerosol limate model
ECHAM ECmwf model - HAMburg version
ECMWF European Centre for Medium Range Weather Foreasts
EDGARv3.2 FT2000 Emission Database for Global Atmospheri Researh version 3.2
Fast Trak 2000
ERBE Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
EURAD European Air Pollution Dispersion model system
ff fossil fuel
GEIA Global Emissions Inventory Ativity
GEOS DAS NASA Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation System
GCM General Cirulation Model
GFED Global Fire Emission Database
GISS GCM Goddard Institute for Spae Studies General Cirulation Model
GLOBE-2 Global Baksatter Experiment
GOCART Georgia Teh/Goddard Global Ozone Chemistry Aerosol Radiation
and Transport
GSG Graphite Spark Generator
IMPROVE Interageny Monitoring of Proteted Visual Environments
IN Ie Nulei
INCA Interhemispheri Differenes in Cirrus properties from Anthro-
pogeni Emissions
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
JJA June-July-August
LACE Lindenberg Aerosol Charaterization Experiment
LCF Long wave Cloud Foring
MADE(soot) Modal Aerosol Dynamis model for Europe (for soot)
MADRID-BC Model of Aerosol Dynamis, Reation, Ionization, and Dissolution
for Blak Carbon
MATRIX Multionfiguration Aerosol TRaker of mIXing state
MESSy Modular Earth Submodel System
NH Northern Hemisphere
119
NME Normalized Mean Error
NMB Normalized Mean Bias
OC Organi Carbon
PEM-Tropis A/B Paifi Exploratory Mission-Tropis A/B
PIN Potential Ie Nulei
PM2.5 Partiulate Matter with diameter smaller than 2.5µm
PM10 Partiulate Matter with diameter smaller than 10µm
POM Partiulate Organi Matter
QMOM Quadrature Method of Moments
RH Relative Humidity
RHD Relative Humidity of Deliquesene
RF Radiative Foring
SCF Short wave Cloud Foring
SH Southern Hemisphere
SOA Seondary Organi Aerosol
SP2 Single Partile Soot Photometer
SPEW Speiated Partiulate Emissions Wizard
SS Sea Salt
TC4 Tropial Composition, Cloud and Climate Coupling ampaign
UCN Ultrafine Condensation Nulei
UTLS Upper Troposphere - Lowermost Stratosphere
VOC Volatile Organi Compound
WHO World Health Organization
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